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PREFACE

This study is an elaboration of the thesis that, under certain
conditions and assumptions regarding the economies of underdeveloped

countries, surplus food could provide a valuable and unique form of
additional funds for accelerating capital formation in these countries.
The central ideas of this thesis, including the conditions and assumptions
which underlie their validity and some of their practical implications

are examined in Chapter II.

Chapter I consists of some background in

formation on present inequality of wealth between the advanced and the
less developed countries of the world and the economic and political
implications of such inequality.

Part of this material consists of

our basic value judgments and assumptions regarding the desirability
and necessity of aiding underdeveloped countries to realize their le
legitimate and cherished hopes.

In Chapter III we discuss the Libyan economy as an example of
where and how surplus food may be used to promote economic development.

Chapters IV and V consist of a general evaluation of present methods
of surplus disposal— their objectives, scope, mechanics and effective
ness.

In Chapter VI we make an evaluation of these methods on the

basis of their contribution to economic development.

The theoretical

ideas and assumptions regarding the requirements of economic develop
ment, the role of surplus food in such development, and United States
interest in the progress of underdeveloped countries, all of which are
discussed in Chapters I to III, provide the main criteria for our
evaluation of present surplus disposal and foreign currency loan programs.

This evaluation is followed by a list of suggestions designed to facilitate

maximum utilization of surplus food in promoting capital formation in
underdeveloped countries.

The author's interest in the subject of this thesis began in 1956
when he first read the FAO pilot study on India. He did not have the

opportunity to actively pursue this interest, however, until June 1957,
when the United States ICA Mission in Libya wrote to Professor Rayrrond
J. Penn indicating their interest in using surplus food to help the
economic development of Libya. As a result of this correspondence, and
with Professor Penn's encouragement and advice, this study was initiated
in the Summer of 1957.

After surveying the literature, and making a tentative outline of

the project, the author spent about three weeks in Washington, D.C.
gathering data and talking with research personnel and administrative
officials in the Foreign Agricultural Service, The Commodity Stabili
zation Service, Production and Marketing Research Divisions of the

United States Department of Agriculture, The North American Regional
Office of FAO, The International Cooperation Administration, The

Commodity Division of the State Department, The International Monetary
Fund and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development.

Much unpublished and unwritten information was obtained from these

personal contacts with these agencies. In the absence of such information
it would have been very difficult or virtually impossible to comprehend

the over-all practical and administrative problems of surplus disposal.
The author is sincerely thankful to the various representatives of

these agencies with whom he consulted and'who are too numerous to
name here.

In the Summer of 1957, Professor Ragnar Kristjarson of South Dakota

State College initiated plans for an International Conference on Surplus
Viheat Utilization in Underdeveloped Countries*

In February, 1958, the

author was invited by Professor Kristjanson to continue his research in

Brookings, South Dakota and to help v/ith plans for the proposed confer

ence* Since the Conference topic was highly related to the author's
research he was pleased to accept Dr* Kristjanson's invitation*

From

February to September, 1958, the author pursued his research in Brookings,
and at the same time he served as a program director for the V/heat Confer
ence*

This combination of research and action programs provided him vdth

the opportunity to utilize some ide^s, gained from research, in the
formulation of the Conference program*

The Conference was held from

July 20 to July 31, 1958*

Several internationally recognized authorities on the problems of
agriculture, trade and economic developmeht delivered papers at the
Conference*

It was the first Conference of its kind that was ever held

and its deliberations provided much practical knowledge on the problems
and prospects of using surplus food for economic development.

Professors Raymond J* Penn and Robert L. Clodius read the outline
and the rough draft of this thesis and offered some valuable suggestions

and informative criticisms for which the author is very grateful.

The

author is also very grateful for having had the privilege of associating

with and studying under the direction and guidance of Professors Penn

and Clodius.

Their genuine interest in the intellectual development of

their students and their total devotion to the ideals of higher education

have been a great source of intellectual stimulation and encouragement.

The author is very grateful to Professor Harlov; W. Halvorson for
reading the final draft of this thesis#
Professors Kenneth H, Parsons and Marvin A. Schaars read the

tentative outline of this thesis and made some valuable comments for
which the author is very thankful.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

Present Inequality

Only a few facts will be sufficient to point out the great inequality
of wealth between the developed and underdeveloped countries.

About one-

sixth of the vxjrld population (not including the Soviet bloc.) who live
in the industrialized countries produces almost three-fourths of all
manufactured products, about two-thirds of all raw materials and nearly
one-half of all foodstuffs,

^he industrialized countries of the non-

communist v.orld have only about 15 per cent of its population, but they

receive over 62 per cent of the total income.

About 54 per cent of the

population in the world obtain only about 9 per cent of its income.
One can go on citing figures and broad aggregates of this kind to
illustrate the extreme poverty of the underdeveloped countries, but

Gunnar Myrdal put it more eloquentlyJ
The statistics underlying such comparisons of national income
per head in different countries are extremely frail, particularly
those for the underdeveloped countries and can serve no other
purpose than to point the magnitudes involved in the problems:
a broad estimate of the number living in various degrees of
prosperity or destitution. Only one who has had the opportunity
of traveling widely in the rich and the poor regions, and whose
eyes have been wide open to unaccustomed sights, can even begin
to grasp the stark realities of the manners of living and of the
human happiness or misery which are abstractly represented by such
average figures.

Implied in them are differences in what and how much people
can eat and the degree to which they can satisfy their hunger.

Implied also is whether they have anything to wear or anything
that can be called a home. Behind these base data are widely
different levels of literacy and culture, standards of health
and frequencies of sickness and death, how many mothers succumb
in giving birth to a child and hov/ many of the new born babies

die during childhood, and also what length of life a person can

expect...•i/
Present levels of investments, saving, production, and productivity

are, of course, many times higher in the advanced countries than in the
under-developed area of the world.

These fundamental facts of inequality

produce cumulative process which tends to improve the wealthy position of
the advanced countries and accentuates the poverty of the under-developed

regions.

Thus countries with high level of income and saving can afford

to invest substantial amounts of resources each year for capital formation

and current production, for education and research.

Such investments

would raise production and productivity which means higher and higher
income and savings for present and future consumption and investment.

)

The situation in the under-developed countries is exactly the

opposite of what is found in the advanced countries.

Here we find very

low income and savings means low investment for capital formation, education
and research, which, in turn, results in even lov;er levels of production,

productivity and income.

Added to this basic vicious circle of poverty

and ignorance is the tremendous population pressure which characterizes
the economies of most under-developed countries, particularly in the

Far East and South East Asia.

Combined with this serious population

pressure is the increasing conviction among the people of under-developed

countries that economic development means immediate improvement in living
standards and public services of all kinds.

These growing convictions

have compelled the government of most under-developed countries to use
more and more of their scarce resources for immediate v/elfare programs

1/ Gunnar Myrdal,

Harper, 1956, pp.

Problems and Prosoects.

149-50.

and for current consumption.

Thus vdth extremely low level of savings,

high population pressure on existing resources and strong v/elfare tendencies
among the masses it would be virtually impossible for the under-developed
countries to make large investment programs in capital formation, education
and research which v»uld be required to raise their productivity and
ultimately their standard of living.

Indeed, it would have been equally

difficult for countries of Western Europe and North America to have
overcome their vicious circles of poverty and ignorance had they been
confronted vath similar circumstances during the early stages of their
economic development.

If the discussion along this line were to be carried further
there are a number of general observations concerning forces and
conditions— besides the general conditions of the surrounding

subsistence economy in under-developed countries and the population
pressure— v^hich would need quantitative analysis within the
framework of a ^namic theory of international price formation.

Among these observations are the following: that for many exports
the under-developed countries are completing vath the advanced
countries, where productivity has been rising rapidly—even, and
not least, in primary production; that the larger part of foreign
enterprise in and capital inflov; to, under-developed countries has
been, and continues to be, directed almost exclusively toward en
larging their export industries; that at the same time the industrially
advanced countries have protected and subsidized their own primary
production—particularly agriculture; that an element of vicious
circle of economic stagnation is rigidity, hampering the adjustment
to changes in the relative prices in the international market

that would be necessary'in ordfer to;exiDloit advantages and escape
disadvantages; that on all levels of economic processes, efforts
toward the monopolistic organization of markets are bound to be
much more effective in the industrially advanced countries than
in under-developed ones; and, more generally, that because of their
poverty,the precariousness of their narrow exchange margins, and

their desperate need of continuing large exports in order to be
able to import both essential consumer goods and capital goods
for their economic development, the bargaining pov/er of under^

developed countries has been and remains, relatively very weak. 2/
Thus the cumulative repercussion of poverty and ignorance in the
Ibid., p. 233

less developed countries not only aggravates their economic problems

domestically, but they also v.ork against their interests in all of their
commercial and financial contacts with the advanced countries. This

fact can be readily seen from the relative tennis of trade betv/een the
industrialized and the under-developed countries. Nearly all of the

under-developed countries depend on exports of raw material and

agricultural products for foreign currencies with which to buy capital

equipment and manufactured products for their development programs. In
most cases the exported goods are produced under inefficient and primitive
conditions relative to the general level of productivity in the advanced
countries.

Moreover, many extractive and primary industries in under

developed countries, such as oil, large scale plantation and mining are

largely ovjned and controlled by powerful commercial interests in the
advanced countries.

Even if we would ignore these important aspects of the export

industries in under-developed countries their terms of trade with the

industrially advanced economies would still be very unfavorable.

Exports

of raw materials and agricultural products account for almost 90 per cent
of the foreign exchange

earned by under-developed countries.

Most of this

foreign exchange is'used to pay for consumer- cand capital goods produced in
the advanced countries.

It is common knowledge that the purchasing power of

agficultuxal'produCtfe in-terms of manufactured goods has been steadily de
clining in both the national and the international markets.

According to

United Nations' estimates the purchasing pov;er of agricultural products fell

by 4 points between the end of 1956 and 1957, from 92 to 88 (1952-53=100)
In comparison with the base period (average of the two years
1952 and 1953) the average purchasing power in 1957 of agriculture
exports as a whole for manufactured goods appears to have fallen

by about 10 per cent. About half of this declined is due to lower
agricultural prices and about half to the rise in manufactured goods.
The fall was heaviest for food and feedstuffs, where prices fell by

9 per cent and where prices and" purchasing power' fell by 14 per cent.
For agricultural raw materials as a whole the corresponding figures
were 4 per cent and 9 per cent respectively. For the commodity
group beverages and tobacco average export unit values in terms of
U.S. dollars in 1956 and 1957 were almost exactly at the 1952-53^
level, though much lower than the boom year of 1954 and the decline
in purchasing power in comparison with the base period thus resulting

entirely from the rise in nonagricultural prices....^Z

Another important characteristic of export goods from under-developed
countries, in addition to their low purchasing power, is the violent and
sudden fluctuations in their price levels, due to low elasticity of demand

and supply and the high degree of competition under which agricultural

products are produced and sold.

A United Nations expert study of the

problems shows:

that during the period 1901 to 1950 the year-to-?year price changes
of 18 primary commodities, which represent the major exports of 47
under-ideveloped countries, averaged about 14 per cent; fluctuations
within the year averaged about 27 per cent as betv/een the high and
the low points of the year. But primary producers' vulnerability
to price fluctuation is greatly increased by the fact that year-toyear movements tend to be in the same direction for two to three
years at a time; so that in the sample studied cyclical price declines
averaged about 27 per cent for individual commodities it was much

more. ^
The under-developed countries faced with declining purchasing power

of what they produce relative to what they buy and with wide and sudden
fluctuations in the price levels of their exports are finding it extremely
difficult if not impossible to earn the necessary foreign exchange needed
for the imports of capital equipment and ma^factured goods.

Agricultural

economists in the United States are very familiar with this difficulty

3/ The State of Food and Aariculture. FAO. Rome. 1958. p.34.
UN. Economic Affairs Department.

Instability in Export Markets for

Under-developed Countries, New York, 1952, p. (cited in Myrdal, op.
cit. p. 239).

and all of its ramifications, in view of their long experience v/ith the

declining economic position of agriculture in the American economy*

Thus

despite the fact that agricultural production in the United States on the
whole is highly efficient, where agriculture enjoys the benefits of highly

competent and nationally subsidized research, educational and extension
institutions, its bargaining pov;er in relation to the rest of the economy
has been declining steadily over the years.

In the United States, and nearly all other countries, political,
economic and strategic factors are often used to compensate agriculture
for its relatively weak economic bargaining power; but no such compen
sations exist between the agricultural economies of the under-developed

and the industrially advanced countries of the world*

In fact, the

advanced countries have adopted commercial policies which tend to aggravate
the plight of under-developed countries and in a sense force them to help

maintain a rising standard of living in the industrialized economies.

Thus

when the advanced countries maintain high prices for their manufactured

products and at the same time establish high import tariffs and quotas
and follow this by trying to outsell the under-developed countries in the

international market for agricultural products, they tend to sacrifice the
efforts of under-developed countries for the immediate and short-run

benefits of their commercial and subsidized export industries.

In effect,

it can be said that the industrially advanced countries enjoy monopolistic

power in the sale of manufactured products and capital goods and monopsonistic
power in the purchase of raw materials, and certain agricultural products
over the under-developed countries.

This tremendous economic power, if

used without regard to the real interest of poor countries, would seriously

aggravate their already precarious condition.
Tndppd. onfi of the substantial ai6^ ndvenced countries could

give under-developed countries would be to use their bargaining

power against them with greater consideration and, in particular^
to stop virtually forcing them to import goods v;hich they do not
want, either because they can produce them at home or because they
feel that they have no place in a national program of economic

development.

Such a consideration in commercial policy would be

a substitute for the aid and credit which they are not getting.

But it vjould assume a totally different philosophy in the industrially
advanced countries concerning their commercial relations with
under-developed countries, in fact an adaptation of the approach

they take as a natural thing towards under-developed regions within their own boundaries

Foreign Aid

The great inequality of wealth and bargaining pov/er between the
under-developed and the advanced countries of the world, which we have
discussed, are not new developments..

They have characterized the over

all world situation during the last hundred years or more.

Indeed, there

has always been and will probably always be inequalities of v;ealth and
pov/er between different nations in the v/orld and among different indi
viduals and groups v/ithin a single nation.

Rather, what is nev/ is not

the inequality per se, but the realization of and extreme discontent

with such inequality on the part of an increasingly articulate group of
people and their leaders throughout the under-developed countries of the
world.

Most of these countries have attained their political independence

since V/orld V/ar II, and with it the struggle for economic development has
become the symbol of national existence, the test of political maturity

and of acceptability into modern society of nations.

For most of them

the alternative to economic development is stagnation or even decay and

5/ Myrdal. op.cit.. p. 292.

starvation.

These developments r coinided v;ith the rise of colossal ideological

and political struggle between the advanced countries of the Western
VIorld and the rapidly developing economies of the Soviet-oriented countries.
The immediate effects of this struggle was to drag:the under-developed
countries into the turbulent arena of the cold war. Both sides in the

cold war are now convinced that they cannot afford the hostility of the

under-developed countries and that in order to win their friendship it
would be necessary to assist them economically. The United States took
the initiative in giving aid to under-developed countries, but unfortunately
it has tended to subordinate the long-run economic interest and requirements
of these countries to its immediate military and strategic objectives.

In its quest for and narrov/ conception of national security the
United States has overemphasized the military and short-run economic

aspects of its foreign aid at the expense of long-run economic and
political objectives.

Such policy was not rigidly followed during the

days of the Marshall Plan and perhaps this was largely responsible for
the rapid success and effectiveness of that plan in bringing about the
economic and political recovery of Western Europe.

In recent years,

however, the United Stat^slforeign aid to under-developed countries has
been used based oh procedures and requirements v;hich are contrary to the
needs of sustained economic growth and political stability.

Thus in recent years the allocation of United States foreign aid has
been as follows:

^

50 per cent for direct military assistance; 33 per cent

For a comprehensive study of United States Foreigft Aid see "The Foreign
Aid Programs and The United States Economy," 85th Congress, 1st Session,
March, 1957.

for defense support designed to supplement and ®cono..ilcally support the
military assistance! 7 per cent for economic development; 4 per cent
for technical assistance and 5 per cent for various other uses including
the President's contingency funds.

The total size of American foreign aid is often exaggerated,
largely because of a confusion between military and nonmilitary

programs. Thus out of $4.6 billion spent on aid programs in the

fiscal year 1956, $1.6 was spent on nonmilitary program of which
not more than $1 billion was aid that contributed to economic

development. Of this, about $150 was spent directlyon grants for
economic assistance, $170 million was spent on technical cooperation,
$200 million on loans and the rest in such forms as the use of surplus
farm products and part of defense support. U

More than 70 per cent of all funds spent on foreign aid thus far was
received by the recipient countries in the form of United States agriculture
industrial and mining products. It is assumed that nearly all or most of

the remaining 30 per cent returned to the United States economy in payments
for goods and services. Thus it is estimated that exports of goods made

possible by foreign aid have counted for 25 to 46 per cent of all United
States exports between 1948 and 1955. At present the countries of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) spent over 50 billion dollars

per year for joint military defense in comparison with the very infini
tesimal amount of economic aid which they provide to under-developed
countries. Moreover, even this insignificant help is nearly alv^ays given

in pursuit of strategic of political objectives rather than sound economic
criteria or urgent necessities. Such a policy could hardly be expected to

produce any real or meaningful improvements in the economic well-being and
political maturities of the under-developed countries.

7/ The Sole of Foreign nid in The Development of Other Countries, 85th
Congress, 1st Session, iiarch, 1957, p. 56.

Adlai E. Stevenson expressed his doubts and fears in this connection
very clearly in his book, Call io Greatness*

A policy based just on anti-Communism and military potency is not
in the spirit of this great movement of the twentieth century and will
van few hearts. The challenge to us is to identify ourselves with this
social and human revolutions, to encourage and inspire the aspiration
of half of mankind for a better life, to guide these aspirations into

paths that lead to freedom. To default would be disaster. ^

Ideally, all of the advanced countries should pool part of their
resources and knov^-how for purposes of aiding under-developed countries.

Such aid should be administered by an international organization in which

all countries, advanced and under-developed, v;ould participate.

Such an

arrangement would separate foreign aid from national military objectives
and political expediences, encourage true partnership among the advanced
and under-developed countries and distribute the burden and benefits of
international progress and cooperation more equitably than has been the
case in the past.

The Soviet Union may be invited to play an active part

in such pooling of international resources and skills for aiding under

developed countries.

If it refuses, then it could justly be blamed for

lack of genuine interest in the well-being and progress of under-developed
countries.

Such a refusal would probably do more to isolate the Soviet

Union from the under-developed countries than all military pacts in Asia
and Africa combined.

The case for joint international effort to fight poverty and ignorance

was well put by Sir John Boyd Orr in his book.

The I'Jhite Man 'si. Pi lemma >

Some will be impatient with the idea of applying modern science
to develop the vast resources of the earth because they think the first

^ Adlai E. Stevenson, „Call_

i.iyrdal, op.cit.. p. 12^.

;, Harper, 1954, p.92 (cited in

task is to destroy Cotnmmism (or from the other
ddstroy Capitalism) and in the meantime
to building up more powerful v^eapons of war.

that
„nnd and the

fheir side^n^he present -nfUct is so rrght and so good nd^th^^^
other side so wrong and so evil that they are preparea
to destroy the opposing side might well
'Be not overviise and not over righteousi wy

y injunction
destroy

. . . , fulfill

thyself? Others might say we should be prepared to ^elp fulfil^

thrpromise of the Atlantic Charter-freedom from want for all men

in all lands—but that the other side will
^ffer
has never been made. If either the

gs R
or the ^'S.S.R.,

with their satellites or allies, accordingto the point of vie ,
a definite offer to co-operate through an international
V

reoresenting the interests of all nations and to give it 10 or even
5 per cent of the money being spent

vdlling to join will make the same contriliution,

r

1 ,-convinL the world that it was sincere in its declared objective of
promoting human welfare and not acting from pure y
""J afa
Any power v;hich refused to join could then rightly
waLonger and an aggressor against human society. "
Great Powers is willing to make such an offer pen ^ere is some
reason.to believe that the ideological conflict p mer^y a spke_
screen for the old game of power politics, in which the
people of different countries....who have no quarrel
®®^beir
..iare sacrificed to the lust for power of those who control the

destiny. 2/^

The wisdom of Sir John's statement and convictions is beyond question,

but it is highly doubtful that it would be possible to achieve sufficient

agreement for any wide scale international cooperation in the field of
economic development in the near future. However, in the absence of such
cooperation the United States could still provide substantial assistance,
on unilateral basis, particularly by making realistic and farsighted

adjustments in the allocation of its military aid and economic and
technical assistance. It can also aid the under-developed countries by

adopting commercial policies designed to help their struggle for economic
development and political maturity#

In this thesis, whenever we call for a degree of international
John Boyd Orr, 1

I, Allen and Unwin, 1953, pp. 100-10.

cooperation and more specifically for the United States to help the under
developed countries meet some of their urgent and crying needs,we do so in
the light of the following general value judgments and basic assumptions:
!• That cpteris paribus. it is in the economic interest of the United
States, and the world at large to raise the existing level of

productivity in the under-developed countries whenever and whereever circumstances permit such action.

2. That in the present global and colossal struggle between Western
democratic ideas and liberal thinking (at least as they are

practiced and fought for in the Western world) on the one hand,
and Communist ideology and ambitions on the other, it is in the
interest of the United States and the West at large to help the

under-developed countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America

achieve higher degree of economic performance, genuine political
stability, greater distribution of wealth and genuine efforts

toward paving the way for more democratic and liberal institutions,
even though the efforts themselves may at times seem forceful
and authoritarian.

The test to which a given national govern

ment in the under-developed countries is trying to achieve these

objectives could be measured by the extent to v/hich the particular
government is devoted to and supported by the aspirations and
wishes of the general public.

This, of course, makes the further

assumption that the general public in the under^-developed countries
is sufficiently aware of its problems, needs and aspirations to
make some humanly reasonable judgment on some outstanding public

issues.

This assumption may not be realistic in some parts of

the under-developed viorld but it is our belief that it applies

in a sufificiently large number of under-developed countries to

make it useful as a guide for both analytical purposes and policy
action.

3.

That it is in the interest of the United States and the V/est to

help the under-developed nations achieve some or all of the goals
mentioned above regardless of the letters's foreign policy stands
on the relative merits of the V/estern or Communist claims, charges

and counter charges in the cold war strategies.

That is to say,

it is not in the interest of the United States or the West to

interpret genuine neutralism as an implicit rejection of Western
ideals and democracies and inducement of Communist ideology.

Rather the kind of neutralism which is presently followed by India,

the United Arab Republic and certain other Asian and African nations
should be looked at as a necessary policy designed to better achieve

some of the objectives mentioned in assumption two, above. This may

require measures designed to weaken or destroy certain economic

and political bonds which heretofore have existed between the under
developed countries and their former colonial rulers.

These bonds

were designed to support and uphold superior inferior relationships
which may or may not have been suitable at the time of their es

tablishment, but v/hich are definitely out of date today.

Thus,

when certain underdeveloped countries find it necessary to break
these bonds they should not be denounced as anti-West and proCommunist.

Such denunciation v/ill serve no purpose, but to antagoni

and offend the progressive leaders in those countries and make it
necessary for them to take more and more forceful, and even violent,
defensive measures to protect themselves and v;hat they believe to
be in the interest of their nations.
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A fourth, and perhaps more controversial assumption is that if the

underdeveloped countries of the v.orld are allowed and helped to
raise the level of their economic performance and modernize their

political, legal and social institutions as they choose (even
when 'such measures may seem to damage some particular short-run
western economic interest) they will more likely adopt, practice

and defend V/estern ideals and democracies than if they v;ere re

quired or forced to take sides in the cold war# This assumption
is based on the belief that a large number of the present leaders

in the underdeveloped countries are irrevocably and wholeheartedly
committed to liberal, fair and democratic ideals, but they realize

that the path to the attainment of such iddals requires the weaken
ing and in certain cases even the liquidation of some obstacles
and abstractions v>/hich are the heritage of centuries of stagnation,

ignorance and out-dated political and social institutions. The
fact that the people and their leaders in many of the under-

develo^)ed countries &re agitating and: fightifig" for political " • ,

independence, greater freedom to pursue more independent foreign
policy and greater equality v;ith the Viest should be viev/ed as a
victory for v/estern democratic and liberal ideals rather than as
evidence of increasing antagonism and hatred for the Vi/est.
V/ith the above observations and assumptions as a kind of an

ideological background v/e will proceed to further deliniate and
introduce the subject matter of this thesis.

The Process of Economic Development

The economic development of any given country may be viewed as a

process of improving the economic performance (productivity) of its
physical and human resources.

The magnitude and quality of these resources

over the long-run are dependent on the state of knowledge and skills of the
society under investigation.

The degree to which a given country or region

is able to apply technological and social knowledge to improving the
economic performance of its resources may be regarded as a measure of its

capacity to provide for sustained economic grov^rth.

Such a growth is

accumulative process which must be provided for and reinforced by succeeding
generations through the introduction of various technological and social
innovations designed to promote efficiency and productivity.
It can be argued that the present economic differences between the

developed and the under-developed countries are due more to the differences

in the state of knowledge and technology (social innovations included) than
to differences in the absolute or relative amounts of physical resources

per se.

The way in which resources are a function of the state of

knowledge, however, is not that simple.

For any given amount of resources

a minimum state of knowledge is required to make an effective and wise use

of these resources.

Similarly, for any given state of knowledge and

technology there must be a minimum amount of resources in order to utilize

productively the existing knowledge.

The dynamic process by v;hich the

state of knowledge and technology increase and change the resource-base of
a nation, and the v/ay in which the nature and size of that resource-base

in turn effects the rate and direction of the accumulation of knowledge

and technology is a very fascinating process, v^ose application is an

essential part of economic grovvth.

In certain under-developed countries there may be high level of

knowledge relative to the amount of physical resources v;hile in other
countries the situation may be in 3:eversed order.

In general, however,

nearly all of the under-developed countries may be characterized by low
levels of knowledge, technology and relatively scarce resources.

On

the other hand, in the highly advanced countries of the V/est, such as
the United States and Canada, the state of knowledge and technology is

at an advanced stage and the amounts of productive reseurces are relatively
abundant.

This happy combination has been both the cause and effect of the

rapid rate of economic growth in these countries.

One of the basic

resources which certain under-developed countries need is supply of food
and fiber to help feed their underfed labor force, employ otherv;ise

unemployed labor and meet rising effective demand which will undoubtedly
accompany economic development and population grovd^h.
Present and Exnected Sum] uses

During the past decade, except for the Korean IVar, the agricultural
sector of the American economy has been producing substantial amounts of
certain commodities in eccess of total domestic and foreign effective

demands at prices acceptable to agricultural producers.

At present there

is a large carry-over of some commodities v/hich could not be sold at prices
demanded by producers or considered as reasonable return on their total

investment, efforts and expectations.

These commodities are primarily

wheat (hard red winter), cotton, rice, feed grains (mostly corn), some
manufactured dairy products (dried milk, cheese and butter), oil seeds
and tobacco.

In addition to a large carry-over of these commodities there

is, at present, an estimated excess-production rangir»g from 60 per cent
in the case of vjheat down to 4 per cent in the case of dairy products and

representing a total of over-all excess production of about 8 per cent
per year.

It is clear from these figures that in the absence of rigid production

controls and/or large food disposal programs the annual carry-over of
these commodities will be increasing at a rapid rate#

lihen we consider

increases in productivity in agriculture (\r;hich in recent years have been
around 4 per cent per year) the annual carry-over will rise at an increas

ing rate, VJe all know, of course, that there have been programs in operatio
with varying degrees of success, dealing vAth both production controls and
food disposal; their combined effects have undoubtedly helped to slov; down
the rate of annual accumulation of unsold food# ^ut in spite of these

programs there is today a large carry-over of the above mentioned
commodities#
jurolu!

In

economic literature this carry-over is usually referred to as food

surpluses and from here on we will use this terminology, but for the sake ol
clarity, we will further define food surpluses in order to make it more
relevant to the purpose of Our discussion,

oerda Blau, in an FAO study

of disposal of agricultural surpluses, made a useful distinction between

the definition of surpluses from the ov^/ner's point of view and from the
viewpoint of the economy as a whole#

He argued that

from the ovmer's point of viev/ a "surplus" at any given point of
time is that portion of stocks (i) which he wants to dispose of,
(ii) which exceeds his ovm (subjective) idea of a reasonable
level of stocks for sale but unsold; but v;hich cannot be sold

(or could not be sold if offered) at prices and on conditions
which he attempts to maintain#

From the viev;point of the economy as whole stocks by \.'nomever or

however held, wvhether for sale or not-are "surplus" if they .do not
fulfill an economic function (pipeline requirements; smoothing of

the effects of supply/demand variations and insurance against risks
resulting from these variations; strategic and other emergence

reserves), or, more generally, if their existence and management

do not help toward adjusting suj^ply to demand, or vese vesa, over
time at a desirable level#

Since in the United States most of the so-called agricultural surpluses

are ov/ned by the Federal Government we do not have a conflict between the
two definitions. It may be assumed that agricultural producers move tneir

surpluses (as defined from the owner's point of view) to the Government
and at this point such surpluses should be defined from the viev^point of
the economy as a whole# when we use this definition of surpluses, we will
need to make estimations and value judgements with respect to at least

two broad aggregate variables in order to arrive at an indication of the

existing quantity of food surpluses. These variables are: (l) the amount
of stocks needed to fulfill an economic function (pipeline requirements;

smoothing of the effects of supply/demand variations and insurance against
risks resulting from these variations; strategic and other emergency

reserves): (2) the reasonable level of farm prices, which Congress and the

public regard necessary for the maintenance of an efficient and progressive
agriculture# Admittedly, these are very difficult and complex variables
to measure and much of the controversy with regard to what constitutes a

surplus stems from different assumptions and values which people attach to
them and their relative importance#

Since it is not necessary for our

immediate purpose to get involved in this controversy vje will accept tne

current price support legislations as providing for a "reasonable" level

loy Disposal of Aoricultural Surpluses# FAO Commodity Studies No# 5, June,
1954, p. 5#

of farm pricos and the various estimates made by some outstanding
authorities as to the amount of stocks necessary to fulfill an economic
function.

It is well recognized, of course, that this is only one way

of pursuing the argument, but for our purpose it is probably the most
useful and realistic way.

Taking the present carry-over, plus the excess production of the

present year, and subtracting from this quantity the estimated stocks
needed for reserves and other purposes we may arrive at some rough indi
cation of the size of the existing food stocks v;hich may be regarded as

surpluses within our definition of the term.

In the case of wheat there

is at present a surplus of about 800 million bushels.

This large figure

is due, in part, to an unusually high level of production harvested this

year.

To this amount v^/e should add a current excess production of about

250 to 300 million bushels per year, representing an annual increase of

over 30 per cent per year.

Canada also possesses a substantial amount of

surplus v;heat (300-500 million bushels) plus about 10 per cent of annual
production in excess of v;hat it needs domestically and what it is able to

sell for dollars at competitive prices.
tied up in wheat surplus.

This adds up to substantial resource

In the case of rice and other food grain surpluses

there is at present about 17-20 million hundredweight of stocks v/ith an
excess production of about 4 to 5 million hundredweight per year.

About

Ij/ Estimates considered adequate reserves for our purpose are as followsi
wheat 400 million bushels, cotton, 4.million bales; feed graihs, 21

million tons (corn 500 million bushels); rice, 3.4 million pounds
hundredweight, tobacco, 3.2 billion pounds; sorghum soybean oil, oil
equivalent, 260 million pounds; dairy products, estimated CCC stocks

as of 1956 is considered surplus.

See "Prospects of Foreign Disposal

of Domestic Agricultural Surpluses; A Staff Study Directed by the
Interagence Committee on Agricultural Surplus Disposal, May, 1956,
p.l. Also see Senate Document No. 130, 82nd Congress, 2nd Session,
entitled "Reserve Level for Storable Farm Products, 1952.

600 million bushels of feed grains (consisting mainly of corn, but including

barley, oats and grain sorghum) may be regarded as surplus.

To this ajiRount

may be added an appreciable increment of annual excess production.
In the case of manufacture dairy products, if we take CCC stocks as

surplus, we have about 1000 million pounds, consisting mainly of dry milk,
but including substantial amounts of butter and cheese.

It is estimated

that there is about 3 to 4 per cent of excess production of dairy products

per year.

There are about 6 to 8 million bales of cotton which may be

regarded as surpluses with an excess production of nearly 1 million bales
per year.

The situation of present stocks of Vjegetable oil, fats and

tobacco is that of appreciable surplus with some annual addition of excess
production.

The Commodity Credit Corporation ov;ns most of the existing agricultural

surpluses.

It is authorized by statute to borrow up to nearly 15 billion

dollars for its operations.

As of February 1958, the Corporation had a

budget of nearly 14 billion dollars of v;hich about 7 billion dollats was

represented by food inventory consisting primarily of the commodities
mentioned above.

This very brief and incomplete discussion of the present surplus stocks
is only meant to give us a rough idea of the magnitude of the resources tied

up in agricultural surpluses.

For more detailed infoicmation and calculation

of the present surpluses see Appendix A. Tables 1, 2, 3, apd 4.
Future Trends

Practically all recent studies attempting to predict the supply/demand
situation 10 to 15 years from nov/ agree that, based upon their basic
assumptions and analysis, we can expect appreciable amounts of surplus

stocks of wheat, cotton, feed grains and perhaps dry milk to continue even

up to the year 1975. For our purpose, in this thesis, vie will be concerned
viith a time period not beyond 1965#

In other v'.ords, we are only interested

in v/hat amounts of surplus food and of what composition v;hich, under certain
assumption, may be expected to accumulate during the next five or six years#
No attempt is made here to arrive at independent estimates of the

expected food surpluses by 1965. Since vie have no basic disagreement with
the underlying assumptions of recent estimations of these magnitudes they
are accepted as adequate for our purpose.

In a recent study made by

Professors John D. Black of Harvard and James T# Bonnen of Michigan State

University, entitled, "American Agriculture in 1965,"

12/
it is concluded

that surplus stocks of food v/ill be v/ith us through 1965 and that the
existing unbalance between supply and demand seems to be chronic a^d
fundamental rather than cyclical or transitory.

At one point the authors

of this study made the following hypothetical observation.

Thus, if there were no adjustments in resource
excess of capacity combined with an increase of
yields and efficiency of feed utilization v^uld
of food products of 15 to 20 per cent in excess
levels. 13/

inputs, an 8 per cent
25 to 30 per cent in
result in an output
of 1965 consumption

If we accept this statement as approximately correct, and if we recall the
already existing large surplus stocks we can safely assume that there will
be substantial amounts of food surpluses from now through 1965.
In 1955, FAO published a pioneering study entitled, "Uses of
Agricultural Suroluses to Finance Economic Development in Under-developed

14/
Countries I A Pilot

Study in India."

The study pointed out some of the

12/ See page 145 of "Policy for Commercial Agriculture..85th Congress,
1st Session, 1957.

12/ I^.,pp. 149-50,
14/ FAO Commodity Studies, No. 6, Rome, June 1955.

possibilities and problems involved in using surplus food and fiber as a
source of capital funds for economic development in India. Some of the
ideas and suggestions presented in that study have stimulated considerable
interest and discussion in both academic and government circles. Since

its publication there have been some limited action programs in India, and
elsewhere, designed to use surplus food for economic development. During
the past tra years these programs have been increasing in number and scope.
At present a significant portion of all foreign currencies received by the
United States from surplus sales is allocated for economic develppment loans
in the importing countries.

During the past two years FAO has been seeking funds with which to
initiate research projects oh the results of using surpluses to promote
ecenomicidevelopment. Unfortunately, lack of funds has prevented the
initiation of such research projects. However, in 1957-58, FAO, in cooper

ation with the United Nations Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East
made a limited study on the utilization of agricultural surpluses for

economic development in Japan.

The main conclusions which v/ere reached

in that study vail be discussed in Chapter V. To date this very short ar^d
tentative study constitutes the only published information on the imperial
results of using agricultural surpluses for economic development.

For several years now, FAO has maintained an active interest not only

in using surplus food for economic development, but also in the over-all
effects of surplus disposal on the normal trade patterns of agricultural

products in the world market. It took the lead in outlining certain
Note on The Utilization of Agricultural Surpluses for Economic

Development in Japan. ECAFE/FAO.

Bangkok, 1958.

principles and safeguards which should be followed in the sale and purchase
of surplus stocks#

^he FAO Committee on Commodity Problems established a

consultative Subcommittee on Surplus Disposal in 1954.

The primary job

of this Committee is to provide a forum^ v;here all member nations, interestec

in surplus disposal, can present and discuss their complaints, suggestions
and reconnendations v;ith regard to surplus disposal on concess^ional terms.
In addition to that, the committee has made several unpublished fact^?

finding studies and reports dealing with methods of surplus disposal, their
effects on international trade in agricultural products and the prospects

of using surplus food, particularly manufactured dairy products for welfare
feeding programs.

With the passage of Public Law 400 in 1954, the United States

Government became very interested in the prospects of surplus sales for
foreign currencies and the use of these currencies in conjunction with
United States foreign aid and defense efforts.

A number of studies were

made to ascertain facts and ideas on surplus disposal programs and the

prospects for their expansion.

In 1956, The Interagency Committee on

Agricultural Surplus I^isposal, prepared a staff study entitled, "Prospects

16/

of Foreign Disposal of Domestic Agricultural Surplus."

The primary

objective of this study v/as to investigate commercial outlets for United
States surpluses rather than to examine the prospects of using surpluses

for economic ddvelopment.

In 1957, The National Planning Association made

u/" -

a study on "Agricultural Surplus Disposal and Foreign Aid."

-

16/ Prospects of Foreign Pi snosal of Domestic Agricultural Surpluses.
V/ashington, D.C. May, 1956.

it/ Agricultural Surplus Disposal and Foreign Aid. Committee Print
85th Congress, 1st Session, March 1957.

>

Since the

study was prepared for special Conoressional Committee investigating foreign
aid programs, it focused special attention on the prospects of using sur

plus food for economic development in under-developed countries.

It made

several recommendations designed to promote such uses of agricultural
surpluses.

The most comprehensive report on surplus disposal under Public Law
480 was m.ade by the Committee on Agriculture and Fores"ry of the United

States Senate.

That Committee held a public hearing, in the summer of 1957,

under the chairmanship of Senator Hubert H. Humphrey, during v;hich government
officials, academic people and various representatives from trade firms,
philanthropic organizations and many farm and nonfarm groups testified.

The hearings were printed in a Congressional document entitled, "Policies

18/
and Operations Under Public Law 480."

The hearings covered practically

all of the commercial, barter and philanthropic aspects of surplus disposal,

but they had little to say on the prospects of using surplus food for
economic development.

The Central Problem and Objective

The purpose of this thesis is to analyze and classify all that we have

been able to learn on the subject of using surplus food for economic
development.

Special attempts will be made to point out the relationship

between various surplus disposal methods and surplus utilization programs
in the importing countries.

In particular, special emphasis will be placed

on the problems and objectives of surplus disposal and their relation to
economic development.

The main objective

of such emphasis is to focus

isT"Policies and Operations Under Public Law 480, ooth Congress, JuneJuly, 1957.

attention on the basic requirements of sustained economic grovrth and to

point out v/here and how surplus food can contribute to its speed.

In this possibility there may be a real and fascinating opportunity
for the United States to use its excessive agricultural productive capacity

to help achieve its announced objective of aiding under-developed countries
to increase their level of productivity and at the same time it v-ould be

contributing to the solution of one of its outstanding national economic

problems and issues. This, however, may require a high degeee of coordi-*
nation between national agricultua^al and economic policy on the one hand,

and foreign trade, foreign aid and foreign policies on the other hand. To
achieve such coordination may prove to be the most challenging, but at the

same time, the most essential aspect of implementing the idea of using

surplus food to promote econoipic development in under-developed countries.
Most of the data in this thesis regarding the present and future sur

pluses v/ere obtained from various reliable estimates which are frequently
made by the United States Department of Agriculture, the National Planning
Association, various Congressional investigations and the many independent
studies vAiich are conducted by the various Land Grant Colleges, Experimental
Stations and other academic institutions and scholars.

The same is true

for all of the data on the existing methods and nature of surplus disposal,

foreign aid and commercial and political foreign policies.

In other words,

it is not thought to be necessary or warranted for the purppse of this
thesis to make separate and independent quantitative estimates of these broac
aggregates.

Similarly, all the data on the economic conditions and per

formance of certain under-developed countries is obtained from studies made

by such international sources as the United Nations' specialized agencies,
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the International

Monetary Fund, as well as studies made by the under-developed countries
themselves or by various scholars and institutions throughout

the v.'orld with interest in the problems of economic development*

The analysis will proceed v/ithin the framev-ork and requirements of
the following general conditions: That the channeling of surplus food
and fiber to help finance economic development will be done without

serious interference with the existing marketing channels for agricultural

products and without adverse effects on the agricultural production or

prices in the recipient countries*

In other words, any surplus food

esed for economic development should represent an amount over and above
the level of production, imports and consumption which existed prior to

the initiating of the program in the under^^developed countries*

Without

this assumption it v^x)uld be very easy for any given under-developed country

to drastically cut off its imports of agricultural products and substitue

for them surplus commodities, if they can be acquired under more favorable
terms, and use its saved foreign exchange to import more capital goods or
luxury items*

If a particular country takes advantage of this happy situation and
increases its rate of capital formation it would probably benefit by such
actions*

But at the same time such actions will severely cut into the norm-

market outlets of other agricultural exporting countries v/hich may badly
harm their economies*

If more under-developed countries are encouraged

to follow this policy, the adverse effects on the economies of food and

fiber exporting countries (some of which may be under-developed themselves)
will be multiplied and compounded.

If an under-developed country chooses to use surplus food merely to

feed hungry, but idle population, it v^ould not be contributing to its
economic growth.

Rather it would be somnly using valuable resources to

sustain idle labor force vjhich is not contributing anything to the economic

productivity of the country.

This argument, of course, does not apply to

emergency relief measures designed to relieve problems created by famine,

droughts, or other national disasters.

Nor does it apply to the necessity

of providing adequate diet for the aged, disabled and dependent persons.

It applies only to the aqtive, but under- or unemployed labor force.
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I7e do not pretend to present complete analyses of all the problems
involved in developing the central theme of this thesis.

Nevertheless,

an attempt will be made to bring together many of the more im.portant aspects
of the subject and to relate them one to another and to the clarification

of the problems and issues under investigation.

Most of the analysis is general and suggestive rather than detailed

and exhaustive.

This approach is chosen in order to include many variables

and to develop some sort of a general framevjork within which many aspects
of the problem may be studied separately and in sufficient detail to throw

some light on more specific questions and issues.

Thus, all we hope to

accomplish in this thesis is to provide some suggestions and draw a few

inferences for further research and discussion of this complex but interest
ing problem.

CHAPTER II

USING SURPLUS FOOD TO INCREASE CAPITAL FORJ.IATION
The General Idea

In this chapter we will attempt to develop and elaborate the central
idea of this thesis.

This idea says that, unHpr certain conditions and
nurcpof canital funds and

Before proceeding with the examination of the idea we will briefly state
some of the assumptions upon which the meaning and validity of the idea

itself are contingent.

These assumptions may ^e grouped under the follov;inc

categoriesi

1.

V/e assume that the economy of a certain under^developed country, or a

a group of them, is characterized by a substantial (20-50 per cent of

the total labor force) amount of various forms of under, disguised
and unemployed labor.

Ue will use the term "surplus labor" to

designate this form of "unproductive" manpov;er.
2.

It is further assumed that much of this form of surplus labor can be
productively employed, provided there are sufficient employment outlets

in construction, conservation and development ^activities.

In other

words, we are assuming that this labor force is active and potentially
productive.

3.

I7e assume that nearly all of this surplus labor force is substantially
underfed by adequate modern nutritional standards in both qualitative

and quantitative terms.

It is further assumed that even that portion

of the labor force which is fully employed (or can be so employed

viien the surplus labor is removed) and the large majority of the
population are suffering from under-nutrition and inadequate diets.
In the above three suppositions we have assumed the existence of two

separate but highly related aspects of under-developed economies:

One

aspect is the presence of surplus labor in both the agricultural and the
nonagriculturai sectdrs of their economies.

Since this assumption uses

the existing stage of knowledge and skills of these countries we can easily

deduce that with higher stage of technical and social knov/-how and v;ith a
rapid populaton grov/th the amount of surplus labor in these countries will
increase with time, unless sufficient additional employment is created to

productively absorb this surplus and highly perishable labor resource.

The

other aspect assumed above, is the existence of substantial dietary deficits
among large majority of the population.

This includes both the active and

inactive portion of the labor force, as well as the remaining population as
a whole, except for a small fraction of upper and some middle income groups.

This dietary deficiency is part of a vicious circle of low-productivity

low-income and consumption-low productivity and so on.

Such vicious circle

is a characteristic feature of under-developed economies.
surplus labor but scarce food resources.

Thus we have

The scarcity of food is con

tributing to the low pro/3uctivity of labor and the low productivity of labor

is contributing to the 'scarcity of 'food.

This relationship is established by

the fact that the physical productivity of labor is a function of the^ quaihttty

and quality of I'abor inputs, the quantity and quality of other' inputs used-wifh
labor in the praduction-process ahdi the. proportion and'scale in which these
re-sources are used and combined.

Cotris oaribus.:'we'bah say thtet with a given

quantity of labor the physical productivity of that labor will

depend on its productive capacity. Since it is common knowledge that
human beings are more productive when they are adequately fed than when
they are suffering from malnutrition and insufficient food intake, we can
easily see how the scarcity of food contributes to low productivity of
labor. In turn, low productivity of labor contributes to the scarcity of
food through the following relationship: Low productivity of labor means

low output per unit of labor input and thus for a given amount of labor
force we can say that the total aggregate output of that labor force will
be low relative to its consumption needs. We said earlier that in addition

to the quality of labor the physical productivity of that labor, amon^

other things, is dependent on or is a function of its quantity. This is

a simple and direct application of the old concept of diminishing physical
returns to the variable input factor. Thus, vdth a given technique of

production and fixed input factors, other than labor, we can say that its
productivity is a function of the quantity of labor input. We earlier
assumed that there is a surplus labor in agriculture and this, of course,

is partly responsible for its low productivity. Even if we do not improve
the quality of the underfed labor, but simply remove all of the excess
labor out of agriculture we vail automatically raise the per unit return

of the labor force remaining in production. There is another way in which

surplus labor contributes to its low productivity, and that is the faqt that
such surpluses are likely to prevent or greatly delay the introduction of
more modern biological and mechanical innovations designed to raise produc

tivity per man, per acre, per dollar and per animal unit. Thus while surplui
labor contributes to low productivity the latter tends to "hide" or arti*
ficially absorb all forms of disguised and underemployed labor.

Let us resume the statement of our general assuniptions:

4#

V/e assume that the nature of the domestic agricultural supplies in
these countries are such that they vail not be able to meet the

local demand for a period of at least five to ten years, even if all
measures are taken to remove the surplus labor and introduce various

biological and mechanical innovations.

This assumption need not

apply to all agricultural commodities.

These countries may be

exporting certain commodities for purposes of acquiring foreign

exchange, but at the same time they may be short in supply with

regard to certain other commodities.

Uhether or not the commodities

v;hich are short in supply at reasonable prices correspond to those
in surplus is a question which has to be answered for each country.
All vie require here is that the domestic supi^ly of certain agri
cultural commodities be relatively inelastic for a period of five
to ten years.

5.

It is assumed that the countries under consideration are in urgent
need for the construction and accumulation of overhead social

facilities in order to provide the proper atmosphere for their

economies to grov/ and develop on industry-by-industry bases.

Let

us further assume that much of these facilities can be constructed

with relatively labor-intensive production techniques.

6.

We assume that these countries are doing all they can with their
existing resources to increase and improve their social overhead
capital facilities, but that their efforts are not sufficient to
meet the level required for adequate economic grov/th.

It follows

that these countries should be eager to increase these facilities
if they could secure more resources.

Now let us assume that one of these countries obtains an amount of

appropriate agricultural surplus commoditiOs, either in the form of a
long-term loan outright grants in aid*

Let us also assume that this

particular country could obtain additional foreign exchange either by
increasing its exports, securing a loan or simply receiving it in the
form of aid*

The central question is how can this particular country

combine the surplus food* additional foreign exchanc

i t s surplus

abor to increase the rate of canital formation in its public anf'

It can do this by using the acquired surplus food as a source of funds
to be combined v;ith other resources and used to employ surplus labor on

various projects and activities which are capital forming.

Since the

annual rate of investment in most of the less developed countries is

exceedingly lov/ the necessity for increasing it is quite obvious.

In

nearly all of the less developed countries the annual rate of investment
is not higher than six per cent of their gross national products*

V^hen

we consider that the population in these countries is growing at a rate

of about two per cent per year and assume a rate of productivity ratio

on invested capital of 4:1 or even 3:1 it becomes clear that with such
rate of investment it would be virtually impossible for these countries to
break away from their vicious circle of low saving-low investment-low

income and lov/ saving*

The immediate role o:

to increase their available funds for investment.

surpluses woul(

Such additional funds

would make it possible to employ otherv/ise idle and wasted labor resources

and the combinations of additional capital and additional labor would

raise the productivity of the previously under or unemployed laborers

who v/ould be enabled to improve their diets as a result of using surplus.

food.

Such development v/ill further contribute to the speed of capital

formation and national productivity.

The extent to which surplus food can increase the value of investment

and influence the productivity of labor vdll depend on the magnitude of the
following variables:

1.

The size of the total surplus labor in the economy.

Various investi-

1/
gations, including thbse made by FAO and P.M. Rosenstein-Rodan
indicate that a surplus labor of 10-50 per cent of the total labor
in the economy characterizesthe agrarian economies of most under

developed and heavily populated countries of the world.

If this

indication is approximately correct it means that v.dth few or no
improvements in production about 10 to 50 per cent of the active
labor force may be removed from agriculture and employed in other

productive activities without decreasing the level of acricultural
production.

Such large percentages of the total labor force when

productively employed elsevjhere in the economy would undoubtedly

accelerate its rate of growth.

For example, if this labor force

could be feasibly employed in building social overhead facilities,

such as roads, dams, schools, rural and urban housing, it would help
remove one of the basic obstacles to higher productivity in some under
developed countries.

If should be remembered that this can be done

without the introduction of any significant biological or mechanical
innovation in agriculture.

If however, we assume the introduction and

successful adoption of such innovation on a large scale, then the size
of surplus labor in agriculture can be

i/ See Disguised Unemnlovment and Underemployment in Agriculture.

Monthly Bui. of Agr. Econ. and Statistics. July/August 1957.

FAO

©xpGctGcl to incroasG rapidly*

This mGans that vAth iniprovGment in

agriculturG morG and morG human rGSOoroGS vdll bG availablG for
Gmploymcnt GlsGwhoro*

Thus to thG Gxtont that thG ability of a

dGVGloping Gconomy to absorb surplus food in its capital formation

dGpGnds on thG GxistGncG of a largs amount of surplus labor it

appGars that tharG ar© som© rGal possibilities in this direction*
A second variable which affects the absorptive capacity of a growing

economy for surplus food is the nature and extent of dietary
deficiencies and malnutrition*

Here again, nearly all major

investigations in this field reveal that over half of all mankind
of all ages suffer from chronic shortage of food and various forms
of malnutrition*

The average per capita daily intake of food for most

countries in the Far East is less than 2,000 calories, representing

a deficiency of about 1000 calories per day for every person living
in that heavily populated part of the world*

In the Middle East,

Africa and Latin America the average daily intake of food is between
2,000 and 3,000 calories*

This figure does not , of course, reveal

anything regarding the bgsic sources of these calories, but it is a
well known fact that the diets of most people in under-developed

countries is not only deficient in total calories, but that it is even
more deficient in its content of proteins, vitamins and other
essential dietary ingredients*

This last kind of dietary deficiency

is not always due to shortage of food supply, but rather it may be
partly explained by the existence of certain traditional and religious
laws, such as the case in India with be^f and in all Islamic countries

with pork*

But, on the whole, it can be safely assumed that if more

balanced food supplies are made available, with or vathout education

on the nature and role of adequate nutrition, most or all of the
masses in the less developed countries vdll take advantage of the
situation and improve their diets. For more information on the

level and composition of per capita daily consumption in different
aroas o£ th© vjorld see Appendix Aj Table

IVhile these brief remarks give some idea of the magnitude of

present dietary deficiencies they also set the stage for some

frightful speculations regarding the future. In most parts of the
less developed and heavily populated areas of the vx)rld the population
is increasing at a rate of 1.5-2.^5 per cent per year, with only about

2 per cent increase in domestic agricultural production. These fagts
reveal that more and more food has to be imported into countries with
serious food deficiencies unless their local agricultural production

is rapidly and greatly increased. It may be reasonable to state

that due to many factors which are characteristic of under-developed
economies, such increases cannot be expected to take place within
a short time.

On a global basis, recent FAQ estimates show that the world production
of cereals will have to be doubled by 1980 in order to maintain the present

dietary level and the production of such luxury food as milk should increase
by 70 per cent to attain even slight improvements. There can be no

question that there are millions and millions of otherwise active and
productive human beings who suffer from lack of adequate diets and all
the secular and spiritual implications associated with it. This situation

may be expected to get v/orse with time unless present efforts of increasing
production, improving distribution and trade channels are expanded and
properly reinforced. But in this discussion it is not our immediate

concern to consider v/ays and means of using surplus food to feed all the
hungry people of the v.orld.

Rather, vve^are more interested in discussing

the extent to which surplus food can add to the amount of funds for
investment and at the same time decrease the dietary gap among the active

labor force#

This implies that it is not the extent of absolute dietary

deficiencies which is significant for our immediate purpose, but rhther

that portion of it vjhich can be corrected through the increased income of

the newly employed labor force (which heretofore has been more or less
idle) whose employment has been facilitated by the acquisition of surplus
food.

It is this portion of the dietary deficiency which affects the

ability of the less developed economies to absorb surplus food in their
capital formation.
It follov/s from the above discussion that the next most important

variable relevant to our argument is the extent and nature of the under

developed countries* needs for various forms of social overhead capital
facilities.

If v/e define these facilities in their broadest meaning, so

as to include such human institutions as education, it is perhaps no

exaggeration to say that economic grovrth means the development apd
improvement of social overhead facilities and institutions.

This a very

broad definition, v;hich while it may be useful as a unifying concept, it

is too general for our purpose.

For this reason we v/ill specify certain

aspects of social overhead facilities such as national, regional and local
roads, schools, houses, irrigation and conservation projects for our
consideration.

The two characteristics which these types of facilities

should possess are that their development is an essential prerequisite
to rapid economic growth and that they may be constructed with relatively

large amounts of labor and local material, requiring only a minimum amount

of imported equipment and skills.

There is a crying need in nearly all of the less developed countries

for rapid development of social overhead facilities of the kind mentioned
above.

This is shovm by the fact that the largest portion of development

budgets in nearly all of the less developed economies is now devoted to the
creation and improvement of such facilities.

The need for capital

formation in this area is so large and challenging that all the surplus

food in the vx)rld cannot be expedted to fulfill it.

Surplus food, however,

if properly channeled can greatly contribute to capital accumulation and
labor productivity in many less developed countries.
From our brief consideration of the probable magnitude of the above t

three variables we may conclude that many less developed and heavily

populated areas of the world can, under certain conditions and assumptions,
absorb large quantities of food imported from surplus producing areas.

This absorption can take place as a result of economic grov/th and it can
reinforce and accelerate the ^rovd;h process iteolf.

It can increase the

amount of available funds for investment in the construction of social

overhead capital and improve the physical productivity of the labor force.
This, together vdth many other changes, will result in rising per capita
income which will have the effect of increasing per capita consumption of
food and fiber.

The exact measure of these changes vdll vary with the

various physical and social conditions prevailing in each country or

community, as well as the magnitude of the three main variables discussed
in the preceding pages.

The introduction of surplus food into developing economies can have

another highly significant and beneficial effect through its mitigating
influence on inflationary food prices.

It is common knovdedge that in

practically all of the less developed economies food prices are very

high because of the inflationary-spire which always accompanies large
amounts of expenditures for both capital and consumer goods at a time

when the productivity of the economy is still low.

Such strong inflationary

trends could have a very damaging effect oh the rate of capital formation

and the degree of public confidence in the economy and its ability to

grow.

Since expenditure for food and fiber absorbs very large portion

(60-90 per cent) of the income of m.ost people in the less developed
economies, stabilizing food prices at reasonable levels would do much
to control undesirable inflationary trends.

Having discussed the general conditions and assumptions required for
a feasible use of surplus food to promote economic development it is
necessary to turn to a brief consideration of some general, but basic

prodedural steps and arrangements for implementing the central ideas of
this chapter.

Such steps as are mentioned here are not meant to be

exhaustive, nor do they necessarily apply in thesime manner or to the

same degree in all cases.

Rather, they are meant to suggest a direction

and as such they should be given careful consideration in any program

designed to use surplus food to promote economic growth in recipient
countries.

More specific procedures and arrangements, v;ith a great deal

of details and analysis, v/ill have to be developed in connection with

each particular economy and eaqh specific program within that Economy.

But in any case, the following steps are meant to provide a general fram.e
of reference within v/hich specific details and analysis may be made:
1.

Provide for and create an administrative machinery to draw up,

coordinate and initiate plans for such activities as construction projects
in road and school buildings, housing, harbor improvements, land and water

development and conservation, and all other kihds of economic activities

which caf) be carried out with labor intensive techniques and v;hich ^re of
high priority in creating the prerequisite stage for rapid econimic
grovd:h«

2.

Start the construction and conservation projects by employing

some of the surplus labor with some capital equipment and use local
currency to pay for the labor and the purchased local materials.

Let

us assume that this additional currency will be printed.

3.

Be ready to sell the surplus food to the employed, but previously

surplus labor.

Now that their income is increased they will most certainly

spend part of it (probably 60-100 per cent of the additional income) on
food and fiber.

This will enable the authority selling the surplus food

to acquire considerable amount of labor's increased income and use these

revenues to continue paying for the employed labor and for hiring more

labor for expanded projects.

As the employed labor will spend part of

their additional income on other items there will be net additional

aggregate income and this will likely lead to greater demands for other

goods and help prevent inflationary trends in food prices.

These

authorities should also take all necessary precautions to prevent domestic
agricultural prices from falling and thus hurting the local producers
unless there are specific commodities whose production is not beneficial
or productii/e for the economy.

4.

Take all necessary steps, regulations and precautions to limit

the sale of surplus food to the additional effective demand created by
the rising level of economic activities.

Here, timing is very important.

Thus it would be a great mistake to first sell the surplus food in the
open market, then use the proceeds to finance economic development at some

future date.

Such action would certainly bring about at least two

undesirable and damaging repercussions.'

..hen the surplus food is sold

there is likely to be a lowering of agricultural prices in the local
market and this v/ill have harmful effects on the efforts and initiatives

of the local producers who should be given all incentives to improve their
methods of production and raise their level of output* The other likely

repercussion is that once the proceeds are used to finance economic

development and thus create higher employment and higher incomes there will
be an inflationary problem associated with higher demands for foodstuffs,

butinadequate supply to meet this demand. In order to prevent such unde^
sira ble effects all efforts should be made to gear the channelling of the

surplus food into the consumption stream to the rate of additional effective
demand created by the higher levels of employment and income. Some of the
measures that need to be taken to insure this balance may include the
followingJ

(a) Do not sell any surplus food prior to the actual initiation of
the additional development projects v\hich are to be partly financed by

using funds derived from such sales. The exception to this suggestion may
be when the economy is threatened by several inflationary trends in food

prices. Under such conditions the immediate sale of surplus food to fill
some of the unsatisfied effective demand will, of course, be in itself

beneficial to the economy regardless of whether or not the funds are used
to finance economic development.

(b) Make an estimate of the additional labor force which is likely

to be employed in the additional development projects. This vdll be an
estimate of the number of laborers who were previously either under or

unemployed, but v/ho are now employed or will be employed in the various

projects v/hich vdll be partly financed by proceeds fiom selling surplus
food.

(c)

Estimate the additional increase in the net disposable income

of these laborers and for the economy as a whole which may be reasonably

expected as a result of the additional development schemes.

Tvx) of the

most important components of this estimate are, of course, the number

of additionally employed laborers on these projects and elsewhere, and
the level of their wages.

From this total aggregate additional income vie

need to substract any additional incorpe tax which may be levied on the
income of these v.orkers.

(d)

The next most important variable to Estimate is the marginal

propensity to consume food (with emphasis on the particular commodities
appropriate to the needs and dietary habits of the country under consideratioi
for the people employed on the projects.

It should be recalled here that

one of our basic assumptions behind the idea of this thesis is that
these people should composed of laborers vjho v;ere previously under or
unemployed and who, because of low income, are suffering from low level

of food consumption in terms of total calories and the composition of

these calories.

This assumption implies that the marginal propensity to

consume food for these people is expected to be quite high.

Thus we vould

expect their income elasticity for foodstuffs at retail prices to be some
where above .5, v/Iiich means that the employed laborers vjould be expected
to spend out of their additional income an amount above 50 per cent on

consumption of food which is to be supplied from surplus commodities.

(e)

Make a good estimate of the additional disposable income v/hich

may be expected to accrue to people among the low income groups, but who
are not directly employed on

the development projects.

This would include

all people who provide either goods or services, other than foodstuffs,
to those employed on the projects or associated with it in a manner which
brings them additional income* Also, included in this estimate should
be such items as the extent and magnitude of any income distru^ution and
redistribution which may take place v/ithina family from v;hich one or more

people are now vxjrking on the development projects*

(f) Make a good estimate of the total normal expected supply of

agricultural commodities, separately and collectively* This v^uld, of
course, consist of total domestic supply plus total expected imports which
should be based on considerations unrelated to the use of surplus food to

finance economic development*

In other words, a country should not reduce

its net imports of certain food commodities with the intent of substituting
surplus commodities for such reduction.

A country can still, of course,

reduce its net imports of anything if it so desires, but the only requirement
we are concerned v;ith here is that such reduction will not be made because

of the existence of additional food commodities acquired under the scheme

of using such commodities to finance eonomic development v/ithout interfering
with the existing channels of tirade*

(g) Using the existing level of prices (assuming that such level is
considered reasonable or "normal") for the relevant commodities, estim.ate

the totei expected demand for these commodities, given the above prices,

income, consumption level per capita, total labor employed on the projects,

(h)

VJhen all of the above variables are reasonably estimated or

guessed at, then substract the total expected domestic and normal supply
(local production plus net imports) of food from the expected total demand
for food,

llie difference, which we v;ill assume to be positive, will

represent the absorptive capacity of the developing economy for foodstuffs.
Thus the amount of surplus commodities sold to the employed labor and

other groups, vath high marginal propensity to consume, should be equal
to the difference between total supply and demand as estimated above.

These estimates may be made every six months in advance of the

actual sales of food surpluses.

Such estimates may also be used to make

rough projection of a long-run nature which should be of considerable
assistance to planners and policy -makers in thfeir efforts to promote

balanced and rapid economic growth.

It will, of course, be necessary that

the manner in which and the conditions under which surplus food is

transferred from the exporting to the consuming countries should be such
as to greatly facilitate the implementation of the above procedural steps.
In fact, theynshould be made to conform and reinforce these steps if our
objective is to use surplus food as a source of capital funds for pro
ductive investment rather than simply dispose of the surpluses.
Other Uses of Surplus Food

In addition to using surplus food as a source of capital funds with
which to employ surplus labor on capital forming activities, such food may
be used for at least three other purposes:

One important use would be to

use surplus commodities, such as dried skim milk and wheat for school
lunch programs.

Using these commodities to improve the diets of the

forthcoming generation would represent, perhaps, the most profitable form
of long-run investment and the highest rate of capital formation.

The

potential for absorbing large quantities of dried skim milk and other
dairy products in this area is practically unlimited.

Some idea of just

how large this potential is may ^e gained from the following estimation

made by FAO team v/hose study v;as issued in 1954. Th«;ir report stated,

among other things, that "school feeding schemes are obviously satisfactory
outlets for utilizing surplus food and are thus being used in the United
States.

The same idea can easily be expanded to initiate and develop

national schemes in other countries on the baSis df imported foodstuffs#

V.fhere this is possible, significant amounts of surplus milk can be absorbed
to the nutritional advantage of children.

For instance, the totSl number

of children attending primary schools in ten selected underdeveloped

countries containing populations of considerable size, and in which school
feeding schemes have been introduced on any significant scale, is about
49 million of v/hich over 8 million benefit from some form of feeding

scheme, according to the latest available estimates. On the basis of 35
grams of skim milk powder on every school day for each child which is
presently covered by the existing scheme in these ten countries, about
59,000 metric tons, or over 20 per cent of current stocks of dried skim

milk could be disposed of in a year thro ugh this channel alone!

If the

existing schemes were enlarged to cover even half of the school-going

population in these ten countries, the total vxjrld stock would be absorbed
2/
in about one and a half years#"

In addition to school feeding programs, dried skim milk is vitally

needed in improving the diets of expectant and nursing mothers, infants
and toddlers.

These are essential needs v/hich must be fulfilled in order

to improve the general health and productivity of human resources in all
of the under-developed and food deficit countries#

Another important

2/ Surplus Supplies of Dried Skim Milk and Their Effective Use#
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outlet for surplus food, particularly the small grains, is the creation
and maintenance of national food reserves in under-developed countries.
VJe all know that every country, big or small, highly developed or under

developed, needs to hold some stocks of its staple foodstuffs either to
spread supplies from one harvest to the next or to bridge the time
interval until adequatefreplenishments dan be imported and distrubuted.

In order to distinguish the place and role of national food reserves from

the concept of community*s total stocks v;e will follow FAO's definition
of national food reserves. That definition may be asummarized as follows#
National food reserves are stocks held or controlled by government on .a

continuing basis and subject to replenishment v/ithin reasonable periods
y

to provide in particular for:

1. Pipeline stocks to meet minor contingencies, such as local shortage
or transport problems, or other distribution difficulties v;hich may be ex
pected to arise from time to time.
2.

Some iron-ratio level of reserves against unforeseen shortages.

3. Anti-hoarding campaign, for stabilizing prices, or for preventing

excessive price increase resulting from the pace of economic development
programs.

The above functions of a national food reserve constitute a general

case for holding adequate stocks of staple foodstuffs at all times, lihile

this general case may be applied to every country in the vioxld it is of
particular significance to the needs and requirements of the under-developed
countries because of the following reasons:

2/ See National Food Reserve Policies in Underdeveloped Countries, FAO,
COP No. 11, Rome, 1958, Part One, Chapter I.
4/ For full discussion of these reasons see Ibid.. Chapter II.

1. Many undeveloped countries are more liable

.

countries to serve crop shortaoes due to drought or to floods,

and some of them are subject to violent storms or earthqi^tes.

l-tareover, many of them rely very heavily o" their

ratheri:than on imports, for their food, so that a local crop
failure may cause a severe shortage until arrangements can
be made for emergency imports#

p. In many under-developed countries, a 5°""derable proportion

of the agricultural output is retained by cultivators for their
ovm consumption. Ashortage is, therefore, likely to be
accentuated in towns and other deficit areas.

.

3. The market for the country as a whole may be very imperfect

owing to poor means of transportation and communication. Thus
gives rise to local shortages which are often aggravated by
hoarding and speculations#

4.

The effects of a crop shortage are much more serious in

developed countries, because their levels of consumption a^e so
low. Areduction of 20 to 30 per cent would not be a disaster

in most advanced countries (even if they had no substan la
stocks on which they could draw), but it
under-nourishment or even starvation in countries which normally
donsume little more than is needed for subsistence#

5. An under-developed country with growing population

income is quite likely to find its demand for foodstuffs growing
more rapidly, for the time being, than its own output of food.
No reserve, whatever its size, can meet a continuing drain on
resources#

At the same time, in periods of strain,

a

great advantage to have adequate stocks which enable the in
creased demands to be met v/ithout sharp rises in price that

might slow down the pace of development#

As the above features of less developed economies reveal, the

importance of building national food reserves to help such economies
cannot be overemphasized. Unfortunately, however, the countries which

need national food reserves the most are the same countries which could
least afford them# Stocks of foodstuffs represent capital tied up in
uses which are not directly productive. In addition to the mere shortage- o.

capital funds in the form of staple foodstuffs there is the dav-to^-day cost
of maintaining these stocks,as well as administrative problems associated
with food storage and distribution#

For example^ a country such as India would need about two million
metric tons of food grains to build a national food reserve to provide

supplies for less than four weeks.

Such a reserve vxDuld require a capital

investment of about 900 million rupees or 190 million dollars to acquire
the stocks.
stocks

The cost of constructing the storage facilities for these

is estimated to be about 50 million dollars and the cost of

administration and maintenance is expected to reach 17 million dollars
per year»

Quite clearly, this represents a high cost for an economy

struggling desperately to invest its scarce resources in ncapital forming
and income generating activities.

Nevertheless, it is a cost v/hich must

be met in order to minimize the harmful efforts of sudden and severe food

shortages and other emergencies where additional food supplies v^uld be
necessary.

In nearly all of the under-developed countries the cost of constructing
storage facilities may be considerably reduced by building brick warehouses
rather than steel silos.

The construction of such warehouses is highly

labor intensive and requires minimum of foreign exchange.

In Chapter VI

the relationship betv/een using surplus food to increase the rate of capital
formation and their use to create and maintain national food reserves will

be discussed.

An attempt will be made to show that these tv;o uses

complement each other and in many cases their combined use may be essential

for an effective implementation of the idea of using surplus food as a
source of investment funds and as consumer good.

V/e v/ill also make a few

suggestions as to how surplus food may be used to build national food

reserves and at the same time hel|) finance their physical construction
and maintenance#

Another important, but somev/hat less urgent use of surplus food.

particularly feed grains, is their utilization in promoting livestock
production in under-developed countries. In many of these countries there
are about three to four months of the year v;hen feed is extremely scarce

and this v^jorks to retard the growth of the livestock sector.

If food

grains in surplus stocks could be utilized as supplementary feeds during
these months it would undoubtedly make a big difference in the aggregate

productivity and growth of livestock agriculture in areas V\/here improvements
in diets is one of the prerequisites to economic progress and political
stability.
P3.annino and Organizational Asnects

An indispensable part of economic development is planning followed by
the creation of adequate organizations designed to carry out the objectives
of the plans.

This would be true with regard to both public and private

activities, wliose purpose is to accomplish a certain set of objectives, be
they economic, political or social.

Using surplus food to increase capital formation would require care
ful planning and proper organizations at all levels of the economy under
consideration.

Since most construction projects which are ideally suited

for the absorption of large quantities of surplus food and surplus labor
consist of such facilities as county roads, schools, rural and urban housing
conservation of natural resources, and irrigation projects, it vjould probabl

be desirable to organize their development on community basis.

This means

that the people of the community arid their leaders must be brought into

the over-all plans at the earliest possible stage.
ideas on such things as the

Their experience and

kind of facilities needed by the community,

the relative merits of alternative ways ofpproviding needed facilities and

the desirable degree of local participation in the construction and

supervision of these facilities should be solicited and judiciously
considered. Such considerations would help to provide a sound foundation
for community and national development plans.

IVhen the social, economic and political conditions of the community
are studied it would be necessary to formulate tentative long and short-

term plans in consultation vath the people of the community and the nation
v^hose interests will most likely be affected, either directly or indirectly,

by the proposed plans. Such plans should be designed to serve their

essential purpose and at the same time they should be made an integral part
of the over-all national policy. Local people should be informed of all

the important connections between their individual interests, the interests
of their community and their nation as a whole. Such information may

help instill in themaa sense of discipline and responsibility toward their
own affairs, as well as the welfare of their community.

Education of this

kind is a slow process and must, by necessity, take many years to develop
and assimilate into the social fabric of the community, but it is an

essential process for the social and economic betterment of all nations,
big or small, rich or poor.

Once public authorities succeed in helping to organize' the human and
national resources of a given community in such a v;ay as to focus the
attention of its members on the urgent need for improvements in their

material and spiritual conditions, improvement's will be forthcoming.

All

•^hat would, be needed after that is far the government to provide the-"
technical and financial assistance which would enableTthe community to realiz

the desired changes-.- 'In many of the under-developed countries people

becoming more and more aware of- their abject •poverty and colossal ignoreinx:e.
Their
the

grovidng ,av/areness
number

and variety

of
of

these
demands

facts are
which they

being
are

reflected
making

of

in •

their governments.

They are demanding and expecting higher standards of

living and greater equality of opportunity in their drive for self-better
ment.

In fact these pressures are so great in many under-developed countries

that governments are finding it increasingly difficult to provide timely
and sufficient assistance with their meager resources and lack of sufficient

knowrhow.

In such situations surplus food, if acquired on favorable terms,

could enable the government of certain under-developed countries to expand

the scope and increase the rate of community development projects.
In these projects the community could provide the labor, local

initiative and some local building materials, while the government wouldbbe

expected to furnish technical assistance, financial aid (where surplus
food v;ould provide a significant portion of the required funds) and all
services which may be necessary for an effective realization of the
community plans.

Marketing Asnects

Since the market provides the mechanism through which exchange of
goods and services take place its development and regulations are

essential parts of economic growth.

In practically all of the underf>

developed countries the marketing system is badly under-developed, largely
inefficient and inadequately regulated by legal or administrative institu

tions.

In many cases this situation has fostered lack of competition

indifference to quality or uniformity in standards and general disregard
for consumer wapts and preference.

In using surplus food to help finance economic development it would

be necessary to take note of the marketing structure for agricultural
products before a decision can be reached on whether or not the distribution

of surplus food should take place through the regular marketing system.
Since one of our basic conditions in this thesis is the necessity for moving

surplus food into additional consumption, over and above existing levels of
production and consumption, it viould be essential to regulate the sale and
distribution of surplus food in such way and under such conditions that will
move the food into additional consumption resulting from rising employment,

income and productivity, v;hich in turn are the result of increased investment

in vjhich surplus food provides an important source of capital funds.

Thus

in this process, surplus food can be regarded as consumer good and a source
of capital funds at the same time.

It is very doubtful that the regular marketing system in most under
developed countries can provide the necessary mechanism for distributing

surplus food in this manner,

Yet it is equally doubtful that the sale and

distribution of surplus food can be made entirely outside the marketing

system, without serious political and economic repercussions.

It will

probably be necessary to study each case on its own merits and as a result
of such a study recommend a synthesis of regular marketing institutions and
some appropriate public regulations designed to distribute surplus food in

such a way which would promote its contribution to capital formation.

The

experience of India, Japan and the other countries in this regard will be
partly examined in Chapter V.

CHAPTER III

OPPORTUNITIES FOR USING SURPLUS FOOD IN
THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF LIBYA

IVhen this study v;as first initiated it was my hope that it vxjuld

include a Tomprehensive analysis of Libya's economy, development plans

and some precise estimations of v/here and how surplus food may be integrated
into its development funds*

to-date quantitative

An analysis of this kind, however, requires up-

and qualitative

information on the country's level

of income, productivity, employment and monetary and fiscal instititi6ns»
Several efforts were made to obtain such knowledge, but unfortunately,

for one reason or another, it was not forthcoming.

It is quite likely

that such precise estimates do not exist, as yet, due to the lack of
adequate arrangements for statistical collections and analyses.

Hov;ever, it has been possible to obtain some general information on

Libya's economy from several valuable surveys and studies made by FAO.
The FAO Mission in Libya

has been very helpful and responsive to all

requests made by the author for information.

As a result of their

cooperation it will be possible to give some indication of what role
surplus food can play in promotihg the economic development of Libya.
Practically all of the data used here does not extend beyond 1952-53.
VJhile there have been considerable development projects, initiated and

completed since that time, it is quite likely that the over-all situation
of the economy is not drastically different today.

Nevertheless, it would

be helpful to keep in mind that our discussion does not include the effects

of the commendable efforts made by the Libyans during the past seven years
to improve their economic conditiohs and political maturity.

The main

purpose of the chapter is to indicate where surplus commodities may help

to increase and reinforce these efforts.

General Aspects of Libya

Libya occupies a territory of about 1,750,000 square kilometers

(about 640,000 square miles).

Of this total area it is estimated that

only about 15 million hecters (about 36 million acrds) are presently
or potentially productive.

Nearly 80 per cent of this amount is grazing

land and only fraction of the remaining productive land is under cultiva

tion.

Pragtically all of this land is located in a narrow coastal belt

stretching from the Tunisian border on the V/est and moving eastward along

the sea to the border of the Egyptian region of the United Arab Republic.

The belt is broken at several points by desert, sand dunes and waste land;
its width varies from one to 18 miles.

Legally and politically, the country is a Federated Constitutional
Monarchy.

The federation is between three regions of the country known

as Tripolitania (Tarabuls Alr-:Gharb), Cyrenaica (Barqah) and Fazzan.

The

tot^l population of the country is estimated to be between 1,200,000 aqd
1,300,000 people of which 70, 26 and 4 per cent live in Tripolitania,

Cyrenaica and Fazzan respectively.

About 20 per cent of the population is

urban, 38 per cent nomadic and semi-nomadic and 42 per cent is rural.
The percentage of nomadic and semi-nomadio people in the three provinces

is as follows:

Tripolitania^25;

Crenaica, 73;

and Fazzan, 26.

Libya is one of the poorest countries in the world.

Despite its huge

size and its small population it has one of the lowest per capita national

incomes and standards of living in the world.

Since Libya became inde

pendent in 1952, it has taken significant steps to raise the productivity

of its physical and human resources.

These steps have already shown fruit

ful results and the economic situation is improving all the time, but there

is still much to be done to overcome poverty, disease and ignorance.
The More Relevant Aspects

As we indicated in Chapter II, the absorptive capacity of a developing
economy for surplus food depends on the level of under and unemployment
of its manpower, the level of nutrition of its population, its need for

various forms of social overhead capital and its level of domestic
agricultural pircduction.

Ue vail briefly examine the Libyan economy

with respect tc» each of these factors in order to determine the prospects
for using surplus food to promote its growth.

Libya's poverty is well reflected in the lov? level of per capita food
consumption among the majority of the population.

According to the best

available estimation the average caloric intake of food per person is betweei
1,750 and 1,850 calories per day.

The main ingredients of this extremely

lov; diet are barley, wheat, rice, dates, vegetable oils (mainly olive oil)
and some livestock products.

The proportion of total family expenditures

on food alone is estimated in urban areas to be between 65 and 80 per

cent of fcts total income,

l.'ith such high percentage of total expenditure

oh food and with the corresponding low level of food consumption, it is

obvious that the marginal propensity to consume foodstuffs would probably^
be one of the highest in the vx)rld.

Another indication of Libya's poverty

is the very poor housing conditions under v;hich a large proportion of urban
and rural people live and die.

In discussing the standard of living in

Libya a team of United Nation observers in 19b2 had this to say:
In conclusion there seems to be little doubt that the standard

of living in general is dangerously close to the minimum of existence^
it is precariously balanced and at each reoccurring drought it tends
to fall belovj the minimum; in such periods it is authoritatively
reported that the already high death rate, particularly of children

and old people, further increase.1/
The effect of such low standard of living on the general health and

productivity of the population is, of course, very great.

In this

connection another United Nations report made the followkihg observations?

Libya is a healthy land and its people are not exposed to the
major debilitating diseases which cause so much illness in many
countries. There is certainly sickness in Libya; but the main disease

problems spring from poverty. Resistance to infections i§ impaired
by the lack of adequate food particularly in the case of children.
Raising the general standard of living will result in great

improvement in the general health v/ithout any expansion of medical
facilities. In launching the attack on illness in Libya, it is
food rather than drugs which is the most effective ammunition.

There are only three preventable diseases which are of
importance in Libya. They all have their roots in poverty, and
they all occur with equal, or even greater prevalence in other
countries. These diseases are infantile gastro-enteritis, inflamma
tory diseases of the eye, and tuberculosis.

In Libya, infantile gastro-enteritis probably kills at least
b,000 infants every year.' Owing to the under-nourished conditions
of their mothers many children are born weak. In Libya, and in
other countries where the infant death rate is very high, it is a
common practice for children to be given adult food before they
are able to digest it. Dust and flies may contaminate the food,
ivhich the-child eats, and while the germs they carry may be harm
less to an adult, they may be very dangerous to a weak child,

whose digestion has already been irritated by food which it capnot

digest.^
It is evident from all available data that insufficient and un

balanced diet, among the majority of the population, is responsible for
a great deal of waste of human resources, not to mention the emotional

and spiritual suffering which mormally accompany such waste.

The above

quotations reveal that the main reason for the extremely lov/ and inadequate
food consumption is very low per capita income.

The m.ost obvious and

A General Economic Appraisal of Libya, St/TA^Libya/l United Nations,
New York 1952, p. 3.

2/ The Economic and Social Development of Libya, United Nations, New
York, 1953, p. 91.

urgently needed remedy in such situation is the creation of more jobs with
higher wages and the provision of adequate food supplies on which to spend
allarge portion of the increased income.

In 1952, it was estimated that the per capita national income in Li^ya
was about 35 dollars.

Since the level of taxation at that time was absorbing

about 25 per cent of the gross national income it can be concluded that the
per capita disposable income was less than 35 dollars. Since that time
considerable funds have moved into Libya in the form of foreign aid, military

expenditures and money spent on oil explorations and economic development.
Thus the present per capita national income is undoubtedly much larger than
what it v;as in 1952, but it is equally certain that it is still very low
relative to the needs of the population for food, clothing, shelter, educatio
and recreation.

In Libya, as in many other less developed countries, there are

various forms or under employment and disguised unemployment in agriculture

throughout the year and seasonal unemployment in both the rural and urban
sectors of the economy.

In Tripolitania and Cyrenaica, the rural sector is characterized
by extreme instability of employment. Employment may vary from full
employment in the sowing and harvest periods of good years, to un
employment of virtually the entire population in the slack seasons
of drought years. Thus, unemployment increases 400 to 500 per cent
in years of moderate drought. This estimate does not even include the
large section of the population which often emigrates from droughtstricken areas.

IThen the harvest is sufficient to provide subsistence for the

population this visible

unemployment is transformed into disguised

unemployment by the sharing out of work through the family. Dis
guised unemployment again exists in the sense that simple improvementss
would increase output and available manpower simultaneously. Altogether^
it appears that the average level of disguised unemployment in Gyrenaica
and Tripolitania is somewhere between 30 and 40 per cent of the
available labour supply. Potential unemployment also exists in size
able proportions.

In the cities of Tripoli and Benghazi visible unempldyment

appears in three forms: there are sporadic fluctuations in employment
available in enterprises for the British and American armies such as
loading and unloading of vessels and artistic handicrafts. Second,
the VvOrkers engaged in such activities as food processing
utilitari?
handicrafts are subject"to.seasonal and cydlical fluctuation in.

employment, in accordance with fluctuation in the rural sector.

So

that in general, urban employment as well as rural is extremely
unstable.

According to the latest random observations there is no visible

unemployment in Libya at present.

This is due to increased public ex

penditure on development projects and the effect of oil explorations.
However, even if there is no apparent unemployment there is still un

doubtedly a great deal of under-employment in agriculture and the handi

craft industry.

The introduction of simple biological and mechanical

innovation would increase and expose this form of wasted manpower.

It

is estimated that present (1953) national rate of population grov/th in
Libya is about 1.1 per cent, with a high birth rate of 5.3 per cent per
annum and a death of 4.2 per cent per year.

IVith the present emphasis

on decreasing the death rate thorugh improvements in the standard of living
it can be expected that the rate of population growth v/ill increase con

siderably in the near future.

This tendency, of course, will increase the

total supply of manpov/er whose efficient utilization requires increasing
investments for economic development.

Although agriculture is and will- continue to be the most important
occupation in Libya it is still highly underdeveloped.

Agricultural

yields per unit of input are very dow and total crop and livestock pro
duction for the whole country is never large enough to satisfy domestic
needs and leave a large surplus foryexports.

If the purchasing pov;er

of the consumers would double or triple it is very likely that Libya v/ould

be a net importer of all agricultural commodities unless domestic production
3/ Ibid«. DP. 84-85•

is increased. At present the country has to export significant portions
of its total output of livestock, cereals, olive oil and some fruits in
order to help pay for the large and increasing deficits in its balance
of payment.

Another characteristic feature of agricultural production in Libya
is its extreme fluctuation from yeat to year. Due to the arid conditions

of the country and erratic distribution of rainfall the production of such
staple crops as cereals may fluctuate by as much as 100 to 1000 per cent
from one year to the next, ^he production of barley (which is the most
important cereal crop in the country,from the standpoint of both pro
duction and consumption) in 1947 was 1,800 tons; in 1948 it v;as 22,000>
and in 1949 it went up to 141,000 tons.

Practically every year one or

more sections of the country are suffering from drought and nearly every

five or ten years the entire country has been subject to severe drought.
These droughts cause tremendous amounts of human suffering and loss of

property in the form of unrealized crops and livestock. In these years of
drought the country has to import substantial quantities of foodstuffs in
order to keep alive. Because of insufficient domestic production of

certain agricultural commodities, even for the very low effective demand
in the country, substantial quantities of these commodities are importedt
each year. The country spends over 600,000 dollars eaph year for importing
dairy products. This does not include any of the dried milk donated by
UNICEF for school lunch program.

Pne Libyans are making genuine efforts to raise the level of productiv:of their agriculture through the adoption of various biological and mechani.
techniques and the wide-spread of education.

^ Ibid.. p. 19*

It will take some time, how-

ever, for these efforts to show significant results.

Nearly all under

developed countries are in acute need for more capital funds for investment.
Libya's needs in this connection are perhaps even greater than most countries

in the vx)rld.
simple.

The existing capital equipment and plant are very scarce and

They all suffered serious depletion during the last war and nearly

all must soon be replaced or greatly improved to prevent further deteriora
tion.

The extremely lov/ level of income and productivity does not allov/

for the accumulation of sufficient local savings for investment in these
projects.

It is evident, from the above observations, that the Libyan economy

could probably use substantial quantities of surplus food to help improve
nutritional standards and increase the rate of investment for economic

development.

The low level of per capita consumption, due to low income,

the high level of disguised unemployment and the urgent need for more

capital investment combine to provide an opportunity for using food
surpluses as a source of'.additional funds with v;hich to employ the under

employed and underfed labor force in capital forming activities.

Although

Libya's total absorptive capacity for surplus food is very small, in view
of its small population, its limited size makes it particularly suitable
for pilot projects designed to find out where apd how surpluses may be

used to promore capital formation.

In a country like Libya, even relatively

small amounts of additional resorces for investment are likely to show wide
spread results, v;hich would be useful in themselves and as an illustration
of what can be done in this area.

The Kinds of Development Projects Suitable fo:
Absorbing Siirnlus Food and Surplus Lobor

If we assume that Libya v;ill be able to acquire, on favorable terms,

appropriate quantities of suitable surplus commodities (probably wheat
and dried milk would be most desirable) then how can these commodities be

used to develop some of its human natural resources? Theffollowing
discussions and illustrations are intended as a general summary of types

of opportunities which seem to exist in Libya for using surplus food to
promote economic development*
Roads and Bridges

Prior to World VJar II the Italian colonial administration built a:^

substantial number of paved and gravel roads along the coastal belt#

Several important bridges v/ere also constructed in both Tripolitania
and Cyrenaica.

Both the roads and the bridges, hov;ever, have suffered

tremendous damage during the war, from which they have not fully recovered*
In 1953, it was estimated that over 600,000 dollars would be needed to

repair some of these roads during the following five years, and it would
certainly require more funds to repair all of the existing old roads in the

country, mot to mention the construction of nev/ ones*

As of 1953, Libya

haddabout 2,800 kilometers (about 1,650 miles) of matalled roads in
Tripolitania and Cyrenaica, but it was reported that about half of these

roads were in need of repair.

The immediate problem seems to be to repair

the badly damaged roads and bridges along the seacoast rather thah build
new oness

There is a great need for the construction of village and community

roads in Libya.

This will greatly facilitate the movement of goods and

services between the farming areas and the local markets vjhere products

would find transportation to the larger cities for doiTiestic consumption

and exports.

Present methodsof carrying perishable and semi-perishable

farm products from the farms to the local markets* on animal and human
backs, are very costly and v/asteful.

If simple gravel roads leading to

the main agricultural producing area in each section of the country v;ere

constructed carts, and eventually even trucks, could be used to move farm

products to the nearby markets.

Such ro^ds could be built largely with

local material and domestic labor supply.

They may be carried out as

community projects,assisted by the government, or they may form an

integral part of the government's rural development schemes.

In either

case it is apparent, from available evidence that both surplus food and
surplus labor could play a major part in constructing an^ repairing roads
of this kind.

Urban and Rural Housing andSchools

There is a big housing problem in Libya, particularly in the two large
cities of Tripolitania and Benghazi.

Because of war damages and lack

of capitSil with which to repair the damaged houses or construct new ones

a great shortage of adequate homes developed after the war.

movement of people from rural to urban

Increasing m

areas, caused by severe droughts

following the war, further congested the already overcrowded cities.

Beginning with 1950, and particularly after Libya attained independence,
there was an increading inflow of civilian and military personnel connected
with the United Nations technical assistance^ British and American military

bases and Untied States technical and economic aid.

More recently the oil

companies have started bringing in a substantial number of specialists

and administrative staff for purposes of oil exploration.

Also, due to

lack of qualified Libyans, the government has hired a substantial number

of teacher^, specialists and technical advisors from abroad.

The pay rate of all of tl^ese people is far above any level obtained

by the majority of the population.

This means that the creation of a

substantial group of well paid civil servants and military personnel in

Libya's tvvO main cities has created a tremendous demand for modern houses,
villas and apartments.

The increase in demand has -stimulated the con«D

struction industry to build the kinds of homes and accommodations desired
by this well paid group and for which high rents can be charged*
The result of all this is that, at present, v/hile beautiful homes may

be obtained by those who can afford to pay very high rents, the housing
situation for the low and middle income groups is very serioud.

The

private construction industry has no desire or incentive to build homes
for them when it can earn much higher profits by building homes for the
high income groups and the government has made no provisions to construct
low rent homes for these people.

Since 1954, however, there have been

plans to improve the housing conditions, particularly in some of the worst
slums and overcrowded camps on the outskirts of Tripoli and Benghazi.

It

v/as estimated by United Nations' specialists that good low-cost houses,
consisting of tv\o or three rooms, and including services, would cost about

5/
$800.

By any conservative estimates, Libya would need about two to three

thousand homes of this kind each year for its two main cities.

Other small

towns and urban areas in the country are also in great need for more and

better hones, but nov;here in the country is the situation as desperate
and as urgent as it is in Tripoli and Benghazi.

Rural areas are also in need for

W Ibid.. pp. 77-86.

more and better homes.

The large

number of huts, and other forms of primitive structures found extensively

throughout the country, are not conducive to good health and productive
life and should be replaced as soon as possible. A large share of the
cost for building these rural homes can be met with local materials and

manpower. The construction might be organized as community development

projects, with the government providing substantial help with surplus food
and other forms of aid, and the community supplying the manpower and local
skills.

The same scheme may be used to constructs rural primary schools

throughout the countryside where they are badly needed# These schools need
not be large or fancy, but they should be comfortable for both the teachers
and the pupils.

Excess labor on the farms, and "funds generated from surplus

food, may go a long vay toward financing their physical construction.
Vfater and Land Conservation

Lack of sufficient water aipplies during the growing season is the

greatest limiting factor in attempting to increase and expand agricultural
production in Libya. Yet even this extremely limited and unsufficient
total supply of water is far from being efficiently utilized.

Due to the

barren nature of large sections of land along the coast and the high

intensity of rainfall during short periods of time, probably over half of
the total annual precipitation is lost in the form of surface run-off.

Such loss takes place throughout the country, but is particularly high in
the Jebel area of Tripolitania, and in much of Cyrenaica v/here the soil
is less sandy and where annual precipitation is generally higher than in

Tripolitania. As a result of centuries of neglect and over-grazing the

coastal region has been badly damaged by water and wind erosion.

The

discharge of water through the maf^y small and short waterways (v/adis)

happens abruptly and violently during a heavy rain# A great deal of water
and soil is wasted through heavy water erosion during the rainy season.
Much work is needed to build vatersheds, diversion dams, terraces,

v/ater reservoirs and many other forms of constructions designed to make
efficient use of limited water supplies and to conserve the soil.

Investment in this field is highly essential and will likely yield high
dividends in terms of higher farm output and more productive agriculture in

general.

Another area where much work is needed is sand-dune fixation

designed to start vegetative growth on the sand dunes and prevent them
from occupying nearby productive farm land.
Most of this sort of v.ork can be carried on during any part of the

year and it can be largely constructed with local manpower and building
materials.

The only form of imported items necessary for this purpose

vjould probably be some engineering and surveying skills and equipment.

It is very likely that with proper planning and management, substantial
quantities of labor and surplus food could be utilized in carrying out these
essential and urgently needed projects.
Land Imnrovements and Irrigation

Although Libya has about 36 million acres of productive land only a

very small fraction of this land is actually developed and economically
used.

Nearly 80 per cent of the total agricultural land may be classified

as grazing land, of the remaining 20 per cent which is suitable for dry

land farming and irrigation, only a very small portion is under cultivation
at any given year.

Tlie chief factors limiting the maximum use of the farm

and ranch land in Libya are lack of sufficient water supplies, shortage of
capital and the absence of up-to-date knovdedge of good land use and manage

ment, especially for grazing purposes.

Since livestock and livestock product

constitute the largest single form of farm income in Libya, the improvement

and development of all the available grazing land should have high priority

in any agricultural development schemes#

In addition to the usual practices

of building good vegetative cover in the range land it would be necessary
to construct sufficient water reservoirs for v/atering the livestock in

times of need#

Because of frecjuent droughts in Libya there should be

adequate reserves of supplemmtalfeeds in the form of forage and feed grains
where possible#

It is expected that both surplus food and surplus labor

could play a central role in making improvements in this aspect of Libya's
agriculture#

The total land area under irrigation can be increased considerably,

provided ways and means could be found to make better utilization of the
surface water, through the construction of dams and water reservoirs,
and to increase the

use of ground water by digging more and better wells#

Much construction vx)rk would be required to make efficient use of present
water supplies for irrigation#

At the beginning of this chapter we indicated that about 38 per cent

of the population in Libya earn their living from nomadic and semi-nomadic
activities#

The majority of these people are in the province of Cyrenaica,

but some of them are scattered throughout the country#

At the same time

only a fraction of the productive land in the country, and especially in

Cyrenaica, is under permanent cultivation.

It is estimated that the

irrigated land in Fazzan can be easily doubled if existing wells are

repaired and better utilized#

There is also room for drilling new wells#

In the Jebel Akdar area of Cyrenaica there are about 100,000 hectares of good
farm land.

The Italian colonial government developed about 80,000 hectares

^ Report to the Government of Libya on Settlement Planning FAO Report
No# 73^1957.

in this region.

It built over 2,200 farm houses and planted nearly

4,000,000 trees.

All of this land and homes wore abandoned during the

war. In recent years the Provincial Government of Cyrenaica has taken

some steps to settle local people on these abandoned farms, but by and
large, most of the area is still empty and p)Oorly cultivated. In order
to better utilize the agricultural resources of the country it is very
essential that most of all of the nomadic and semi-nomadic people in the

area be encouraged and financially helped to settle and cultivate the
abandoned land.

It is estimated that practically all of the farm, houses and basic
structures are in need of reparation and other basic improvements.

very likely that surplus food can be used to advantage here.

It. is

The unsettled

population can be employed to construct and repair the needed structures

and they can be paid vdth funds created by sale of surplus food.

They

can then buy the surplus commodities for their consumption during the
first period when their newly reoccupied land is .still in process of
becoming productive,

l^his is a good example of how surplus food under

certain conditions can fulfill the role of consumer goods and at the same

time provide funds with which to employ surplus labor on capital forming
enterprises.

Since possibilities for agricultural resettlement are much

greater in Cyrenaica than in Tripolitania, and since the percentage of

unsettled population is much higher in the former province, it would be
advisable to give it high priority.

Less time and effort would be required

to sponsor and successfully implement agricutural resettlement projects
than would be the case with totally new agricultural settlement s'ohemes.

^

Report to the Government of Libya on Settlement Planning.

No. 73^1957.

FAO Report

This is another reason for emphasizing urgent resettlement schemes in

Cyrenaica.

The major limiting factor on speedy resettlement of abandoned

farm iSind in Cyrenaica is probably the apparent resistance of the local

population to change their pattern of living and their habits of thinking.
Vigorous educational progtams combined v/ith adequate economic incentives
vvould do much to overcome this initial, but not everlasting resistance.

In Tripolitania there is room for new settlement projects in both

the dry land farming areas and the potentially arable (most of which could
be irrigated) sections of the coastal belt.

It is estimated that several

thousand hectares could be brought in to production in the dry zones alone,

if certain basic improvements and provisions in water supplies and land

practices were carried out.

Farm homes and other farm buildings, as well

as communal services such as roads and schools, would be among the most

necessary aspects of such agricultural settlement.

It is likely that

over 50 per cent of the total cost of these settlement schemes v>ould be
absorbed in constructing farm homes, roads, schools, etc.

Much of this

construction eould be carried on with local material and the agricultural
settlers themselves supplying the necessary manpower.

There are some possibilities for resettling all the agricultural
land which used to be occupied by Italian farmers in Tripolitania.

As

a result of a basic land ov^ier-ship treaty which v/as signed October 2, 1956,
betv/een the Libyan Snd the Italian governments, it can be expected that

more and more formerly Italian occupied land will be available for

resettlement by local people.

Here, asin Cyrenaica, resettlement

schemes which promise to yield the quickest results' and do not involve high

priority.

It

is very

rosistancoi on the
settlement

schemes

likely

part of the
in

that there

population

Tripolitania

would

bo much

active

to agricultural re

because there are no

strong institutional rigidities against farming as there are in Cyrenaica.
Afforestation and Reafforestation

Several preliminary studies conducted by FAO and United States technical
Missions have all concluded that there is considerable room for reforestation
and afforestation schemes in Libya.

In certain parts of Cyrenaica, such

as the Cyrene-Mes Slonta area, economic and rapid reforestation can be
attained with little effort and capital investment.

In Tripolitania

there is a great need for large and sustained tree planting programs

designed to improve land use, reduce wind and water erosion and provide

wood supplies for domestic consumption.

In both Cyrenaica and Tripolitania

windbreak plantation with orchard trees in the middle would do much to
raise the productivity of large sections of the land.

Experience has

shown that planting the new trees is superior to sov;ing as far as Libya's
conditions are concerned.

This means greater opportunities for utilization

of local manpower for this type of work.

Such labor supplies could be

utilized in constructing farm houses, roads and firebreaks v;hich should be
an integral part of any reforestation

schemes.

In Tripolitania, as has already been indicated, large sand dunes

occupy considerable areas of farm land and threaten to cover adjacent
fa^ms.

Previous work has shoviflo that all these sand dunes can be fixed by

means of building small hedges of dead grass in squares of 4 x 4 metere
and planting appropriate forest trees in these squares.

The usefulness of this v.ork is realized by everyone, the Govern
ment, the people and even the Ministry of Finance. Consequently,
there is no haggling over funds. Nevertheless, the Forest Service
has to be very careful in using them, and can only with difficulty
bear costs out of all proportions to the financial value of the work

as was the case of relief work. iJ
7/ Report to the Government of Libya on Forest Activities, 1952-1954.
FAO Report No. 376, Rome, 1955, p« 13.

Practically all of the vork required in sand dune fixation and
reafforestation schemes could probably be accomplished vath local labor

and local material with perhaps some imported skills and equipment. Since

experience has proven that sand dune fixation and tree planting should be
done in winter, to obtain satisfactory results, this would provide a

valuable outlet for the surplus labor which normally ihcreases during the
winter season due to lack of employment on the farm.
National Food Reserve

All of the rdasons discussed in the preceding chapter vath regard to

the need for national food reserves in under-developed countries apply

with even more emphasis in the case of Libya. This emphasis is based on

the frequent and severe droughts which have been a common feature of the
agricultural economy over the past several centuries. Such droughts result
in extreme variations in crop yields from year to year and much subsequent

financial losses and sheer hunger. Under such circumstances it is absolutely

necessary to establish adequate food reserves for providing timely and
effective assistance to needy consumers and producers in times of drought
and other national disasters. Private trade groups cannot be reiied-on to

operate adequate food reserves for this purpose, because in times of extreme
food shortage they tend to increase their hoarding of needed foodstuffs
in anticipation of higher and higher prices in the future. This, of course,
has the net effect of making a very bad and distressing situation even worse

During the fiscal year 1956—57 Libya obtained from the United States
about 10,000 tons of wheat under Title 11 of Public Law 480, v^ich it used
to establish a national food reserve.

Since ibhis quantity is insufficient

and highly unbalanced it v^uld be very desirable to enlarge the quantity

and composition of foodstuffs stored for various contingencies with adequate
annyal replacement to prevent rspdilage and quality deterioration. It is

very obvious that surplus food, particularly vAieat and dry milk, can
play a vital role in building up such badly needed national reserve.
roar am

We have already given some statistical indication of the extent of

dietary deficiencies in Libya. He saw that most of the people, of all
age groups, suffer from chronic under-nourishraent due to shortage of

adequate food supply and very low per capita income with which to purchase
it. The problem, however, is even more serious and distressing with
infants and school children whose rapid biological gro^rth requires proper

and adequate diets. Arecent United Hations report made the following
factual observationswith regard to under-nourishment among children.
There is at present (1954) chronic under-nourishment among

the masses, and this is most evident among children. It has
been noted in recent investigations that

under normal school activity because they had had no food at all
before going to school. A14 year old child has the appearance

of an eight year old average child, and a nine months old ay

has the weight and general appearance of a three months old one#
These conditions are due more to poverty rather than
food in the country. Competent experts have estimated

apart from housing and clothing and other miscellaneous necessities,
25 to 30 piasters (70 to 85 cents) a day are needed by a family of
four persons (2 adults and 2 children) for the absolute
calories declared by medical science as essential for

^

existence. The cost of providing a healthful diet to school children
per head per day is estimated at 15 piasters in Cyrenaica and
piasters in Tripolitania# ^

There is already a limited school lunch program in Libya but the need

for its expansion and improvement is very urgent. In (1957) the school
feeding program absorbed about 480 metric tons of dried skim milk per

year (40 gm. per child times 200 days times 60,000 children) all of which
was obtained as a gift from UNICEF. Since the present school feeding

8/ Recommendations on Taxation in Libya. LIByTA. 33/Rev# 1 Rsst^ictgd
United Nations Mission, Tripoli, September 15, 1954, p# 17

programs reach only a limited number of children attending schools, and

since only a fraction (less than 30 per cent) of all children in the
country are at present attending schools, the possibilities for absorbing

large quantities of wheat a|:|d dried skim milk in school lunch programs
are very great, indeed.
Agricultural Credit

Libyan farmers are extremely short of adequate credit, at reasonable
interest rates, with vMch to finance their daily farm operations and to

make significant improvements on th6ir physical plant.

Now, Libya has a

National Agricultural Bank whose main interest is to serve the financial

needs of agriculture, but it is quite clear that the bank could use much
more resources for this, purpose than it possesses at present.

Local

currency obtcined from the sale of surplus food could be easily used to
increase the supply of medium and long^-term loans to farmers who promise
to make the most beneficial use of the funds.

Such an outlet for local

currencies vjould be more productive v/ay than keeping these currencies
idle in United Stated accounts, as has been the case with much of the

foreign currencies acquired from surplus disposal.

The above brief list of different development projects which could
be partly financed by funds from surplus food, in combination withcbmestic

surplus labor, by no means exhausts the possibilities of such projects.

It does, hov/ever, give an indication of where and hov/ surplus food may

be used to promote capital formation in Libya.

Since Libya's economy is

very small, and therefore quite manageable and does not require large

quantities of investments to reduce unemployment and raise the national
income, it would be very desirable if the United States and all partie-s

concerned would cooperate to carry out certain pilot projects in eaqh

of the above suggested capital forming activities or a Combination

them. It v^ould seem that such projects could be initiated with relative
ease, once a brief survey of local condition is completed.
Even at this time, however, it can be said with certainty that surplus

food alone will not be sufficient for significant and effective development
of all kinds of projects outlined above. Libya, like all other less
developed countries, vdll need both technical and financial assistance
in order to effectively utilize surplus commodities in its capital formatio
As of June 30, 1957, the Government of the United States had authorized a
total of about 41,216,000 dollars for economic and technical assistance

to Libya. Of this total about 28,000,000 dollars have actually been paid
as of the same date. This is an addition to providing United States

specialists and supporting personnel to the Libyan-American Joint Service.
The United Nations has also provided considerable assistance to Libya in
the form of technical service and various educational programs.

VJhile the per capita aid given to Libya by both the United States and
the United Nations is considerably higher than that given to many other

needy countries and while the available evidence indicates that this aid
has been put to good use it is very clear from our brief discussion, that
the future needs of the Libyan economy requires even greater and more
effective technical and economic aid from abroad. It is equally clear

that, under certain conditions, surplus food may play an important role in
increasing the size and effectiveness of United States aid to L^bya.

CHAPTER IV

PRESENT I/iETHODS OF FOOD SUPvPLUS DISPOSAL

This chapter will be devoted to a brief examination of the operation
of some existing legislation under which the United States government sells
food surpluses abroad.

We v/ill be primarily concerned vdth the nature^

scope, and objective of these legislations.

This will include a general

description of their mechanics and an evaluation of their effectiveness.

Since at present nearly all of the surplus food sold on concessional
terms is moved under either Public Law 480 or Section 402 of the Mutual

i/'
Security Act our discussion will be confined to them.

Although the idea of using agricultural surpluses to strenthen United
States foreign policy and foreign aid has long been desired and discussed,

in both government and public circles, significant progress in this directior
was not forthcoming until the passage of Section 550 of the Mutual Security
Act of 1953.

This legislation authorized sales of surplus food for local

currencies of the importing countries and thus marked the first attempt
to overcome the severe dollar shortage in these countries, which heretofore
has prevented their Trom buying more United States agricultural products

at international prices.

The legislation requires that funds acquired

in foreign currencies be used as part of the dollar appropriation marked
for the Mutual Aj.sistance Program.

The main objective of this program,

as specified in its enabling legislation,lis "to promote the security afid

foreign policy of the United States by furnishing assistance to friendly

iT For a list of all relevant legislation see Appendix B, p. 220.

nationSi" but it v/as recognized that surplus food can play a positive role
in such a program#

Thus the desirable objective of moving more surplus

food into consumption v/as found to be compativle with apd helpful to the
objective of promoting the security and foreign policy of the United States.
In 1954, this authorization was included in Section 402 of the Mutual
Security Act passed that year.

In that Act, Congress required the

International Cooperation Administration to use at least 250 million dollars
of the funds appropriated by the Act for the fiscal year 1957 to finance

sales of surplus food for local currencies and to substitute these currencie;
for the dollar appropriation used to finance the sale.

In 1954, Congress also passed the Agricultural Trade Develonment an^
Assistance Act.which consisted of various aut'iorization and provisions

designed to dispose of surplus food on a large scale.

V^Tiile this law

(which from here on will be referred to as Public Law 480) had a number
of other objectives, its primary purpose was to help dispose of as much
agricultural surpluses as possible, consistent, of course, with the over
all interest of the United States foreign policy.

Its sponsors saw it

primarily as a temporary approach to the solution of an essentially
tempory surplus problem.

This, in large measure, accounts for the fact

that authorization of funds for this legislation has not exceeded periods
of one year.

Congress requires that in selling surplus food for local Currencies s

special efforts should be made to fulfill the following conditions: (l) take
reasonable precautions to safeguard usual United States marketing and assure
that such sales will not disrupt v\x>rld prices of agricultural commodities;

(2) assure the use of private trade channels to the maximum extent practicabL

(3) use the program to develop and expand continuous market demand abroad

for United States agricultural coirjnodities with appropriate emphasis on

under-developed and new market areas; (4) secure commitment that the
commodities sold for foreign currencies v/ill not be reexportedj except with

specific approval; and (5) to afford any friendly nation maximum opportunity
to purchase United States surplus commodities taking into consideration the
objective of the lav/#

The above conditions are an attempt on the part of Congress to define
the limits within which United States officials are expected to proceed in

their efforts and negotiations for sales agreements#

It is obvious that

these limits tend to emphasize the paramount importance of exporting as
much U.S. surplus agricultural commodities as possible of accomplishing
this through private trade channels.

The Scope and Mechanics of The Disposal Program
Section 402

Section 402 of the Mutual Security Act is Sn integral part of United

States foreign aid program#

That program came into being in 1948, and its

major objective was the relief and rehabilitation of l.'estern Europe plus

Greece and Turkey, all of v/hich were devastated by the War and were in

danger of communist inspired politival revolutions#

At that time the United

States agricultural commodities played a significant role in promoting the
objectives of Mutual Security Assistance

Program.

Beginning with the

Korean War, more and more attention was being paid to the problem of assist

ing less developed countries in Asia and Africa to raise their standard of
living and develop their physical and human resources in order that they
might resist the spread of communism.

Here, to, it was seen that surplus

agricultural commodities can play an important part in promoting these

objectives#

From 1953 on, Congress has, each year, specifically required

the executive branch to use a certain specified amount of dollars appropriate

for mutual security purposed to finance the sale of agricultural surpluses
in coun!:ries receiving U.S. foreign aid and to use tl^e proceeds from such
sales to promote the over-all objectives of the mutual security program.

In effect, Congress has siad that a part of all the funds we appropriate

for foreign aid (both economic and military) will have to be given in the
form of surplus agricultural commodities.

To this extent the objective

of reducing surplus stocks v/as made an integral part of the over-all
purpose of the i.iutual Security Assistance Program.
The International Cooperation Administration is responsible for the

administration of Section 402.

It uses part of its funds to purchase

surplus agricultural commodities from the Commodity Credit Cooperation

and to sell these commodities for foreign currencies.

It then uses these

currencies to fincnce various activities authorized by theforeign aid

legislation.

The sale of surplus comrT:Oditios may be made in the same

country whore aid is desired or it may take place in another country and"

the currency of that country is then used to purchase industrial products
for export to the aided country.

In either case the objective is to move

surplus agricultural products into consumption and to use the funds acquired

from their sale for promoting the security and foreign policy of "the United
States.

A discussion of the size of funds actually involved under this

arrangement v/ill be included later.
Public Law 4o0

Nov/ we turn to the scope and -procedural aspects of Public Law 400.

Tnis is a very comprehensive and complicated legislation, involving a
substantial amount of resources and touching on many conflicting interests,

both at home and abroad*

It v/as enacted in 1954, but actual operations

under it did not begin until 1955.

Since that time these operations

have been enlarging in scope and with increasing complexity.

Last

summer the legislation was extended to June 1959 and there are many
indications that it will continue with or without major changes for some
time to c(»rne.

The law consists of three major titles each designed to serve certain
purposes and satisfy particular interests.

In order to acquire the

surplus commodities from the Commodity Credit Corporation the lav/ requires

that the corporation be reimbursed from dollar funds appropriated for this
purpose.

Thus the

Corporation is not responsible for any losses resulting

from the difference between acquisition costs and the price realized from

surplus sales.

This requirement is designed to secure the solvency of the

Commodity Credit Corporation and to limit its functions to the handling
and financial management of agricultural surpluses.

Surplus stocks pur

chased by various United States agencies are then disposed of in the
follov/ing manner:

Title I of Public L^vj 480 authorized the sale of surplus stocks for
local currencies whenever and wherever such sales are deemed to be in the

interest of the United States.

Prices are to be established at levels

comparable with those prevailing in the international market and converted

into dollar equivalent in terms of the foreign currencies which are exchangee

for the surplus commodities.

By far this is the most important part of the

law in terms of value of commodities moved and potential for expansion.

Title II of the lav/ authorizes the President to donate surplus commodities
for famine relief and emergency assistance to foreign governments, friendly
people v/ithout regard to the friendliness of their governments.

It specifiei

that no more than a certain amount of funds vxDuld be used to finance the

acquisition, shipping and other expenses involved in moving surplus
commodities to places where they are most needed. This is a relatively
minor part of the law as compared Mth Title I and it is designed to servee
quite a different purpose. Title III consists of a number of provisions
authorizing: (a) the donation of surplus commodities to any distressed and
needy area or in connection with any emergency disaster v/ithin the United
States and its territories: (b) to barter surplus stock for strategic

materials for United States stockpile or for other uses: (c) to donate

surplus food to voluntary agencies

a/

for distribution at home and abroad.

The Secretary of Agriculture is responsible for the administration
of all sales agreements under Title I and for reviewing and supervising
barter transactions as authorized in Title III of Public Law 480. The

Foreign Agricultural Service of the United States Department of Agriculture
is responsible for the preparation and recommendation of all sales

agreements under title I, while the Commodity Stabilization Service of
the same department is responsible for the preparation, negotiation and
execution of all barter transactions.

The Department of Agriculture carries out this responsibility with
the advice and in some cases under the supervision of the State Department.
The latter has virtually a veto power over all matters pertaining to the
United States foreign policy.

The International Cooperation Administration is responsible for the
administration of all surplus food disposed of under title II and those

parts of title III which authorizes the donation of surplus stocks to
voluntary agencies for distribution overseas.

This is in addition to

2/ For a list of all voluntary agencies in this connection see Appendix B,
p.-221.

the administration of surpluses sold under Section 402 of the Mutual

Security Program,

Since ICA is under the jurisdiction of the State

Department its activities are naturally regulated by that Department#
Interaoencv Committees

Because the disposal of surplus stocks affects United States' interests
at many levels and because the proceeds acquired from such disposition
are spent foraa variet/ of purposes there are tvvo major committees
responsible for the coordination and supervision of the disposal program.
One of these committees is called Interagency Committee on Agricultural

Surplus Disposal.

It operates at the policy level and consists of

senior representatives of the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Treasury,
State, International Cooperation Administration and Bureau of the Budget.
It is chaired by a representative of the IThite House who is usually the
agricultural advisor to the President.

The other committee is organized

at the staff level for the purpose of assuring the effective coordination
of day-to-day operations through appropriate interagency relationships.
It operates under the chairmansl;iip of an Assistant Administrator of the
Foreign Agricultural Service and consists of staff-level representatives
of all the agencies represented in the Inter-agency Committee on Agricultural

Surplus Disposal plus representatives from the Department of Defense, Office

of Defense Mobilization

and the Export-Import Bank.

This committee is

responsible for reviewing and approving or disapproving all sales agreements

prepared by The Foreign Agricultural Service.

As we v/ill see later all of

the agencies represented in these central committee^ have a real and

specific interest in the v;ay in which local currencies acquired from sales

of food surpluses are utilized.

They also have a general interest in the

over-all effects of surplus disposal on their own relationships with the

countries in v-tiich they operate.

Barter Transactions

In order to understand the mechanics of a typical barter and sales

transaction we v/ill follov/ the major steps involved.

Before the announcement

of the revised barter program which was made in the Spring of 1957, a

typical barter deal followed this patterns Usually a United States firm
initiated the barter transaction by submitting an offer to exchange a

specified foreign produced strategic and critical material for agricultural
commodities available for export sale by the Commodity Credit Corporation.
The Office of Defense ^-bbilizgtion issues a list of what is regarded as

strategic and critical material.

The barter division of the Commodity

Stabilization Service uses this list to check on whether or not the material

offered qualifies as strategic and critical.

It also consults with the

General Service Administration to determine existing stockpile inventories

of the material, the acceptable level of prices, the probable effecta of
the barter deal on the market prices and availability of the material to
private industries,

In general these consultations are designed to

determine whether or not the barter deal is in the over-all interest of
the government.

Assuming that it v/as agreed to go ahead with the barter deal, the CCC
vjould enter into a barter contract for the offeredlmaterial.

Usually such

contract calls for deliveries of the material over a period of up to two

years, but in some dases the delivery period was six years.

Normally the

contract would authorize the contracting firm to obtain for export any

agricultural commodities which were offered by CCC during the period in
vjhich the bartered material is to be delivered.

The price of the material

would be determirned at the time of signing the contract, but the prices of

the surplus commodites v;ould be equal to the CCC export market price for
these commodities at the time they were ordered by the contractor.

Thus,

by this arrangement the contracting firm has the opportunity to order the
desired surplus commodities at a time when the CCC export market price is
low and to sell these commodities as it pleases in the world market.

Since

the use of proceeds realized from the sold surplus commodities was virtually
interest free it was natural that most contracting firms would want to

acquire the surplus stocks soon after they sign the contract and to use the
realized funds for various business activities.

Because the barter contractors are free to sell their commodities any

where in the world, outside the United States, and the Soviet bloc, there

was no effective guarantee against interference with and disruption of the
normal trade channels for agricultural commodities.

In fact, in most cases,

the barter contractors, lacking the experience and the knov^•how required
for marketing agricultural commodities, simply entered into various
arrangements with ^rain and cotton firms to act as their selling agents or

they sold their commodities to these firms at a discount.

Quite naturally

the international commodity dealers tried to sell v^erever and vrfienever
they could realize the highest profit or suffer the lowest loss without

regard to the over-all effect of their activities on the world pattern of
agricultural trade or the level of international prices.

Such activities and repercussions as occurred under the barter
arrangement brought a cphtinuous storm of protest from other agricultural

exporting countries, such as Canada, Australia and Argentina*

Before

long, the United States Department of Agriculture and the State Department
were convinced that barter transactions under the then prevailing

arrangements were not adding to world trade or consumption of agricultural

products^ but were simply substituting for what otherwise would ^ught
and sold through normal trade channels#
substantial evidence

In point of fact, there v;as sub-

that since most of the barter deals were made with

real industrialized countries of Western Europe they had the effect of

diminishing United States usual sales of Agricultural commodities for
dollars in their countries.

As a result of these observations barter deals were completely sus

pended by the Administration ih the Spring of 1957, but were later resumed
under very strict and rigid conditions designed to correct the errors of

past arrangements#

These conditions required substantial evidence on the

part of contracting firms that their proposed barter deals would represent
a net addition to world agricultural trade and consumption, including, of
course. United States usual aggregate exports.

Ihey also established a

reasonable rate of interest on the use of funds realized from the sale of

bartered commodities before and during the time of delivering the strategic
and critical material to the government#

This drastic change in conditions and the general attitude of the
Administration tov,fard barter transactions have greatly displeased

the

various metal and mineral firms, as well as the international commodity
dealers v/ho claimed that under these conditions it is no longer feasible

for them to enter into barter deals.- Thus operations under the barter

program have been reduced considerably, but Congress passed the last
extension of Public Law 480 vdth an even enlarged provision that all efforts
should be made to barter United States surplus commodities for strategic

^

For a detailed discussion on the pros and cons of barter transactions
as they were presented to a Congressiohal Hearing Committee consult
Policies and Operations Under Public Law 480, 8I3th Congress, 1957,

and critical material wherever and whenever practicable.

We have included a brief description of the mechanics of a typical
barter agreement not because of its relation or significance to the

possibility of using surplus food to finance economic development^ but

because^ as will be revealed later in this chapter, substantial quantities
of various surplus commodities have been disposed of under the barter
provjfiion of Public Law 480.

For the purpose of this thesis, however,

we are primarily interested in sales of surplus stocks for local currencies
as authorized by title I of P.L. 480,

V/hat follows is a description of the

major steps involved in a typical sales agreement.

Initiations and Neaotiations of Aqr

The initial step in the process may originate with the governments

desiring to buy United States surplus commodities or with United States
officials assignee to various countries or Mth The Department of Agricultur'

and other United States agencies or with any other interested party or a

group of them.

In any case usually informal discussion is initiated and

if there is sufficient interest the officials of those countries will start

considering such aspects of the proposed sales agreement as the commodity
composition and the v;a^s in which the United States is prepared to use the

local currencies vjnich it will acquire as a result of the sale.

In the

initial stages tliese are the two most important considerations vihich both
sides are usually anxious to determine.

Assuming that there is sufficient

initial agreements in these tv.o considerations the proposal will be forv;ardec

to the Foreign Agricultural Service of the Department of Agriculture where

it will be studied in detail by the program officer and his staff.

Such

study normally includes a review of the food and agricultural situation

of the country wishing to make the agreement, its foreign exchange position

and patterns of trade and a general consideration of its over-all proposed
development programs#

At this stage the program officer consults with

appropriate representatives of the State Department, ICA and other

interested U.S. agencies on various economic and political issues v\Aiich
may be involved in evaluating the feasibility of sSles agreements with
a particular country.

Vihen this preliminary work is accomplished the Foreign Agricultural
Service prepares an analysis of the country's program, indicating a
schedule of suggested commodity composition and the various uses of the
foreign currency.

It also prepares a draft agreement and negotiation

instructions designed to guide United States officials in their subsequent
deliberations vath the officials of the foreign governments.

The agreements

generally follow a standard pattern and usually includes such information

as the following: (l) The value c(nd kinds of commodities to be sold; (2) the
period during which the commodities will be taken by the importing country;

(3) provisions to protect against trans-shipment of the commodities to
other countries without specific approval and to prevent their shipment

to countries considered unfriendly to the United States; (4) provisions to
safeguard the usual marketing share of the United States; (s) the exchange
rate at 'which commodities will be paid for in local currency and the method
by which payment of such currency will be made to specified United States

accounts; (6) the distribution of the acquired currency among the various
uses which are authorized by the law.

The analyzed country program, the draft agreement and the negotiation
instructions, are then submitted to the Interagency Staff Committee for
consideration and approval.

Any member of this committee has the right to

appeal to the Interegency Cornmittee on Agricultural Surplus Disposal,
whose chairman is a representative of the 171"iite House, if he feels that
the decision of the staff committee is not appropriate under the circum

stances.

If the staff committee approves the prepared agreement it goes

to the State Department where it is transmitted to the United States

Ambassador for negotiation'^with the particular country concerned.

Agreement:

which involve more than ten million dollars must be submitted to the Under

Secretary for review and final approval before they

are sent abroad.

VJhile some of the actual negotiations may take place in VJashington,

in most cases they are carried out in foreign capitals. There the United
States Ambassador.^ v/ho is reponsible for supervising such negotiations,
appoints a team of his staff, including the agricultural attache and a
representative of the ICA Mission in the particular country under

consideration, to conduct the negotiations which may or may not lead to

the signing of the agreement.

If and v;hen the agreement is signed by the

two parties the importing country requests the Foreign Agricultural Service
for purchase authorization which- will allow the use of dollar funds to

finance the surplus sales and specify the conditions under which such
financing will be provided.

Since Public Law 480 requires the maximum use of

private trade

channels in selling the surpluses, public announcements are made to all
interested trade firms as soon as the agreement is signed and the purchase
authorization is issued.

At this stage private;trade groups take over,

at least as far as the United States side is concerned.

Then the importing

government specifies certain banks in its own country and in the United
states to handle the financial transaction of the sales agreement.

VJhen

the Commodity Credit Corporation recieves the instructions it issues letter

of commitment to the United States bank specified by the importing country.

This letter names the specified foreign bank and constitutes a commitment

by the CCC to reimburse the U.S. bank for all payments made under the letter
of credit for the account of foreign bank in connection with export sales

under the purchase authorization issued by the Foreign Agricultural Service.
The importer, v^ether he is a private importer or an agency of the
foreign government, sighs the necessary contracts with the United States

exporte.rs and applies to the local bank designated by the exporter for
letters of credit.

This letter of credit is then paid through the designate^

bank in the United States to which a letter of commitment has already been

issued by The Commodity Credit Corporation.

This latter bank pays dollars

to the U.S. exporter in exchange for a draft and shipping documents as

roguired by normal international trade practices and obtains dollar
Jreimbursement from The Commodity Credit Corporation as agreed.

The

Corporation receives full compensation from funds appropriated annually
by Congress for this purpose.

VJhen the designated foreign bank receives the necessary shipping
documents it pays the full value of the sale in terms of local currency

and deposits the required sum in the account of the United States Dis

bursement Officer In the Embassy.

Monthly reports on the state of this

account are made to the Treasury Department.

The foreign bank is required

to deposit the foreign currency to the United States account as soon as

dollar disbursements are made by tlie CCC to the designed U.S. banks.
However, because of time required to transmit the necessary documents to
the foreign bank® there is a: built-in time lagi

But according to the

available evidence this lag cannot be serious because as of March 31, 1957,
dollar disbursenents amounted to 1,172,000,000 and on that same date the

United States Disbursement Officers had reported to the Treasury Department

a total deposit of 1,044,000,000 dollar equivalent in foreign currencies.

Once the local currency is deposited in the United States' account it
becomes the property of the U.S. Government to be disposed of in accordance
vdth the pibvisions specified in the agreement and the over-all interest
of the United States as specified in the legislation and determined by
its administrative officials.

Before we enter into this phase of the

program it is necessary to take note of the volume and value of surplus

commodities which have been and are being disposed of under Public Law 480
and Section 402 of the Mutual Security Program.

The Maqnitude of Surnlus Disnosal

For detailed information on the quantity and value of various surplus
commodities disposed of under various legislations and programs consult

Appendix A, Tables 7-13.

general summary:

The following data, however, should provide a

Although during the past ten years nearly eight billion

dollars vjorth of U.S. agricultural commodities have been financed for

export under foreign aid program most of this was done in the early days
of the Mutual Security Program and mainly in connection with the European
recovery and reconstruction following V/orld War II.

Since Section 402

replaced Section 550 in the Mutual Security Act in 1954, an average of
about 250 to 300 m.illion dollars of the annual foreign aid funds have

been used to finance sales of surplus food forlocal currency.

The currency

then is used in place of dollars to finance various mutual security activitit

For various reasons, which will be taken up later, there is not much
prospect that this part of the program will expand in the future.

Since the enactment of Public Law 480 in 1954 through June 30, 1958,
programming of surplus agricultural commodities under the three titles of

tho Act totaled 6,752.2 million dollars. Of this amount, 4,004.4 million
dollars, at CCC cost, have been disj^osed of under title I, vAiich covers
sales for local currencies. The value of these commodities at the expbrt

market price was 2,842,3 million dollars. The difference between the t>«>
estimates represents, of course, the amount of subsidies required to sell
the commodities at competitive vioxld prices.

The total value of all surplus commodities moved abroad for emergency

relief and other assistance as authorized by Title 11 WaS $461.5 million
at CCCcost as of June 30, 1958. Cumulative donations for foreign and
domestic felief through non-profit voluntary agencies and intergovernment

organizations as authorized by Title III of the Act amounted to $1,355
million at CCC cost. Total barter contracts signed since the beginning of
the program through December 1957 amounted to $873.1 million at export
market value, of which only 3 million represent contract entered into

daring the last six months. Since wo are primarily interested, at this
stage, in surplus disposal made under Title I, we will pursue its scope
and magnitude in more detail.

There have been 135 agreements, or supplements to agreements, with a
total value of $4,004.4 million at CCC cost, made vnth 37 countries since

the beginning of the program through June 1958. The kinds of corronodities.
export value and CCC cost of all agreements made pursuant to Title I are
shovm in Appendix A, Tables 10 and 11. Shipment during July-December,
1957 period decreased substantially from the high levels of the previous
six-month period due to reduction in programming during the calendar year
1957. This was necessitated by the shortage of available funds during the
early part of the year prior to the extension of the program by Congress
in the summer of that year. Also, considerable time was required to

develop and negotiate country agreements following the extension and in
crease in authorization.

In order to gain an appreciation of the important role of surplus dis

posal operations in the total United States agricultural exports it is
worth noting the following statement which appeared in.' B' study made by the
National Planning Association.

All United States agricultural exports in the fiscal year 195455 had a value of approximately $3.1 billion. In the fiscal year

1955-56 exports rose' to 3.5 billion. This 11 per cent increase in

value reflected a 17 per cent in volume, as prices were somewhat
lower in 1955-56.

The value of commercial agricultural exports for dollars was
$2.1 billion in 1955-56, slightly lower than in the previous year;

and the value of exports under the special programs authorized under
Public Law 480 and Section 402 of the Mutual Security Act rose to

nearly $1.4 billion, an increase of about $500 million. Exports
under the government's special programs accounted for approximately
70 per cent of the exports of wheat and dairy products and approximately
60 per cent of the exports of coarse grains.^ cotton and rice. 5/
For more data on the role of Public Law 480 and other special export

programs see Appendix A, Tables 7 and 8.
The CCC cost of all commodities sold under Title I from the beginning

of the program through December 31, 1957 is estimated at $3,095.7 million.
This total covers the acquistion cost of the commodities at the domestic

support price, storage costs, processing and inland transportation.

In a

addition to this basic cost the CCC paid transportation costs of about

$247,5 million for commodities required to be shipped on private United

States flag vessels, v/hich brings the total costs involved to $3,343.2
million.

The entire sum of $3,343.2 plus the cost of financing the export of

^

Agricultural Surplus Disposal and Foreign Aid, prepared by the National
Planning Association for the 85th Congress, 1st Session, Washington,

March 1957, p. 2*

•

all surplus stocks under Titles II and HI is charged to the Agricultural
Price-Support Program as costs on surplus disposal operation#

Although

this is only a problem of national accounting and has no significance in
terms of the over-all allocation of resources in the economy, it has

considerable significance as far as the relationship betv/een the agricultural
and the nonagricultural sector is concerned#

Thus one might ask:

Is it

fair or even wise to charge agriculture with the entire amount of appropria

tion used to export agricultural surpluses when about tvx5-thirds of such

appropriations are realized, in the form of local currencies, from the sale
of these surpluses? Since these foreign currencies are utilized by the
United States government for financing various economic, military, cultural,
humanitarian and political activities, is it not more accurate and to the

point to charge such expenditures to the defense budget, the foreign aid
program and various other international relation expenses?

In cases where

the foreign currencies acquired from the sale of surpluses is actually used
as a substitute for dollar appropriations, which in the absence of such
currencies would have had to be made, why not subtract the saved dollars

from the total appropriations charged to the surplus disposal operation

and the over-all agricultural price support program?

In the case of surplus

commodities bartered for strategic and critical materials why not charge
the cost of these commodities to various defense and national security

programs?
We will return to a brief examination of these questions and others

shortly, but first we must inquire into the various ways in which foreign
currencies, realized from the sale of agricultural surpluses, are being used
or left idle.
Uses of the Foreign Currencies

We have already followed a typical sales transaction involved under

Title I of Public Law 480 to the point where the foreign currencies for which

the agricultural surpluses are sold and deposited in special United States
government accounts under the jurisdiction of the Treasury Department and

the Bureau of -he Budget.

Now we wish to go further andSLnd out where and

how these currericies are utilized.

Before we do this, however, it may be

helpful to state two basic features, which are primarily of economic signif
icance, but which differentiate most of these currencies from dollar funds.

The first factor to remember with regard to these foreign currencies is that

nearly all of them are inconvertible, v;hich means they cannot be freely used
to import needed goods and services into the same countries in which these
currencf.es were generated.

This, in effect, limits their usefulness and

purcha'/Dng power to the domestic economies.

A second important feature of

these currencies vx)rth noting is that the accumulation of these currencies by
the 'Jilited States represents accumulating claims on, or pov;er over, the
economies from which the currencies v;ere acquired.

Thus the more currencies

the United States accumulates the more power it will command over the mone
tary and fiscal institutions of the countries involved.

IVith these two facts in mind let us proceed to answer the question of
what the United States does v.dth the foreign currencies acquired from the
sale of agricultural surpluses.

This will be limited to currencies acquired

under Title I of Public Law 40 8 since ive have already touched on the uses of
currencies realized under Section 402 of the Mutual Security Act.
Public Law 480 authorizes the use of local currencies for 11 specific

activities

and Executive Order 10560 assigns the administration of these

different uses to various federal agencies as follov;sJ

§/ For detailed information on the planned uses of foreign currencies and
their allocation among different activities in different countries, as

of June 31, 1958, see Appendix A, Tables 14 aqd 18.

Authority

Responsible Agency

Type of Currency
Use

P.L. 480
Section 104

Agricultural Marketing

Department of

Development

Agriculture

Supplemental stockpile

Office of Defense
lAjbilization

International Coop
Admin, and Defense

Common Defense

Department
Purchase of goods for

other countries

,

Grants for economic

development
Loan for private enter-

Export-Import Bank

price (Cooly amendment)
Payments of U.S.
oblig§tions

"Any agency

Loans to foreign
governments
Int. Education

Department of State

Exchange
Translation of Books

U.S. Information

and periodicals

Agency

American sponsored

State Department

schools and centers

and USIA

The Treasury Department was assigned the responsibility of supervising
the deposits of all foreign currencies received under Public Lav/ 480.

It

is further responsible for issuing all necessary regulations governing the
purchase, custody, deposit, transfer and sale of all foreign currencies
received under Title I sales agreements.

The Bureau of the Budget administer

the allocation and apportionment of foreign currencies among the various
uses authorized by the law.

All of the above agencies are represented on either one or both of the
central committees responsible for coordinating the policies and operations

undec Public Law 400.

the proposed

VJhen the Interagency Staff Committee reviews

agreement, as submitted by The Foreign Agricultural Service,

in cooperation with the importing country, it makes some general decisions
as to how much local currencies v;hich will be realized under the sales

agreement may be spent for each of the 11 different uses authorized by
the law.

Sincd the proposed sales agreement nearly alv/ays specifies how

much of the total proceeds will be loaned back to the importing government
the committee will only need to decide whether or not the amount is
reasonable and consistent with the United States foreign policy.

Once

the sales agreement is signed this specified sum becomes a fixed item and

the Bureau of the Budget is expected to allocate it without delay.

However,

in the case of distributing the rest of the funds among the remaining ten

uses there is usually a considerable amount of discussion, compromises and
arguments as to the relative merits and priority of each particular use in
each particular country and circumstances.

At this point each of the

agencies represented will preSs hard to serve its particular interest and
as a result of this interagency conflicts inevitably arise.
VJhen the committee has decided on expected schedule of local currency

uses in connection with each agreement such a schedule is sent to the

Bureau of the Budget.

Different agencies will then apply to the

Bureau

for allocation 6f local currencies to their accounts for the specified
purposes.

The Bureau notifies these agencies that such allocation is

being made so that they can proceed to develop programs on which to spend

the funds.

Actually apportionments of the funds, however, are not made

until the agencies present to the Bureau a detailed plan as to v/here and
how they propose to use their funds and in general satisfy the Director

of the Bureau that the funds will be spent to promote the general purpose

of the law.

The agencies are not authorized to incur any obligations

on their funds until apportionments are made.

Once apportionments of the funds are made by the Bureau of the Budget
the agencies may proceed to spend t|;reir funds as proposed and they are
usually given more than one year in which to do it.

VJe vdll now turn

to a brief consideration of each of the 11 major activities onvwhich local

currencies have been and are being spent.

We will take them in the order

1/
in which they are listed in Section 104 of Public Law 480:
(a) Agricultural Market Develonment

By the end of 1957 about 9.1 million dollars equivalent of local
currency, plus 2.8 million dollars contributed by private trade groups
have been spent, obligated or authorized for this activity.

Expenditures

under this program consist of financing various trade fair projects, sales
promotiom schemes and other forms of advertisements, all designed to create

and expand markets for United States agricultural products.

The program

is a joint effort between the Department of Agriculture and various trade
groups and other institutions.

Since the beginning of the program to the

end of the calendar year 1957, a total of 163 projects under this program
were put into operation.

(b)

Purchase of Strategic Materials
Only about 7 million dollars have been earmarked for this purpose

because much of the needed strategic materials have been acquired under
the barter provision of Public Law 480.

(c)

Common Defense

About 249 million dollars have been earmarked for this purpose as of

2/ Most of the data in this section were obtained from The President's
Semiannual Reports to Congress on Activities Under Public Law 480,
1956-58.

December 31, 1957,

Expenditures in this category consist of procurement

of military equipment, materials, facilities, and serviced for the purpose
of common defense.

(d)

Purchase of Goods for Other Friendly Countries

Since the beginning of the program through 1957, $42,8 million have
been allocated for this purpose.

This sum has been used to buy goods

and services from the countries buying the surplus commodities for export

to other designated countries.

In nearly all cases the type of goods and

services involved here are basically nonagricultural products.

(e)

Grants for Economic Development
So far only about 60 million dollars have been allocated for this

purpose.

This involved $7.5 million to Greece and $54 million to India

as a part of the three-year agreement concluded between that country and
the United States.

(e)

Loans to Private Enternris

This was the amendment to Section 104 part (e) passed in 1957, ahd is
often referred to as the "Cooly Am.endment."

It requires that up to 25

per cent of foreign currencies generated under each sale agreement must be

set aside for loans to private business firms through the Export-Import

Bank of IVashington. Since this is a irery recent provision the amount of
funds allocated to this purpose has not exceeded $40 million and as of

December 31, 1957 no loans have been made since the funds v/ere not yet

available to the Export-Import Bank.

Hov/ever, funds used for this purpose

are expected to increase in the future.

(f)

Payments of United States' Obligations

A total of $473.1 million has been allocated for the purpose of paying
for the obligations of any United States agency in a particular foreign

country.

This monoy is hold by the Treasury Department for sale to any

government agency in exchange for dollars.

Thus instead of having the

agency in need for a particular foreign currency buy it from foreign

government it buys it from the Treasury Department. The not effect of this
arrangement is to save dollars for the United States.

In the absence of

the foreign currencies generated from the sale of surplus food, dollars

would have had to be used to pay for United States obligations.

Since in

some countries certain United States agencies have accumulated foreign
currencies far in excess of their needs for some time to come, it is not

expected that funds allocated for this purpose v;ill increase much'in the
immediate future.

The use of local currencies for,this purpose, however, has

highest priority among all other uses.
Mi 3 itnrv Farni Iv Housing

Public Law 765, 83rd Congress, Public Law 161 and Public Law 968, 84th

Congress authorize the expenditure of up to $250 million v;orth of local
currencies acquired from Title I sales and other surplus disposal trans
actions for construction, rent or procurement of United States military

family housing and related community facilities in foreign countries.

A

f

total of $106.1 million has been allocated for this purpose as of Decem.ber
31, 1957.

(g)

Loans to Foreign Governments
About $1.2 billion or nearly 50 per cent of all the funds generated

under Title I have been allocated for this purpose as of December 31, 1957.
However, due to various delays and built-in time lags only about 30 per cent

of this sum has actually been loaned out.

The loans are made for the purpose

of promoting economic growth in the recipient countries and for encouraging
multilateral trade.

As was mentioned earlier ,

the size and terms

of the loan are usually agreed upon during the negotiations for the

sals agreement.

The loans specify the conditions, manner and means of

repayment, the interest rate, the time period involved, etc.

Tlie general

terms of the loan are developed by the Interagency Staff Committee in
V/ashington in cooperation with the National Advisory Council on
International Monetary and Fiscal Problems.

The loans are usually of

long-term nature, bearing an interest rate of either 4 or 5 per cent,

depending on whether repayment is made in dollars or local currencies.
By June 30, 1908 more than $1.4 billion have been allocated for such loans
to 23 different countries.

India, Japan, Brazil, and Indonesia have

received the largest loans ever made under this program.

Since loans for

economic development are nov/ being madd to private enterprise by the Export-

Import Bank, using local currencies generated by Title I sales (P.L. 480,
Section 104(e) as amended) it is expected that funds allocated for loans
to foreign governments v;ill diminish in size and scope.

This is evident by

the fact that only about 40 per cent of the proceeds of sales negotiated
during the first six months of 1958 have been allocated for such loans as

compared to nearly 62 per cent and 55 per cent in tlie first six months

of fiscal years 1957 and 1954-56 respectively.
'..'e will examine this aspect of Public Law 480 in more details in the

next chapter, because using local currencies for the purpose of economic
development is of primary importance for the purpose of this thesis,

(h)

International Education Exchanqe

About $18 million have been allocated for this purpose from the
beginning of Public Law 480 through 1957,

The money is used to finance

the travel and subsistence of trainees, students, teachers and professors
who cometathe United States for study and training purposes under such

educational programs as the Fulbrxght Act and others.

Its main purpose

is to foster mutual understanding between the people of the United States
and those of other countries.

(i)

Translation. Publications. and Distribution of Books and Periodicals

Less than one million dollars have been allocated for this purpose.

The money is used by^ the United States Information Agency for assistance
in the translation, publication and distribution of free-uorld and United

States-oriented books written in local languages and sold at prices which
ordinary students and public and private educational institutions can

afford to pay.

The purpose of this program is to promote better under

standing of the United States among the peoples of various countries.
(j)

Assistance to American Sponsored

Llbrari es and Communitv

Centers

CVertfafomillion dollars have been allocated for various projects under
this program, primarily in Brazil, Colombia, Greece, Italy and Turkey.
Expenditures for this purpose are expected to increase steadily.

The funds

are used to demonstrate American educational ideals and practices overseas.

As of December 31, 1957 requests for allocation of funds for this purpose
were being made in Austria, Bolivia, Ecuador, Finland, Iran, Greece, Italy,

Korea, Mexico, Pakistan, Peru, Spain, Thailand-and Turkey#
Of all the eleven uses of local currencies listed above three main

uses loans to foreign governments) payments of United States obligations

and various forms of military expenditures—absorb over 90 per cent of all
local currencies acquired from surplus sales under Title I of Public Law

480. This is the proportion of funds allocated for these expenditures,
but in most cases only a fraction of these funds has actually been used#
For example, on March 31, 1958 a total of $1.4 billion was allocated for
l©gh§ t©

govornmonts td pitfdffidto economic dovolopmont multilateral '

tradey but .only $391 million v^'as actually available for disbursement to
countries with which loan agreements had been negotiated# Similarly, there
is a large stock of accumulated foreign currencies earmarked for payment
of United States obligations abroad, but which is in excess of current
needs.

In other words, in some instances the United States seems to be

substituting surplus foreign currencies for agricultural surpluses.' Wevwill
examine- this problefi) at a later'stag-, -but for the .moment we vail suffice to
note itsiexi$tQncoi"

An Evaluation - Costs and Benefits

Any realistic evaluation of the effectiveness of Public Law 480 must
consider v;hether or not the law is accomplishing the essential purpose for
which it was enacted.

There are two main objectives which, it seems, were

of primary importance in the minds of those who sponsored and enacted the
law. These objedtives were the reduction and eventual elimination of

agricultural surplus stocks and the permanent expansion of foreign markets
for United Statds farm products.

The means for accomplishing the first

objectives was found in various concessional sale arrangements in terms of
foreign currencies, barter deals or outright donations. Part of the funds
collected from such sales v;as allocated for expanding foreign markets throug

various sale proL;otions, tradefairs and so on. Has the lav; been effective
in achieving these objectives? VJhile it is not easy to give a clear-cut
answer to this question there can be no doubt that surplus Disposal under
Public Law 480 has greatly reduced large stocks of accumulated surplus and

is helping to prevent further accumulation of these surpluses. The fact
that at present nearly half of all United States Agricultural exports move

under special government programs - of v;hich Public Law 480 is the
largest—substantiates this claim.

As for the effectiveness of Public

Law 480 in expanding permanent foreign markets for United States farm

products the answer is not unequivocal. It is highly doubtful that the
various sale promotion and trade fairs which have been financed under the

program will have much positive effects on the size of the markets in areas
with extremely low income and low level of economic activities. At best
such activities may introduce the consumers, who are able to buy, to a

better and different form of food products on which to spend their limited
incomes. Under these conditions they may substitute one product for
another^ either due to price or quality differential, but it is very

unlikely that they would increase their total expenditures for food.
Another objective vihich was introduced to Public Law 480 at a later,

stage and which vdll certainly have the effect of expanding the aggregate
effective demand for farm products is the use of funds obtained from the
sale of surplus food to promote economic development and raise the incomes
of the laborers who in many cases are suffering from lack of adequate

diets. This, of necessity, is a long-run objective whicli is likely to
receive increasing emphasis in future food disposal programs. We will

postpone an evaluation of how effective Public Law 480 has been in this
area to the next chapter.

From the beginning of Public Law 480 to the present, approximately
7 billion dollars have been appropriated to finance the exports of various

agricultural commodities in surplus stocks. This represents the aggregate,
money cost to the American economy of surplus disposal and the entire
amount is charged to the cost of the agricultural program. Another generc.

but less tangible form of cost which must be considered is the unfavorable
and in some cases even hostile reactions of other agricultural exporting

countries to United States disposal, ^hese countries have complained at

one time or another that such disposal programs are cutting into their
normal market outlets.

These claims, when rigidly believed could, invite

various retaliatory actions and trade policies which would be harmful
to certain United States export industries, as well as to the economies
of other countries.

The extent of this cost can, however, be minimized through various
measures designed to move the surplus stocks into net additional con

sumption rather than mere substitution within the existing level of income
productivity and consumption.

There is substantial evidence that much

progress has already been attained in this regard, but a great deal more
needs to be done.

Of the total sum of seven billion dollars allocated for cost of

surplus disposal nearly one-third is used to pay for ocean-transportation

costs in United States—flag vessels as required by law.

The primary

purpose of this expenditure is not to transport the surpluses perxse, but
rather it is designed to support the maintenance of the United States

merchant marines.

Thus the difference between shipping costs in United

States-flag vessels and costs of shipping in foreign vessels should
logically be regarded as the cost of subsidizing United States merchant
marines.

All of the dollar funds used to finance the export or surplus commoditic

under the barter deal may be regarded as the cost of accumulating strategic
and critical materials for the United States stockpile required for both

military and industrial purposes.

All funds qpent for financing donations

to various government and voluntary organizations for famine relief,

natural disaster or emergencies, as well as for general welfare purposes

may.be. regarded as the cost of foreign policy investment designed to serve

humanitarian and political objectives*

This leaves us with the cost of financing exports under Title I of

Public Law 480.

Nearly four billion dollars have been used for this

purpose. Against this cost we must consider the vaj.ue of the foreign
currencies which is acquired from the sale of surplus commodities as

authorized by Title I.

On the average* about two-thirds of the value of

surplus commodities estimated at CCC cost is recovered in the form of foreig:
currencies when these commodities are sold.

The remaining one-third-6f

the acquisition value represents the difference between domestic price

support levels and the prices at which the surplus commodities are sold
for local currencies.

As such it may be regarded as the cost of price

support program for these surplus commodities.
foreign currencies

As was seen earlier, the

which are acquired in exchange for surplus stocks'is

being used to support various activities deemed to be in the interest of the
the United States government.

About half of all accumulated foreign

currencies remains unused for lack of sufficient preparation and planning
on the part of both the United States and other contracting governments.

Against these costs we must consider the various benefits which may

be attributed to the surplus disposal program,

^he first and most obvious

benefit is the reduction in the handling and storage cost resulting from

the decreases in CCC surplus stocks.

This reduction in costs can be quite

substantial over a period of years if v;e recall that at present the daily

storage and handling cost is estimated a"? about 30 million dollars is lost
annually in the form of spoilage and deterioration.

Such reduction in

CCC surplus stocks could have the effect of maintaining the domestic

market prices or surplus commodities at or near the support levels
Another immediate, but non-monetary benefit of the surplus disposal

program is the v.orthy and humanitarian objectives which are being served
through the donatiohs of surplus commodities to voluntary organizations
for distribution at home and abroad.

Related to this benefit is the

political and psychological implications of granting surplus commodities
to various foreign governments in times of famine^ natural disaster or

emergency situations,

there can be no doubt regarding the value arid wisdom

of using surplus food to help in time of difficulties.

The benefit of acquiring strategic and critical materials for defense
and national security depends on how badly such material is actually

needed and on whether or not acquiring these materials in exchange for

surplus commodities is the most efficient and feasible method available.
To the extent that materials obtained under the barter deals would have

had to be purchased for dollars the monetary benefit stemming out of this
operation is equal to the amount of dollars saved as a result of the barter

transactions.

Against this benefit, however, one should take in to account

the possibility of reducing United States normal agricultural and industrial
exports as a result of the reduction in the aggregate amount of dollar
reserves available to the importing countries.

Caution should also be

exercised with regard to the value of the materials bartered for surplus

stocks.

Otherwise, it is quite possible to substitute surpluses of worth

less material for agricultural surpluses.

Other monetary benefits which can be directly attributed to the
surplus disposal can be found in the manner in which foreign currencies
acquired from the sale of surpluses have been and are being used.

In

nearly all cases these uses represent either a desirable expansion of
activities already existing under various United States trade and foreign

policies or a direct substitution of fordign currencies for dollars which

otherwise would have had to be appropriated in order to attain the same

level of expenditures and opcracions in this field.

As was indicated

above about 50 per cent of all foreign currencies acquired from sales

under Title I have been allocated for the promotion of economic development

in the importing countries and for encouraging multi-lateral trade.

In

the past, funds for this purpose have been loaned to the foreign governments

on a long-term basis, but since 1957 the law requires that loans be made

to both public and private concerns for the promotion of these objectives.
We vail examine the conditions under which the loans are made, the benefits

v;hich may be expected from such loans and the merits and limitations of
past operations and experiences in the follov/ing chapter.
As far as the United States is concerned there seem.s to be a general

agreement regarding the desirability of the existence and continuation

and expansion of agricultural surplus disposal arrangements as provided by

Public Law 480 and Section 402 of the Mutual Security Act.

In a congressionc

hearing held uring the summer of 1957 under the chairmanship of Senator

Hubert Humphrey

2/

there vias a remarkable unanimity among all those who

testified and whose interests were directly affected regarding the need

for expanding and improving surplus disposal programs.

both farm and nonfarm groups.

This v/as true of

Each of these groups, as can be expected,

came .forward with a number of proposals and changes which they wished to
see adonted and which were designed to promote their particular interests,

but nolx)dy proposed the termination of the surplus disposal program.

The

author had the chance of hearing a number of speakers representing various
farm and nonfarm organizations who participated in the International Wheat

Surplus Utilization Conference, held at South Dakota State College last
summer.

There, too, there was a general agreement with regard to the

2/ See Policies and Operations Under Public Law 480, 85th Congress, 1957,

^ See statement of Summary and Conclusions of this Conference in Appendix
pp. 192-201.

value of food surplus disposal, v/ith particular emphasis on using these

surplus commodities to promote economic growth in the importing countries.
There is no doubt in mind regarding the popularity of Public Law 480 in the
United States, and this fact should always be taken into account in any
evaluation of the over-all aspects of the law.

A significant number of other agricultural exporting countries have

often complained about the adverse effects of surplus disposal operations,
carried on unilaterally by one powerful nation, on their export markets.
However, these countries are not opposed to the surplus disposal program

per se, provided sufficient safeguards are adoptcji to move the surplus
commodities into additional net consumption which could not have taken
place in the absence of such disposal program.

If this is correct then

the controversy in this area is one of questioning v;hether or not surplus
stocks can be moved into additional consumption and under what conditions

and safeguards.

It is hoped that the following two chapters vdll provide

some constructive suggestions in this regard.
policies aqd

The evaluation of the

operations of Public Law 480 from the point of view of the

importing countries v/ill be attempted in the follovang tv\o chapters.

CHAPTER V

FOREIGN CURRENCY LOANS FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

I7e have already given a brief description of the main steps involved,
inaa typical sales agreement under Public Law 480.

In that description

v/e mentioned that the sale agreements usually include a general statement

regarding the manner in v^iich foreign currencies acquired from the surplus
sales are to be allocated and ultimately spent.

Normally, the agreement

vADuld at least specify that a certain fraction of the local currency
vdll be earmarked for loan to the importing government for purposes of

promoting economic development and multilateral trade.

Usually the

contracting foreign government is also anxious to knov; what the United
States proposes to do with the remaining fraction of the foreign currency,'
but in general and within reasonable limits the allocation; of funds among

the remaining uses authorized by Section 104 of Public ^av/ 480 is a m.atter
for the United States Government to decide.

As was mentioned earlier the

primary aspects of aich decision are usually considered by the Interagency

Staff Committee when it reviev/s the proposed sa^es agreements, submitted
to it by the Foreign Agricultural Service.

Once the sales agreement is conpleted a whole process of new
negotiations, discussions and planning will have to be initiated in order

to bring about a general agreement regarding the nature, purpose and
limitation of the loan.

In the sales agreement it is generally specified

that so much local currency vail be available for loans, that a certain
interest rate will have to be paid, that repayment may be made in either
dollar, local currencies or strategic material attached to each form

with appropriate interest rate attached to each form of repayment; that
a certain exchange ratio will be used to convert the foreign currencies

into dollar equivalent, and that the loan will be repaid over a certain
number of years.

Although these factors are usually mentioned in the loan

aspect of the sales agreement their detailed considerations are normally
left to subsidiary agreements which are initiated after the sales

agreement is signed.

In addition to the percentage of the total funds

generated from the surplus sales which v.dll be made available for loans,

the two most important factors for the importing countries right from the
start are the exchange ratio between their currencies and the dollar and

the rate of interest which will be charged on the use of the funds.

Much

discussion usually is required to reach an agreement of these factors, but

recently the United States negotiators have adopted a uniform standard of
interest rate and exchange ration to be used in all sales agreements#

To

the extent that these standards are acceptable to both parties disagreements
in this area have been reduced.

The interest rate charged on the local currency loans at present is

5 per cent if the loan is repaid in terms of local currency and 4 per cent
if it is repaid in terms of dollars, but until September 1957 the rates
were 4 and 3 per cent respectively.

running up to 40 years' duration.

The loans are of a long-run nature,

No interest is charged as long as the

currency remains allocated, but unused#

Interest charge becomes effective

after three years from the time of disbursements and expenditures of the

borrowed funds.

But if the currencies loaned to foreign governments remain

unused in United States accounts for a period of five years the loan is

terminated and the funds become the property of the United States government

This provision is undoubtedly designed to encourage the borrowing governmentf

to spend their loans as quickly as possible.

Because most of the countries in the world today are suffering from

extreme shortage of foreign exchange (especially dollar reserves) they
have adopted various techniques designed to improve their balance of
payment positions.

This is particularly true in the ease of the less

developed countries where there is a crying need for importing capital
goods and increasing exports to pay for them.

One of the devicds normally

used by these countries to conserve their foreign exchange reserves is the

practice of multiple exchange ratios designed to expand certain economic

activities and discourage others.

For example, a country interested in

imj^orting essential consumer goods will charge lower exchange ratio for the

imports of goods and services affecting the cost of food and clothing thian
for the import of luxury consumer goods.

Under these circumstances it is

necessary to determine the appropriate exchange rate which will be used

as a basic for converting the amount of local currency into dollar

equivalent involved in the surplus sales agreement# Generally the exchange
ratios used in these sajes agreements have been determined by»estimating'. •:
^be exchange rate used for importing most of consumer goods.

This ratio

is considered a better reflection of the value of surplus commodities
in terms of normal commercial transactions than other rates which are
usually more depreciated.

In. order to protect the value of the local currencies in terms of

dollars a maintenance of value" provision is nearly always stipulated

in the loan agreement. This provision, in effect, says that when repayments
on the loans are due the exchange ratio used at the time of negotiating the
loan agreement wall be used, rather than the exchange ratio prevailing
at the time of

repayments.

The main purpose of this p^rovision is to

protect the value of United States investments against currency devaluation

by the borrowing countries or excessive inflationary trends#

It should

be kept in mind that value preservation is required in addition to interest
rates charged on the use of funds over time#

The provision of value pre

servation is justified by its proponents on the basis of the unusualVlong
duration of the loans#

It is too much of a risk, it is argued, to accept

repayments over a period of 40 years in terms of local currencies without
a regard to the prevailing value of the currencies at the time of repayment#
The risk is made even greater when dealing v/ith lesser developed economies
which are nearly always suffering from inflationary problems# No amount
of reasonable interest rate, it is further argued, would be sufficient
protection against such larcd risks#

Many of the borrowing countries have not been happy about this value
preservation aspect of the koan because they feel loans which carry a

reasonable rate of interest normally do not and should not require such
provisions#

They argue that they have

a greater stake in the monetary

stability of their economies than any other party and thus they vail not

be disposed to follow a dangerous policy in this area.

Moreover, the

fruits of investments made possible by the loan vdll be realized only over

a long period of time and thus the economic conditions which govern the

period should also apply t« the terms of repayments.

This they maintain,

is necessary for them to carry out profitcible investment v;ith the borrowed
funds#

VJe vail return to this aspect of the loan at some latter stage,

but for the time being it is sufficient to note the borrowing countries'
discontent with the value preservation provision of the loan agreements.

Despite the discontent, h»Owever, with the exception of one case, alloof the

countries that have entered into loan agreements under Public ^aw 480 have
accepted the value preservation requirement#

The exception v;as made in the

case of Brazil* but from there on the National Advisory Council on

International Monetary and Fiscal problems and all other United States
agencies have insisted that it shall not be repeated#

As we indicated above* there have been sales agreements under Public
Law 480 v;ith over 37 different countries in the non-Communist v-orld plus

Poland and Yugoslavia# In some of these countries the United States has
no military* economic or technical assistance programs and thus funds
acquired from surplus sales need not be incorporated into other assistance
programs# Another., group of these countries the United States has only
technical assistance programs* in which case funds acquired from the
surplus sales may be used to support such programs wherever possible#
There is still another large and important group of countries where the
United States has technical assistance and either defense support or

economic development aid or both#

Sjnce this group includes most of the

underdeveloped countries vhere the Uhited States has a direct and vital
interest* and since over one-half of all surplus sales* in terms of the
value of the commodities have been made with such countries we v/ill focus

our attention on them in the subsequent discussion of loan agreements#
I'/hen the above aspects of the loan agreements have been agreed upon

and specified in either the sale or the loan contracts, the Bureau of the
Budget allocates to the account of the International Cooperation Administrat

(ICA) the amount of local currency which is specified in the sale contracts
for the purpose cf loans to the contracting foreign governments#

At this

stage ICA assumes the primary responsibility for conducting further

negotiations with regard to the kind of projects to be financed by the

loan* the degree of control to be exercised by the United States over the

management and expenditures of the loaned funds* "th'e type of monetary

institutions through which the loans are to be channeled in the borrowing
countries and various other factors v;hich may be relevant to the pre

vailing circumstances of the particular country involved and the conditions
which govern United States relations vath it*

The borrowing country must, either on its ov;n or in cooperation
with United States technical assistance mission, develop and submit to

ICA a program of development j^rojects showing where, hov; and under what
conditions the loaned funds vail be used to promote economic development
and multilateral trade.

ICA will evaluate the submitted program and after

consulting with other interested United States agencies represented on the
Interagency Staff Committee, especially the State Department and tlie

Department of Agriculture, either approves or rejectc the proposed expenditi
of the loan.

In case of disagreement, ICA might come up vath a new

proposal or it may suggest certain changes and modifications in order to
make the proposed expenditure agreeable.

In loaning local currencies for economic development, ICA is required

by law not to approve the investment of these funds in enterprises which
would compete vath either the agricultural or industrial products of the

United States in the vx)rld market* Thus, if the borrowing country proposes
to invest the loaned funds on increasing the production of;9uch commodities
as cotton, wheat, rice and tobacco for export purposes its proposal vail
very likely be turned down.

A particular case which comes to mind in this

connection is that of Spain where ICA had agreed to allow the expenditure

of about 13 million dollar equivalent of local currency for expanding wheat
output in that country, but the Department of Agriculture objected strenuous

on the ground that such expenditure will run contrary to the purpose of usin

Public Law 480 funds to expand market outlets for United States agricultural

products. Oriiy after the Department of Agriculture wrs convinced that the
expansion of wheat output resulting from the expenditure will not be
significant in relation to the country's total need vjas it possible to procee^

with the proposed project.

Similar problems and conflicts arise with

regard to industrial products and between other agencies represented on

the Interagency Staff Committee on Surplus Disposal and which are required

to perform different functions with their share of the local currencies.
ICA also investigates the question of priorities of the proposed projects
in relation to the needs and ability of the borrovang economy, placing spec-:.,

emphasis on such factors as the amount and source of foreign exchange
needed for the proposed projects,

the administrative and technical

competence of the agencies responsible for the implementation of the
projects and the over-all requirements of the United States foreign
policy mth reference to the particular country under consideration.
Financial Handling of the Loaned Funds

If ICA approves the feasibility of the proposed investment it proceeds
to a consideration of the kind of monetary institutions to be used for

channeling the loaned funds in the borrowing country.

In the past, as well

as at present, the United States has insisted that regular comnercial banks
should handle such loans wherever and whenever possible.

In most cases this

pattern has been followed consistently, but in countries v;here there are no

significant or adequately developed commercial banks there is no alternative
to using government institutions for the management of the loans.

More

over, in some instances the foreign governments may v/ish to handle the
financial management of the loan through public institutions because, as

a matter of policy, it does not want to encourage the exp)ansion of the

private sector of the economy.

In such instances the United States

officials may f^el unwilling to negotiate loan agreements on the grounds

that the policies of these governments are not in accordance v/ith the

purpose and intent of Public Law 480»

Tlius the idea of using foreign

c'urronciea * acquired from surplus sales for promoting economic develop

ment may be subordinated to the requirements that this must be accomplished
through the private sector of the economy.

The Export-Import Bank of Washington handles the financial trans
actions of the loan agreement as far as the United States* role is

concerned.

Once ICA approves the purpose and methods of the loan it would

issue an authorization to the Export-Import Bank to prepare loan agreements

for signature by the parties concerned.

The borrowing country usually

enables its Ambassador or some other representative to sign while the

Export-Import bank signs for the United States. At this stage the funds
are available for disbursement and actual expenditure on the development

projects included in the loan agreements.

The speed with ^hich they are

effectively utilized vail depend on the ability of the borrovang country
to initiate and sustain construction projects designed to absorb the

borrowed funds and contribute to the over-all capital growth of the
country.

This ability vail be determined by the administrative and technic.?

facilities available to the borrowing country.

Much research and new ideas

are needed to better understand the problems and requirements of this

phase of economic development, because, as we will see later, this is
one of the major bottlenecks preventing rapid utilization of food Surplus
to promote economic grovjth.
•ime-Lac

Another important and more immediate bottleneck, however, is the

long time-lag between the signing of sales agreements and the actual

disbursements of loaned funds for investment in development projects.

On the average^ this time lag may be up to tvx) and a half years or more*

VJith such delays it is quite lilcely that the surplus commoditiGs incluoed

in sales agreements v/ould be largely or completely consumed by the importing
country before there is any increase in economic activities or employment

made possible by local currencies loans# Thus the economic benefit v/hich
v.ould be forthcoming from a timely and simultaneous coordination of

surplus sales in the local economies v/ith additional investments made
possible by the acquisition of surplus commodities is completely lost.
Moreoverj a tim.e lag of this magnitude could easily accentuate inflationary
and deflationary trends in local food prices which v/ould adversely affect
the desired level and direction of economic grov/th.

Even if these serious

repercussions were ignored^ two and a half years is too long period of time^
for an underdeveloped country, in desperate need for additional investment,
to wait for loaned funds before actual expenditure can take place.

The reason for the tv.o and a half years of delay can be found in the

procedures and arrangements which are followed in the initiation, develop
ment and execution of sales and loan agreements.

As we have already

mentioned, much time is spent between the initiation and signature of sales
and loan agreements because of the many reviews, consultations and
arguments

which take place betv/een United States officials and

representatives of foreign goverments and between United States agencies
themselves.

In addition to this built-intime-lag there are two additional factors
which enforce it.

These are the fact that no foreign currencies are

available in U.S. accounts until tlie surplus commodities are received

by the importing country through private United States trade channels

as required by Public Law 480 and authorized by the Department of
Agriculture.

Depending on the magnitude of the sales agreement, the commodities involved
and the efficiency of trade channels used a period of three to twelve months
is usually required before shipments and deliveries are completed.

Another

reason making for the delay is the requirements that funds are made avail
able for loan disbursements to borrovang countries until the full amount

of the sales proceeds allocated for all other purposes has been deposited
to the United States account.

In the past, the United States reserved

and excercised full authority in determining the order and priority of
I

expenditures of foreign currencies among the eleven different uses specified
in the law.

In practice, United States officials have classified the uses

of foreign currencies to pay for United States obligations abroad, including
military procurements and consisting of nearly 40 per cent of the total

sales proceeds, with higher priority than all other uses, including economic
development.

Thus, in allocating foreign currencies among the different

uses, the Bureau of the Budget sees to it that the indicated amounts of
funds earmarked for use by the United States is provided before it releases

any funds for loans to promote economic development and multilateral trade.
The United States may or may not have immediate outlets for this amount of

foreign currencies, but in either case, the currencies mustfirst be depositec
in United States accounts before any funds v;ould be made avaliable for
economic development.

In practice actual expenditures of foreign currencies for any or all

the uses specified in the lav/ have lagged far behind the conclusions of
sales agreements and the actual deposits of the total proceeds by the buying
countries.

A brief look at the present status of foreign countries generated

from the sale of surpluses under Title I of Public Law 480 would substantiate
this statement.
million

dollars

surplus sales

As can be seen from Appendix A, Table 14 a total of 2,834.4
equivalent

under

Title

has been-- generated
I from

the beginning

from the " sale
of the program

of'

through June

31,

1958 and as of that

same date a sum of 1,905.4

million dollars have been allocated by the Bureau of the Budget as of

March 31, 1958 and as of that same date a sum of 1,90514 million dollars
has^been .collected-and deposited iin.Uhlted States account.

However, out

of this sum only the equivalent of 550.5 million dollars have actually
been disbursed for various expenditures as of March 31, 1958.

Thus, as

of that date less than one-third of the foreign currencies collected has

actually been disbursed for expenditures.

The remaining tv;o-thirds stay

idle in United States account with planned but no immediate outlets to
abeorb them.

The situation vath respect to the status of funds earmarked for loans
to promote economic development is about the same as that of the total
currencies collected, allocated and disbursed for all uses specified by the

law.

Appendix A, Table 15, shows the status of loan program under Section

104 (g) as of March 31, 1958 by country.

It should be noticed from the

table that out of 1,377.5 million dollars equivalent earmarked for economic
development and a sum of 910.8 million dollars actually deposited in United
States accounts for this purpose only 263.1 million dollars have been
disbursed by the International Cooperation Administration for financing

development projects from the beginning of the program through March 31, 1958.
Thus here too, vie find that over two-thirds of the total currencies avail
able for loans and more than four-fifths of the funds allocated for this

purpose remain unused because of the planning and negotiations required

before proceeds from surplus sales can be loaned for actual expenditure in
promoting capital formation and productivity.

Judging from the past two or three years and assuming no substantial
change in the present relevant conditions we may expect an annual addition

of about 300 million dollars equivalent to the total unused foreign currencies

of which 140 to 200 million dollars may be added to funds deposited and
allocated for loans to foreign governments and to private enterprises.

If we project this estimate over the next five years the result would be
very large accumulation of foreign currencies in United States account.
Under such conditions one can reasonably say that surplus agricultural
commodities have been exchanged for surplus foreign currencies. I.toreover,
since the total proceeds allocated for economic development is about 50

per cent of the total it may further add to the accumulation of foreign
currencies if repayment of the loans are not made in dollars. VJhen v;e

add repayment of foreign currencies loans made under the Kiutual Security
Program to the expected semi-annual repayments on Public Law 480 loans
the prospects for increasing accumulation of foreign currencies becomes
even more evident.

Appendix A, Table 16 shows a estimated collection of principal and
interest on foreign loans issued or to be issued by ICA as authorized by
Public Law 480 and the Mutual Security Program as of June 30, 1957.

Estimated collection of repayment on loans is made over a period of.more

than 40 years dince these loans are of a long-run nature. Although the
estimated collections of principal and interest on these loans amount

only to 25.8 million dollars equivalent in the years 1957-60 they reach
819.9 million dollars in 1961-70 and 1,082 million dollars in 1981-90.

VJhen we add to these an annual amount of 200 to 300 million dollars in the
form of local currencies v^ich is likely to be allocated for long-^term

loans it becomes clear that the United Stated will have large quantities oi

foreign currencies over the next 30 or 40 years unless it finds ways and
means of utilizing these funds as soon as they are collected. In the next

chapter we v/ill suggest the possibility of having a revolving fund in vAiici

rGpsyiTiGnts on long t©rni losns v/ill be deposited for further loans to promot©
economic development and productivity in the borrowing countries.

If we can

assume that at least one billion dollars in terms of foreign currencies

could be feasibly loaned from existing funds and that additional loans of
200 to 300 million dollars equivalent v;ould be made each year, and that
these loans would have maturities varying from 10 to 40 years it will

be evident that the total annual repayments of principal and interest v.ould
be sufficient to sustain a large revolving fund.

Such revolving fund could

then be integrated and coordinated with other United States foreign aid,
trade and policies.
Past Uses of Loaned Foreign Currencies

We now turn to a brief description and evaluation of the type of project

and development activities which have been financed, in part at least, by
funds borrowed under Section 104(g) of Public Law 480.

Although only a

total of 263.1 million dollars equivalent has been disbursed by ICA for
this purpose as of March 31, 1958, projects have been approved involving
a sum expenditure of 580.7 million dollars equivalent from the beginning

of the program through June 30, 1958.

These projects are being carried

in 16 different countries while loan agreements have veen signed with 28
different cquntries as of June 30, 1958.

This is another illustration

of how far the process of;actual disbursement and expenditures of the loaned
funds is behind the conclusion of sales and loan agreements.

Appendix A, Table 17 gives a description of the kind of projects which
are being and will be financed from surplus sales in different countries.

It should be recalled that Public Law 480 prohibits the use of any foreign
currencies obtained from surplus sales for the production of any goods or

services which vADuld be in direct competition vdth United States products

in the v.nrld market.

This legislative requirement, reasonable at it may

sound, sets definite limits on the alternatives on which to use local
curroncioc to promote economic deyelopment.

In some instances it may

definitely subordinate the necessity of promoting sound allocation of
resources and high productivity in the borrowing countries to the short-

run requirement of minimizing additional competition to United States

agricultural products in the vjorld market.

Vilhenever this is the case it

would, of course, be very unlikely that either the United States or the

borrowing country vould really benefit from such transactions in the long

Nevertheless, vathin the legislative limitations and the broad economic
requirements of the borrov/ing countries there is plenty of room for a v/ide
variety of alternatives in v^ich to spend the borrov;ed funds for purposes

of economic development#

This can be seen from a look at Appendix A, Table .

As can be seen from this table a large portion of the approved projects
are in the field of primary production, public utilities, vocational educati

and land and water improvements.

In Austria the emphasis seems to be on

such industrial projects as electric power, ironnand.'steel, metal processing
textitle industry and tourism.

In Brazil, which has so far secured the

largest loans and under most favorable conditions, most of the funds are

being spent on expansion of hydroelectric power production, railroad
construction and expansion of iron and steel production followed by agricul
tural improvements.

In Italy, the emphasis is on some industrial developmeni

in the South plus some tourist facilities, land reform and improvements,
livestock production, marketing and processing facilities as well as
vocational education.

In the case of India, the loaned funds are used to

finance varying activities designed to expand local industries through loans

to private groups.

The Refinance Corporation of India grants and supervises

the expenditures of such loans#

The above countries provide a good example of the kind of activities
which are being financed by loans from foreign currencies acquired from

surplus sales.

It is as yet too early to evaluate the success or failure

of these projects, but as more and more funds are disbursed for developement

projects it will be necessary to make field surveys and resealrch in order
to understand their impact on the economies of the borrowing countries, as
well as their effectiveness as means for surplus utilization.

As of now

there is hardly any economic data on such factors as the effect of developraen
projects financed by surplus sales on the level of domestic agricultural
production and the general level of prices, the level of under and unem

ployment and the per capita income and food consumption of the labor force
in general and those employed on the projects in particular.

There are

also only very general and fragmentary observations regarding the impact

of importing food surpluses to help finance economic development on the
pattern of international trade of both the exporting and importing countries.
Nor is there much information on the administrative and financial arrangement-

and institutions used by the importing countries to channel agricultural
surpluses into capital forming activities.

It is evident that much empirical

research is needed before we vail know v/hether or not efforts to use

surpluses to finance economic development have been completely sucessful
or consistent v/ith our theoretical formulation.

In India, Japan and to some extent even Brazil, where substantial loans

under Public Law 480 have been made, we can make some general observations
regarding the over-all effects of these loans as well as the total sale

of surpluses on the direction and level of economic activities.

One of

the largest sale agreementslwhich"has yet been made'v/as the three year
Indian agreement involving 360 million dollars equivalent with two—thirds
of this amount earmarked for loans to promote economic development.

In

the Summer of 1958 the United States concluded another large sales

agreement with the government of India representing a value of over 400
million dollars equivalent and running for a period of four years.

In this

agreement, as in the previous one, a substantial portion of these funds

is earmarked for loans to the Government of India for purposes of acceleratir.
economic grovdh.

The surplus commodities which have been shipped to India

under Title I agreements, as of June 30, 1958, have consisted mainly of
wheat, rice and cotton, but they included significant quantities of corn,
and some tobacco, grain sorghum and nonfat dry milk.
The two-thirds of the 360 million dollars worth of rupees which were

loaned to the Indian Government under the three-year agreement v;ere divided
as follows.

About 54 million dollars were allocated for loans by the

Indian ^vernment to private investors for purposes of assisting private
enterprises with medium term

loans.

The remaining portion of the funds

or the rupee equivalent of about 200 million dollars were left to the

Indian Government for its use on capital forming projects in accordance
with" the terms of the sale and loan agreements as well as the general

legislative requirements of Public Lav/ 480.
specific information on just how these funds

To date, we do not have any
are being utilized in the India

economy, but v;e can safely assume that they will probably be spent on various
labor intensive and capital forming activities.

In the ease of India these

activities are likely to be looked at as an integral part of the over-all
general expansion of the national development program rather than specific
projects.

In point of fact, at many of the meetings of the Committee on

Commodity Problems of FAO the delegate from India stressed the point that

for a country like India, with a Five-Year plan for economic growth and
vdth a large deficiency in its domestic resources and balance of payments
the over-all program approach would be mojie appropriate than the project-

by-pro^oct approach.

Thus India v/ould prefer to diffuse the beneficia|

effects of additional funds, generated from surplus sales, throughout its
development program rather than concentrate it on specific projects.
It is generally agreed that the over-all effects of food and fiber
surplus sales on the Indian economy have been very favorable.

In the past

several years India has been suffering from serious inflationary prices

due to large investment expenditures on its development programs,

there

has also been evidence in that country that as the farmers' income
increased a bit they retained more of their products for increased home

and family consumption rather than offer it for sale,

this tendency

further aggravated the shortage of food supplies to meet the increased
effective demand brought about by increasing level of economic activities#

The net result of this situation was greater inflationary prices for food
and fiber.

Surplus commodities, brought by India under Public Law 480, have

undoubtedly helped the Government to cope with this dangerous situation
which if left unchecked vx)uld have had serious repercussions on the national
economy and its rate of growth.

These commodities enabled the government

to vathdraw some currency from circulation, increase the supply of foodstuffs

and in some cases even increase deficit..financing to support larger

development programs than would have been possible if the inflationary prices
were left unchecked. These are the immediate apd general benefits which
may be expected to result from increasing the supply of agricultural

products, on favorable terms in an economy threatened by severe inflationary

prices. This much is clear, but what is not so clear is the impact of
importing surplus commodities on the country's level of per capita

consumption, commercial imports, unemployment and the rate of capital
formation.

There f.s no apparent evidence that surplus commodities imported by
India have n'?rely replaced its usual imports through regular commercial
channels. IJl.ile the government v>/as importing ahead of schedule all of
the wheat purchased under the three-year agreement it also imported 617
thousand tons of wheat from Austrailia.

VJhen in 1957 its imports of

wheat fr^m the United States rose to nearly 2.7 million tons it is true

that its imports from other sources decreased to 172 thousand tons, but
in that same year its imports of rice were tv/o times the quantity imported

the previous year. Thus it is quite possible that commercial imports of
wheat would have declined in the absence of concessional sales of v^eat

due to relatively favorable terms for importing rice.

Dr. Mordecai

Ezekiel of FAO summarized his observations in this connections

The fragmentary data thus far available on India thus give
no clear-cut picture of the effect of the PIL. 480 shipments on
economic development, or to what extent they have been matched
by increased consumption, within the country or have replaced
supplies which might have come from other exporters. It is clear,
however, that with the increasing shortage of foreign exchange

India probably could not have financed equally heavy importation
of wheat by commercial purchases had the U.S. wheat not been
available on special terms, without greatly reducing its other
imports, including essential supplies for current production,
and equipment for maintenance and expansion of productive

equipment.

Intensive study of the actual happening within the

country during this period, as well as of the external dollar

trade figures, would be necessary to give a more precise appraisal. ^

^

The above data were taken from National Food Reserve Policies in

Underdeveloped Countries, FAO Doc. COP 5B/14, May 29, 1958, p» 40»

^ FAO Studies on Results in Using Surplus Food for Economic Development.
A Paper delivered at the International Surplus Utilization Conference.
Brookihgs, South Dakota, July 28, 1958.

Speaking before the International ^/heat Surplus Utilization

Conference, which v.'as held last summer in Brockings, South Dakota, ^Ir.
C« A. Rarrakrishnan, Director General of Food for the Government of India

emphasized his country's ability to absorb surplus commodities vdthout
any serious repercussions in the following statement:
It v;ill be seen from the above narration of facts that so far

:
•

as India is concerned, the basic conditions laid down by the FAO
" in regard to the,utilizationof surplus are fully satisfied. In
th.o first place, the Government is engaged in a development plan
in which besides their.resources being fully Strained,'thelre ii a',
large uncovered deficit, and large external assistance is absolutely
necessary. The supply of agricultural surplus from outside sources
vdll serve fully as an addition to available valuable resources. In
the second place, owing to the increase in demand for food grains
and the monetary effects of the plan expenditure, there is absolutely
no likelihood of the imported food grains depressing internal prices
or discouraging indigenous production, f-breover, as there is
provision in the P.L. 480 agreements to import annyally 050 thousand
metric tons of wheat (besides other commodities) on commercial
basis as "normal marketing" there is absolute certainty that the
P^L. 480 imports vx)uld not displace usual marketing or unduly

disrupt world price of agricultural commodities. ^
In further evaluating the general effedts of utilizing surplus
commodities on the Indian economy Mr. Ramakrishnan i concluded his
statement as follows:

There can be little doubt that the assistance which India has

been receiving under P.L. 480 by way of agricultural surpluses and the
financial arrangements therewith, have been of very great vajue to
India in implementing her development programs and in maintaining the
economy of the country. But for it, the question of slowing dov;n
the development programs might have had to be seriously considered.
As the development program of the Government of India is contemplated
on a long-term basis, it is apparent that assistance by way of
agricultural surplus has also to be on a long-term basis, in order
to enable the Government to know precisely to ivhat extent it can

count on such assistance in the formulation of their plans. 2/
Only in the case of Japan is there any published material on the
effects of surplus utilization on economic development.

6/ C.A. Ramakrishnan:

A short study

India's Interest In The Problem of Utilizing

Ibrld Agricultural Surpluses, Brookings, South Dakota, July 1958.

7/ Ibid.

on this subject v;as made by FAO and published under the follovdng title*
"A Note on the Utilization of Agricultural Surpluses for Economic Develop

ment in Japan," Bangkok, 1958. The following data and brief observations
on the Japanese experience in this regard are largely based on the findings
and conclusions of this study.

Even before the enactment of Public Law 4C0, the United States sold

to Japan in 1954 about 50 million dollars worth of agricultural surpluses.

Only about 20 per cent of this amount was loaned to the government of Japan
for purposes of promoting economic development and the rest v;as allocated

for expenditures by the United States.

In 1955 and 1956, Jaj^an concluded

tvx) agreements vath the United States for the purchase of 85 million and
65.8 million dollars vorth of agricultural surpluses.

The commodities

consisted of wheat,feed grains, barley, rice, cotton and tobacco.

In the

1955 agreement 70 per cent,,and in the 1956 agreement, 75 per cent of the

total proceeds acquired from the sale v;as loaned to the Government of Japan

under the provisions of Section 104(g) of Public Law 480.
Under the first agreement it was specified that the borrowed funds

should be used for: development of electric power resources, (ii) irrigation,
drainage, reclamation and incidental works and general progiotion of
productivity of the Japanese economy.

The second agreement added the follow

ing activities to the above purposes: (i) Development of forest, livestock
and livestock products, port and warehouse facilities, domestic production

of fertilizers and the beet sugar industry,
projects for mutually agreed purposes.

(ii)

Other economic development

About 15 per cent of the total

funds allocated for electric power development as of September 1957 came
from Surplus Agricultural Commodities funds.

In the cases of Aichi Irrigatio.

projects, loans from agricultural surplus contributed about 6 per cent of

the total investment, v/hile more than one-third of all funds allocated for
agricultural lapd and forestry development projects came from loans made
under Public Law 480.

In 1955 the United States also provided about 15

million dollars worth of wheat and nonfat dried milk under Title II for

expanding school lunch programs and children's welfare facilities.
Appendix A, Table 19 gives a general breakdown of the allocation of
borrowed funds from surplus sales on different development projects.

As

can be seen from the Table, 83 per cent of the total funds in this category

had been disbursed for expenditure.

This represents a high degree of

efficiency and speed in utilizing borrowed local currency for economic
development and in general it is an indication of the high quality and

efficiency of Japan's administrative and financial institutions.
The loan v;hich the Japanese government gets from the United States,
through the Export-Import Bank of Washington, is credited to the Special

Account for Surplus Agricultural Comm.odities Counterpart Funds v/hich v/as
set up b

the Government in 1955.

From this account loans are made to individual projects through
the Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries Corporations or other banking
institutions. The Government decides upon the allocation, from the
Special Account for Surplus Agricultural Commodities, as a part of the
government investment and Joans program.

Annual budgets for use of the

funds from that account are made in advance.

Loans to individual

projects are determined by the Cabinet after careful examination
as to whether a project is in the Public interest, to v;hat extent

it contributes to the development of the Japanese economy and v>/hether
or not any funds from other sources could be made available.

Uses

of the funds from the Spedi^l Account for Surplus Agricultural
Commodities are in principle at the discretion of the ^overnm.ent
of Japan within the agreed categories specified in the Exchange
of Notes betv/een Japan and the United States> However, the Government
of Japan is required to inform the United States Government
periodically as to the individual projects decided upon, the loan
fund allocated to each, the current status of the loan account

and such other relevant data as may become available.

E/ On.cit.. FAO Study on Japan, p. 27.

^

It is quite evident from the above quotations, as v/ell as other

parts of the United Nation's study that the terms and conditions under
which Japan

purchased the surplus commodities and obtained over 70 per

cent of the total proceeds in the form of long-term loans are much more
favorable to its economic interests than was the case in most other

and loan agreements concluded thus far.

sale

This fact, plus the relatively

efficient administrative and financial institutidns in the country have

undoubt;edly been largely responsible for Japan's ability to utilize the
borrowed funds expeditiously and effectively.
The over-all effects of utiliziog surplus commodities on the Japanese
economy was summarized by the United Nations study in the follov/ing
paragraphs!

In general, it is too early to estimate the actual effects of the
loans from the Special Account for Surplus Agricultural Commodities
upon the development projects aided. The following points can,
however, be made. The interest rate, ranging from 4 per cent to
4.5 per cent according to the type of projects, payable on such loans
is undoubtedly much lower than any other long-term loans available in

Japan.

This is one of the reasons why the purchase of surplus

commodities on special terms has been so attractive to the Government
of Japan.
c

Such long-term loans with low interest are of groat importance
to agriculture and forestry, which are relatively less remunerative
to capital. Moreover, its turnover is very slow.
Without loans

from Special Account for Surplus Agricultural Commiodities, large
scale agricultural projects, such as the Aichi Irrigation Project,
agricultural land development by means of heavy machines, forest
ddvelopment projects and others would not , it is generally admitted
in Japan, have been undertaken on the present scale. In addition,
the acquisition of yen funds derived from the surplus transactions

made it possible for Japan to obtain additional overseas capital.
Thus, as mentioned above, the Aichi Irrigation Project and the
agricultural land development projects are partly financed by loansL
from the World Bank, which were used to import modern engineering
and pedigree cattle.

The Japanese government determines the magnitude of its needs for

surplus commodities and possibilities for additional investment by using
^bi^., p» 34.

estimates made by its ^ood Agency,

^hese estimates are reached through

the follovang process:

An estimate is made of the demand for yen funds needed for economic

development projects which have beeh wholly or partly excluded from the

government programme of investments and loans.

The amount of surplus

commodities to be bought is thus finally decided after the import

requirements are reconciled v;ith additional yen fund requirements,
and the latter factor has been given greater weight in relation
to the second agreement than to the first.

This adjustment seeks only to reconcile the import requirements
in monetary terms v;ith additional yen fund requirements for development,
plus any proceeds from surplus commodities likely to be used by the
United States. So far, the Japanese Government has not explicitly
attempted to find a point of equilibrium at which the surplus commoditi;
obtained are in line with the additional consumption of these commoditiv
generated by the development schemes aided by local currency proceeds*
However, the method of calculating total import requirements as

described under {a) together v/ith the above mentioned reconciliation,
seems to allow implicitly for the effects of development expenditure
on consumption.

The yen proceeds earmarked for economic development which were
derived from surplus transactions accounted for 7.7 per cent and 6.8
per cent of the total financial resources available for government

investments and loans in 1955/56 and 1956/57 respectively.

lO/

In 1956 the United States concluded a sales agreement with Brazil
involving 180 million dollars.

More than fourrfifths of this amount was

allocated for loans to promote economic developm.ent in Brazil.

V/e have

very little information, as yet, on how these funds have been spent, but
it is quite clear that Brazil obtained its purchase of surplus food under

the most favorable terms that have yet been offered to any country under

Public Law 480 transactions.

Of all countries, Brazil was successfuliin

insisting that they will not accept the "value preservation" provision
which has been followed in all Public Law 480 loan agreements.

In addition,

Brazil obtained over four-fifths of the total proceeds, generated from its

purchase of surplus commodities, for a long term loan.

10/lbid..p. 12,

Brazil's satisfaction

with the terms of this agreement v;as partly revealed by her unofficial

representatives at the International Wheat Surplus Utilization Conference
last summer, v/hen in a joint statement they declared that:
It is considered that the utilization of PiL. 480 has been of

positive interest for our country since it contemplates three
fundamental objectives; (a) the supply of a basic commodity in
favorable price conditions, (b) the obtaining of a long term

capital necessary for economic development of the country, (c)

non-inflationary investment in projects of economic importance*
Also repayment terms of these funds will not impose a stress:Qn
national finance since it is estimated that the benefits accruing

from these investments will pay for themselves. JJL/
It is evident from the above quotations that in countries like

India, Japan and Brazil where Public Law 480 sales agreements provided

for a substantial amount of long terms loans, on more or less favorable
terms, there is general satisfaction vdth what has been accomplished

with surplus food.

In many other countries i;here Public Law 480 sales

did not allow for significant long term loans on favorable terms the
satisfaction with the program may not be as great, but on the v;hole there
seems to be a general agreement among nearly all surplus importing countries
that Public Law 480 sales have been helpful and should be continued vdth
improvement, if possible.

This general attitude was clearly revealed during

the International VJheat Surplus Utilization Conference to vjhich we have

already referred.
conference.

12/

There were about 20 countries

represented at that

All the foreign delegates who presented formal statements

agreed that their economies, as a whole, have been helped in times of crises

Joint Statement by Alberto Fonseca and Carlos Ivbntero of Brazil,

International Wheat Surplus Utilization Conference, Brookings, South
Dakota, July, 1958.

X2/ These countries were: Australia, Brazil, Canada, Ceylon, China (Formosa)

Colombia, Germany, Holland, India, Iraq, Israel, Japan, Pakistan, Philipj
Spain, Switzerland, Thailand, Turkey, The United Arab Republic, and The
United States. In addition, there were representatives from the United
Nations FAO and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
All representation was informal and completely unofficial.

by the purchase of surplus food under Public Law 480.
The main factors which seem to have induced many importing countries

to purchase surplus food and fibeJb under Public Law 480 are the following!
(a) emergency food shortage due to crop failures or unforeseen disasters
(b) shortage of foreign currency with which to import the needed food

supplies and (c) the need for additional funds for economic development.
From all the available evidence it seems that the first two factors have

played the major"^role in inducing,many countries to enter into sales
agreements under Public Lav; 480.

This is not because they do not need

development, but rather because these factors are of immediate nature and
Public Law 480, in its present form, is more callable of providing the

needed help in this connection than in the case of using surplus food for
economic development.

Many of the delegates vHno participated at the Conference, v^ile
expressing general satisfaction with Public Law 480, as-a means of jbroviding

needed-food'supplies-for local currencies in-times of needy-"C^giced'^a-gianfiiial
dissatisfaction .with "the pre.seDt'-dispo§al.".rtiethods. ahd^proceduros as. meaos
for promoting economic development.

The main problems and shortcomings

of the present methods from the point of view of economic development in the

importing countries will be briefly examined in the following chapter.

Hov/ever, we may conclude this discussion of the effects of surplus disposal
on the recipient countries by stating that, from all the evidence that

have so-far been gathered, it appears that nearly all of the underdeveloped
countries which imported surpluses under Public Law 480 are in general

agreement regarding the beneficial effects of such imports on their economies

,2/ For more information on this conference consult its Proceedings to
v/hich a reference is made in the bibliography. Also see statement
of findings and conclusions of the conference in Appendix B, pp. 187-195

But just how helpful imported surpluses have been as a source of capital
funds for economic development is not clear. I.luch more research is needed
before we can answer this question.

In summarizing FAO studies and observations in this area. Dr. Ezekiel
concludes vath the following remarks:

Vihile the evidence thus far shows no conclusive proof that the

disposal of surpluses for economic development can help recipient
countries without harming other exporters of products involved,

neither does it prove the contrary. Rather, it does suggest that
under favorable conditions and good administration in the recipient

countries, quite good results may be secured# To v^hat extent other
surplus disposals have been equally v;ell conceived and operated, only
further study can tell. iV

14/ I.lordecai Ezekiel, FAO Studies on Results in Using Surplus Food for
Economic Development, a paper given at the International Surplus
Conference, Brookings, South Dakota, July 1958, p. 8.

CHAPTER VI

THE MAIN PROBLEMS AND LIMITATIONS OF THE PRESENT
DISPOSAL PROGRAM AND NEEDED ADJUSTMENTS

Our discussion of the present methods of surplus disposal and their
effects on the economies of the recipient countries revealed several

problems and basic defects Vi/hich severely limit the usefulness of the
existing disposal methods as means of channeling surplus food into economic

development schemes#

Some of these difficulties stem from the basic objective

of existing methods of surplus disposal while others are of procedural
nature.

T/liile both Public Law 480 and Section 402 of the Mutual Security

Program are used to export surplus commodities they are designed to serve
different purposes.

The primary objectives of public law 480 is to

regain and expand United States markets for agricultural commodities
v;hile that of Section 402 of the Mutual Security Program is to serve
the mutual interests and securities of the United States and other members

of the V/estern Alliance.

Yet both of these programs generate local

currencies from surplus sales which can be spent on various activities
both inside and outside the countries which purchase the commodities.

Lack of Adeauate Coordination of Obiectives

_

Local currencies obtained from the sale of surplus commodities under

Section 402 are used as substitute for dollar appropriations from the
Mutual Security Funds.

To the extent that such substitution is not required

by the interest of the recipient countries its net result is to help dispose

of the surpluses rather than bring about maximum economic development in

these countries.

Under such situations the actual purpose of both Public

Law 480 and Section 402 become idientical, namely to dispose of the sur-

pluses as quickly as possible# It follov/B that where they have identical
purposes they should be coordinated and jointly administered to achieve
the desired goal.

But in fact, these tvx? programs are administered separatel

and in many countries, where they both exist, they are not well coordinated
on the planning or the administrative levels.

However, it should be

mentioned that ICA is now beginning to make some effort toward a better
coordination of the two programs.

Since ICA has to wait until local

currencies generated from surplus sales under Public Law 480 are allocated
to its account by the Bureau of the Budget for loans to the importing
countries the^e efforts are necessarily limited to coordinating the uses

of foreign currencies obtained from sales under the two programs.

In other

words, the coordination of the two programs, as things stand today, cannot
be made at all stages of preparation, negotiation and execution of all
sales and loan agreements.

Because the primary objective of the Mutual Security program is to

promote the immediate security of the United States and its allies of the
funds appropriated for this purpose have been spent largely for either
military purposes or defense support rather than long-run investments

designed to promote capital formation and economic grov/th.

The allocation

of foreign currencies generated from surplus sales under Section 402 have

tended to follovv the same pattern, particularly in some countries in the Far
East and Southeast Asia.

The net result of this policy is that funds

generated from surplus sales under Section 402 have not had any significant
effects on the pace of economic development in the recipient countries.
V/ide Distribution of Surolus Sales

As we have already indicated, the primary objective of Public Law 480
is to dispose of surplus stocks as quickly as possible and to cexpand foreign

markets for United States farm products. In pursuing this primary objective,^
United States officials, in charge of operations under this legislation,

have been making all efforts to sell surplus commodities wherever and

whenever possible within the broad limitations of the law. The net result
of their efforts has been a." wide spreading of surplus sales for foreign
currencies in both advanced and less developed countries.

As can be seen

from Appendis A, Table 9, 47 per cent of all United Sfates agricultural
exports under special programs, from July 1954 to December 1957 have gone

to l.'estern Europe. The Far East, Near East and Latin America have received
33, 9 and 8 per cent respectively.

Because countries of Viestern Europe are not characterized by serious

food deficits, high level of under and unemployment and desperate need for
the construction of social overhead facilities, they are not as suitable

for using surplus food to promote economic development as are the under

developed countries. This has been fully recognized by United States offici
and thus all the surplus commodities sold to these countries, with the

exception of Italy and Greece, v;ere sold as means of increasing the size

of surplus disposal:'rather "than as means of ptoviding. funds, for: Economic
devej-opm^nt.

Sales of large quantities of surplus commodities on con

cessional terms to countries of Uestern Europe vdll very likely result in

substituting these surplus commodities for some normal imports through
regular trade channels.

In point of fact, most of the complaints made

by other exporting countries regarding the adverse effects of United States
surplus disposal on their normal market outlets have centered around sales

of surplus commodities to highly industrialized countries in Western Europe.
Thus v;e may conclude that nearly 50 per cent of all surplus commodities
sold under Public Law 480 and the Mutual Security Program over the past fom

years could not have had any beneficial effect on the economies of the
less developed countries because if v/as disposed of in the advanced
countries of Viestern Europe*

For such advanced countries^ purchase of

surplus commodities under Public Law 480 should seem attrative primarily
as a source of saving their dollar reserves rather than as means of

raising additional funds for investment in labor intensive projects. To
the extent purchases of surplus commodities on concessional terms enables
them to save foreign exchange their effects on the internal economies and

balance of payments in these countries will be favorable.

This, however,

may be attained at the expense of other exporting countries whose market
outlets have been diminished as a result of surplus disposal transactions.

Only little over 50 per cent of all surplus commodities exported
under special programs over the past four years was shipped to countries

which may be classified as underdeveloped*

These are the countries, which

according to our analysis and assumptions, are best suited for the absorption
of surplus food as consumer goods and as a source of capital funds for
economic development*

Yet we find United States officials, in accordance

with Public Law 480 primary objective, making every effort to sell surplus
food to these countries as quickly as possible vdthout much consideration

as to hov/ such sales may be utilized to promote economic development*

This

may be substantiated by the fact that sales agreements and shipments of the
commodities involved are usually concluded long before there is any

agreement on where and how funds allocated as loans for economic development
are to be utilized.

Such policy has tended to emphasize the disposal of

surplus stocks per se and at the same time make it difficult for importing
countries to abosrb large quantities of surpluses in the form of additional
net consumption.

VJide

Another major problem with the objective of Public Law 480 is the wide

variety of uses to be made of foreign currencies acquired from surplus &ales«
Over 40 per cent of the total currencies so far acquired from these sales
has been spent or allocated for militaty purposes, defense support and
paying for other United States obligations in the countries where the sales
take place*

Because these expenditures vx)uld have had to be met in any

case we may conclude that the utilization of local currencies in this
connection would merely deprive the importing countries from the dollar
expenditures v;hich the United States would have made in the absence of

surplus disposal*

In viev/ of the urgent and great need which underdeveloped

countries have forf^dollar reserves, with which to import capital goods for
investment, the effect of United States substitution of local currencies

for its normal dollar expenditures can be very harmful on their developing
economies and balance of payments*

The primary idea behind this substitutic

is to save dollars in the United States Treasury, but in actual fact no

such savings can take place because the United States government uses

dollar appropriations to finance surplus exports in the first place*

Tnese

funds are paid to United States private exporters v.ho handle the shipments
and financial transactions of all sales under Public Law 480, and to reimbur

the Commodity Credit Corporation*

The total amount of dollars used to final,

surplus exports are far greater than any savings which may result from
substituting local currencies for usual dollar expenditures in foreign

countries.

Kioreover, the savings is largely made at the expense of the

dollar reserves of the countries which purchase surplus under Public Law 480

Another problem relating to the objective of surplus disposal programs

is the reqairemeht that not less than 50 per cent of all government
financed exports must be shipped in United States flag carrying vessels,
vath the remaining portion left for competitive bids on international basis.
In actual fact, however. United States vessels have shipped a much larger

proportion than 50 per cent of all government financed exports.

From the

point of view of economic development in some underdeveloped countries this

may not be a very serious problem but its over-all effect is to use surplus
disposal as means of helping to subsidize the United States shipping industry
rather than exporting more resources for investment and consumption in

underdeveloped areas.

In countries like Japan, which has a shipping industry

of its own, the freight preference requirements of Public Law 480 would
add undesirable repercussions.

In this connection FAG observers made the

following remarks vath regard to Japan.
One factor that tends to offset, to some extent the advantages
of Public Law 480 transactions is the stipulation that not less than
50 per cent of the commodities have to be transported in vessels
flying the United States flag. This has resulted in opposition by
Japanese shipping interests to such agreements. Moreover, freight
rates in United States ships are high. Although freight subsidies

have been paid by the United States government to bring rates in
United States vessels dov-Ti to international levels, freight rates

in Japanese ships have been still lower,

ll/

Restrictions on Uses of Loaned Funds

The nar'iov/ conception of Public Law 480 as means of disposing of
surplus stocks and expanding markets for United States farm products shows
itself again at the level of negotiations and management of the loan
agreements made subsequent to surplus sales.

With few exceptions. United

States officials have encouraged and approved development projects which
do not have the effect of increasing the production of commodities of which

Note on the Utilization of Agricultural Surpluses for Economic
Development in FAG, 1958, p. 7.

the United States has substantial surpluses or for which it is trying to

expand the export market#

In some cases such policy may not serve the best

interests of the underdeveloped economies since one of their primary

goals should be to increase the over-all level of their agricultural pro
duction and productivity.

Funds loaned for economic development under the

surplus disposal scheme cannot be effectively utilized for this purpose
unless their expenditure is designed to achieve maximum contribution to

capital formation and economic growth.

The idea that increased agricultural

production in underdeveloped countries v;ould tend to diminish foreign
markets for United States farm products is Very narrow and short-sighted

idea; its strict application would be contrary to the objective of promoting
economic development and productivities in underdeveloped countries.
Moreover, if surplus disposal is used to discourage maximum increases in
productivity whenever and wherever possible it is highly doubtful that
foreign markets for United States farm products would expand much, since
for such expansion to be effective it must be based on purchasing power,

which in turn is based on the national productivity of the economic system'

The above shortcomings are some of the major problems which

stem

largely from the objectives and purpose of present programs dealing with
surplus disposal.

V/e have argued that all of these problems tend to work

against the opportunity of using surplus food to promote economic development

in underdeveloped countries.

It follows that in order to fully exploit this

opportunity it would be necessary to change the objectives of surplus dispose

programs from their short-run and narrowly conceived notions to the long-run
and broad requirements of economic development in Asis, Africa and Latin

America.

It is likely that a careful examination of these requirements

would reveal that their satisfaction is perfectly compatible v/ith expanding

mcrkets for surplus commodities.

This, in fact, is one of the basic

assumptions behind the idea of using surplus food to promote economic
development abroad.

Yet it is an assumption which hao boon Isrgply

neglected or minimized in the existing programs even where it is explicitly
declared that economic development is a major objective of certain sales
and loan agreements made with certain countries.

It is necessary to say,

however, that during the past six or eight months there has been much
discussion and contemplation, in both official and academic circles, regard

ing the necessity and desirability of changing the basic orientation and
purpose of present disposal programs to make them more suitable as means

of promoting economic development.

If and when this basic change of objectiv

comes about there will be a real opportunity for using surplus food to

prom.ote economic growth, health, and productivity in some heavily populated
and food deficit underdeveloped countries.

Some Substantive Problems

Even if the present objectives of surplus disposal v;ere differnt,
however, there will still be some real serious substantive and administrative

problems which vx)uld prevent the effective use of surpluses to promote
economic development.

IJe have briefly touched on the present procedures

follov/ed under a typical sales and loan agreement, but we v;ill nov/ re-examine

them in the light of their relation to economic development.
Time-Lao

Tlie first problem we v/ill consider in this connection is the question
of time.

Present authorization of surplus sales under Public Law 480 and

Mutual Security programs are extended only for a period of one year at a

time.

We all know that investments for economic development, in order to

be fully effective, must be made for a period of at least three to five

years.

If underdeveloped countries are to be encouraged to develop and

expand labor intensive projects which will be partly financed from surplus
food they must be assured that such surpluses and funds generated from their
sale vail be available for a corresponding period of time.

Since all present

evidence tends to support the expectation that substantial surpluses will
be available in the United States for at leaSt the next five pr ten years

such an extension of time would be perfectly compatible with the idea of

maximizing surplus disposal.

Thus the present year-to-year authorizations

are not adequate for the liquidation of present surpluses or for their use
in economic development.

Another aspect of the time problem is the long period that elapses betwc
the conclusions of the sales agreements, shipments of the surplus commodities
and the availability of loans for economic development.

As we have already

seen, the length of this time period is nearly two to three years.

Such

time lag between the availability of surplus commodities for consumption
and the additional investment resulting from their acquisition tends to

work against the concept of using surplus food for investment and additional
consumption over and above the levels existing prior to the purchase of the
commodities.

VJe have already discussed the reasons for this in Chapter II.

This undesirable time-lag is primarily the result of long and complicat

procedures vjhich are now followed in initiating^ negotiating and concluding
sales and loan agreements.

A great deal of time is spent in negotiating

the terms of sales agreement because United States officials negotiating in
foreign capital have very little discretion in deciding the relative
importance of the itain:issues which may be vital to the success and speed
of the negotiations.

All proposed sales agreements must first be reviev;ed

and approved by The Foreign Agricultural Service, then The Interagency
Staff Committee on Surplus Disposal, then The State Department before

they can go back to the United States officials in foreign countries for
final negotiations vdth the foreign governments.

If at this stage

differences Regarding the teiJms. Of the sales'.agreement-develop-the United

StSites officials must transmit these differences to'Washingtonoand wait for
a decision before they can proceed v/ith the negotiations.

It has been

estimated that in some cases more than 100 meetings between the United

States officials and representatives of foreign governments have been
held before the conclusion of one sales agreement. In addition to these
numerous meetings at the country level there are usually several meetings

at the Interagency Committee level, in the Department of Agriculture and
the State Department for each sales agreement.

It seems that this is too

much waste of time and effort for the conclusion of one sales agreement.
Complicated Transactions

Once the sales agreement is concluded there is a whole new process
and complications involved in shipping the commodities to their final

destination and in arranging for such shipments and their financial trans

actions through private trade channels and banking institutions.

A great

many letters of credit, authorization and governmental approvals must be

obtained before the shipment and its financial transaction are completed.

This tends to prolong the time period involved between the dales of surpluses
and the use of some of their proceeds for economic development.

After the conclusion of the sales agreement, ICA and the purchasing
governments spend a great deal of time in negotiating loan agreements for
the promotion of economic development and multilateral trade.

Here the two

parties must agree on the terms of the loan, kind and procedure of

payments and repayment and the type of expenditures for v;hich the loan is
requested or granted.

Before we elaborate on procedural difficulties v/e

should mention some important problems in this connectidn#
Promotion of Private Enterprises

ICA representatives have always asked the borrowing governments to set

aside a certain portion of the borrowed funds for loans to private enterprises. Thi£
request has been accepted in some countries, but several other governments

did not wish to have anything to do v/ith it.

Since this request v/as not

required by Public Law 480, however, ICA officials had the discretion of
deciding when it is fit to insist on its implementation.

But in 19b7,

Public Law 480, Section 402(e) was amended in such a way that requires the
United States government to set aside an amount up to 25 per cent of the
total proceeds realized from surplus sale under this law for loans to

private investors, most of whom represent American interests, but according
to the law foreign firms can qualify.too.

As of June 30, 1958, about

3.1 per cent of all total foreign currencies acquired under Public Lav/
480 sales were allocated for such loans.

It is obvious that some

governments, which for some reason or other, do not rely on private

enterprise for economic development may find such requirement unacceptable
and thus decline to negotiate sales agreements even though their economies

may be capable of absorbing large quantities of surplus food in the form

of additional consumption.

Of course, one could say that as long as the

United States does not require the borrowing government to loan a portion of
v/hat it borrowed to private enterprise it should be free to use its remaining

foreign currencies in any way it sees fit.

But we should not forget that

when the United States acquires a large supply of a certain country's
currency it has in effect obtained a large pov/er over its goods and services.

Thus it is quite natural for the borrowing countries to have a keen interest
in how the United States plans to spend the remaining portion of the cur

rency paid for surplus commodities# Moreover, it is questionable whether
private enterprise is keenly interested in or best qualified for the

development of social overhead facilities which are best suited for the
absorption of large quantities of surplus commodities through the
employment of a large number of laborers.
Interest. Rates. Exchange Ratios and Value Preservations

Other substantive problems involved in negotiating loan agreements are
such issues as interest rates, exchange ratios, the preservation of the

value of the dollars in terms of the local currencies loaned for economic

development and the length and frequency of repayment periods.

Current

interest rates are either 4 or 5 per cent, depending on whether repayments
are made in terms of dollars or local currencies.

Some governments foci

this rate is a bit high for the kind of investments which are best suited

for absorbing surplus commodities.

Return on these investments are of

long term nature because they are not realized, except as a result of the
over-all increases in the productivity of the economy.

Arriving at an appropriate exchange ratio betv/een the dollar and the

currency of the borrowing country is a problem which is not easily disposed
of.

All countries follow different exchange,

ratios which are designed

to protect their foreign exchange and improve their balance of payments.

Foreign officials are likely to argue that exchange ratios for the purchase
of surplus food should be fixed at levels favorable to their economies in
viev7 of their urgent need for economic d evelopment and improvement of their
balance of payments.

United States officials, on the other hand, have

insisted that exchange ratios vx)uld be fixed on the same basis used to

calculate exchange ratios under which most of the country's imports of
food are made. The level of exchange ratios in this connection has added

significance for the borrowing countries because the value preservation
provision requires that the exchange ratios used at the time of the sales
and loan agreements will be used for repayments of the loan throughout
its duration.

Many goverments have objected to the value preservation aspect of the
loan because it seems unreasonable in viev/ of the level if interestlate

and the purpose for which the loans are made. Conventionallyj nearly
all private, public or intergovermental loans, whether of short or longrun nature, v/hich carry a reasonable rate of interest do not require

value preservations.

Borrowing countries argued that they do not see why

loans made subsequent to surplus sales should be different.

How/ever, all

of them, v;ith the exception of Brazil, have apparently found it in their
interest to accept the value preservation requirement and obtain the loans

for economic development.

Brazil was successful in obtaining one of the

largest loans without the value preservation provision.
Duration of Loan Repayment Schedulps
Since loans authorized by Public Law 480 can extend up to 40 years

there is no apparent problem regarding the adequacy of their length,
although quite naturally most governments are interested in obtaining

loans whose repayments v/ill be made over the maximum 40 year period.

In

the past. United States officials have insisted on semi-annual repayments

beginning three years after transfer of the loaned funds from ICA accounts
to the account of the borrovang governments.

In cases where a loan is

substantial and its length is less than ten years semi-annual repayments

v/ould seem to be too frequent in view of the fact that the benefits of the

invested funds are of long-run nature. For purposes of economic development
it would be much better if repaymonts are not made too soon and at frequent

intervals during the first five or ten years after the investment is made.

This policy v-ould not only facilitate economic development, but it vx)uld
be very conducive to increasing the consumption of surplus commodities
since it leaves more resources in the hands of the borrov/ing country for

increasing employment and income of inadequately fed labor forces.
All of the above substantive problems represent a basic conflict

between short—and long-run interests, as well as different ideas and
convictions as to who would benefit most from surplus disposal programs.

Regardless df the basic motivations behind the existence of these problems
their combined effect tends to operate against the most effective use of

surplus food for economic development. But even if these problems were
removed the present method of handling loan agreements still has some

serious procedural problems vjhich further limits the maximum utilization of
surpluses for increasing capital formation.
AdministratWe and Procedural Problems

These problems reflects themselves in the fact that only about onefourth of all foreign currencies available in ICA accounts for loans has

actually been disbursed as of June 30, 1958. This is largely due to the
practice of waiting for the borrowing country to prepare, with its own
resources and knovj^how, detailed plans and projects showing how the borrowed
funds vail be used.

Since practically all of the underdeveloped countries

are very short of technical and administrative staff the preparation of
such plans is a heavy burden for most of them.

But even after they come

forth vdth their prepared projects ICA officials reserve the right to

approval or disapprove the purpose for v;hich the projects are designed.

At

this stage there is usually much negotiation and bargaining between the
tv.o parties.

All this works to delay the efficient use of available funds

for purposes of economic development.

In evaluating the qualifications

of prepared projects ICA takes into account other factors in addition to
their contribution to the development of the recipient economy.

At times

these additional factors may be given priority over the initial purpose

for which the loan was negotiated and thus prevent its successful imple

mentation.

Interagency differences and conflict of interests and attitudes

as to the relative merits and deficits of a certain loan agreement with

a particular government can greatly delay or prevent the conclusion of the
loan altogether.

United States officials have insisted that private banks and financial

institutions should be used to manage the loan transaction.

This insistence

is not alv;ays agreeable to foreign governments either because they do not
have in their countries well developed private monetary systems or they
simply prefer to handle their ov/n finances through a central bank or some

other public agency.

This problem is subject to negotiations with each

and every sales and loan agreement.

It contributes to further delays

in making effective use of the loans allocated for economic development.

During all these delays the currency stays idle in the United States

accounts .

The rate of collection of foreign currencies from surplus

sales is far greater than the rate of disbursements, vtiich means that
foreign currencies tend to accumulate in idle forms.

IVioreover, since

United States officials insist that the entire proceeds from ahyt-given
sales agreement must be deposited in United States accounts before any
funds will be allocated for loans,and since disbursements of lban?.funds

are very slow, the rate of currency accumulation, inriaccounts set up for
loans, is likely to be very great.

Tlie expected semi-annual repayments

of loans which have already been made v/ill further increase the size of
unused foriegn currencies.

As long as this is the case, the opportunity

for using surplus food to piomote economic development cannot be effectivel
exploited.

The main problemohere is to find ways and means of expediting

the efficient utilization of loaned funds for economic development.

Other

wise, the United States would just be exchanging surplus food for surplus

foreign currencies with no long-run benefits to itself or the food importir
countries.

Such a state of affairs could have the effect of increasing the

dollar shortage in under developed countries, thereby adversely affecting
their balance of payments and at the same time it vould be a costly

proposition for the United States since dollar appropriations arc used to
finance the full value and transportation costs of all surplus commodities
disposed of either under Public Law 480 or Section 402.
Shortage of Foreign Exchange and Trained Personnel
in Underdeveloped Countries

There are tv.o other major problems which limit the effective utilizat3
'

of surplus food for economic development.

These problems are not part

of the present system of surplus disposal, but they are often found in

less developed countries.

One of those problems is the severe shortage of

additional foreign exchange with which to finance the imports of capital
goods and skills needed for the development.projects where borrowed local
currency is invested.

Even under most favorable conditions for the absorpi

of local material and skills nearly all development projects vdll need
some supplementary funds in the form of hard currenpy for imports of

machinery and technical knov>-how.

The present system of surplus disposal

does not pay any attention to the solution of this obvious and serious

bottleneck#

In fact. United States officials, in their efforts to maximize

agricultural exports for dollars, have often refused to enter into sales
agreements for local currency with countries having favorable dollar
balance.

This policy, of course, forces such countries to use their

saved dollars for food imports and reduces their total investment effortsMow, if countries which have succeeded in increasing their dollar reserves

were encouraged to use their dollars as counterpart funds with favorable
loans under Public Law 480 for increasing investment in their economies

they might have been able to make maximum use of surpluses for economic
development#

The shortage of qualified technical and administrative personnel is
a characteristic feature of all underdeveloped countries.

It represents a

major obstacle to the success of practically all of their development plans
and efforts, but it is even more keenly felt in trying to establish adequate
administrative and financial institutions to manage the use of funds general

from surplus sales for economic development.

The present system of surplus

disposal does not provide for any significant technical or administrative
help in connection vdth the storage, transportation and distribution of
of surplus commodities in the importing countries.

Nor is there, under

the present system, any provision for helping the underdeveloped countries
to survey and prepare plans and projects which are suitable for financing
from surplus dispoal.

All of the problems and difficulties v^hich v/e have outlined in this

chapter are major shortcomings of the present system of surplus disposal
from the point of viev/ of using surplus food for economic development.

As long as these problems remain with the system the prospects for using
surplus to increase capital formation in the less developed areas of the

world will not be promising# But if they can be satisfactorily solved there

are, as we have seen in Chapters II and III, some real opportunities for
making beneficial and vital use of United States present and expected agri
culture surpluses# In the follov/ing pages we will attempt to make a few
suggestions vjhich may overcome the defects of the present system and

thereby help make it possible to exploit the opportunities which lie ahead#
Needed Changes in Surplus Disposal Program

It is evident from our analysis that the basic objectives and procedures
which are followed under Public Law 480 will havd to be drastically changed

before surplus food can be used to promote economic development, in a manner

described in Ch^ter II.

First and foremost it would be necessary to regard

most or all of surplus food used for economic development in the recipient
countries as an addition to rather than substitution for existing forms of

capital exports from the United States to underdeveloped countries.. Second,
in ^viev/ of the tremendous need in underdeveloped countries for additional

funds for investment and adequate food supplies it vjould be essential to

use, wherever possible, all of the surplus food disposed of under special

programs for economic development rather than follow the present system of
dividing it betv/een various military and non-military uses which may or

may not have any relation to real economic grov/th and productivity.

Third,

all terms of repayments on loans made from surplus sales—their interest
rates and other related aspects—should be designed to maximize the economic

benefits of the loan for the borrowing countries rather than safeguard the
immediate and narrowly conceived political and commercial interests of the
United States or particular groups therewith.

Fourth, all of the

administrative and financial procedures used to channel surplus food into

capital formation should be designed to serve the basic requirements of
the above objectives and no others.

The follovdng general and tentative suggestions with regard to needed
changes in surplus disposal may provide a useful framework fox promoting
the objective of using surplus food for economic development.
1. Limit the sale of surplusfood to countries whose economies are

characterized by high level of under and unemploymont (both present and

potential), large scale undernourishment among the masses; tremendous need
for additional development projects designed to build up their social over

head capital and other urgently needed facilities; inadequate domestic agri
cultural production, and reasonable willingness of the local people and thex
leaders to use surplus food productively. Some of these requirements would
eliminate most of the countries of Uestern Europe which have heretofore

received about 47 per cent of all surplus food disposed of under Public Law
480 and Section 402 of the I-iutual Security Program. It is maintained that
these countries cannot use surplus food for economic development, in

accordance with our formulation, because of their advanced economic positior
Thus, with few exceptions (Italy and Greece) any surplus food they acquire
under concessional terms vx)uld likely be a substitution for their normal

imports rather than net addition to their usual imports and consumption.
The elimination of these countries from the list of areas qualified to

receive surplus food under Public Law 480 or Section 402 v«5uld very likely
eliminate many complaints from other food exporting countries regarding the
harmful effects of United States surplus disposal on their normal market

outlets. If the United States desires to export more agricultural products

to IVestern Europe then it should adjust its regular commercial policy v/ith
countries in that area so as to enable thern to earn more dollars from

increased exports of manufactured goods to the United States.
While few, if any, countries in Western Europe have the prerequisites

for using surplus food to promote capital formation, as formulated in this
thesis, practically all of the underdeveloped countries of tl^e vx)rld,

particularly those in the Far East and Southeast Asia, are ideally suited
for utilizing large quantities of surplus food and surplus labor in their

economic development programs.

Based on our analysis in Chapter II, and

elsevjhere in this thesis, it would be reasonable to say that all of the

present and expected United States surpluses, over the next five years or
more, could be feasibly absorbed in the economic grov/th of underdeveloped

countries, if they could be provided on terms and conditions designed to
promote their use.

2.

Eliminate the present requirements of having the importing countrie-

pay for the entire value of the purchased surplus commodities upon

delivery and before there can be any funds for economic development loans.
It would be more effective to simply conclude a sales agreement v/ith a given

country stating the kinds and quantities of commodities involved, the sellim

price, means of shipment, etc., then ask the importing country to pay for

not more than 25 per cent of the value of the purchased commodities.

The

remaining 75 per cent or more should be regarded as a long-term loan to the

importing countries.

The loan can then be repaid either in terms ofllocal

currencies or dollars, at the discretion of the borrov.dng country.

3.

Use of portion of the value of surplus commodities which is paid

in cash (local currencies) upon deliveries, together with existing repayments
on current loans, plus the annual repayments on outstanding loans to establis
a revolving fund.

Such a revolving fund should be used to make additional

loans to underdeveloped countries where needed and to expand technical

assistance and educational programs in the borrov/ing countries, wherever

and whenever possible#

One of the most important uses of resources from

the revolving fund could be the construction and improvement of national
food reserves in the borrowing countries.

Such national food reserves

could be used as safeguards against unforeseen needs and at the same time

they can provide the needed storage for surplus food while it is being
used for purposes of economic development#

In other vjords, surplus

commodities acquired under special terms can be temporarily stored in
national food reserves and as they are drawn upon for consumption, resulting

from increasing income and employment, they can be replenished by additional

purchase of surplus food#

To achieve maximum efficiency, this arrangement

would require that the sales agreement should involve a period of not less
than three years, with annual deliveries designed to make maximum use of
surplus comraodities for economic development and national food reserves.
4#

Give the borrowing countries greater freedom in selecting the kind

of projects and the way in which they wish to invest funds obtained from the
sale of surplus food#

The only essential requirement in this connection

should be that all projects selected for financing through surplus sales
must make essential and significant contributions to the over-all economic

development of the borrowing countries#

Present requirements that no

project will be eligible for financing from surplus sales unless it does
not provide competition for United States agricultural and industrial

products are not compatible

v.lth the need to promoting economic development

and productivity in underdeveloped countries in all lines of production,

wherever feasible#

Tj^us if potentially an underdevloped country can produce

cotton or wheat more efficiently than the United States and/or if the
production of such commodities would contribute to its economic development

it should be assisted to produce and even export these commodities. If

emphasis is placed on maximizing productivity and efficiency, the over-all
purchasing power in the v.orld vould eventually rise, which would mean
an over-all increase in effective demand for both industrial and agricultural products.

5. Since funds obtained from surplus food are to be invested in

social overhead capital facilities and in other projects which do not

yield specific or tangible returns in themselves it v.ould be necessary to
keep interest rates on loans made for such uses very low. Present rates
of 4 to 5 per cent, plus the value preservation requirements are rather
high. It v.ould seem that if United States official insist on the value

preservation requirement on all local funds loaned for economic development,
the interest rate charged on these loans should not be more than 3 per cent^
In considering reasonable interest rates on these loans it should oe kept
in mind that if surplus commodities are not used for economic development
they v;ould likely remain stored in the United States at a daily expense
of over one million dollars, plus depreciation and deterioration in value
of about 20 million dollars per year. Thus it would not be realistic to

charge interest rates on loans, made in connection vdth surplus sales,
comparable with those charged on regular commercial loans.

6. Eliminate the present requirement that at least 50 per cent of

all surplus food sold must be shipped in United States flag vessels. As
long as the United States shipping industry is unable to compete in the
world market it would be better to subsidize it through other means than

through surplus disposal and foreign aid. Surplus commodities should be
sold to foreign government either at American ports or delivered at their

own ports, depending on their ov/n preference, but if they are delivered.

then the United States should assume all costs over and above the average

freight charges in the world market* This leaves the United States free
to use her ov/n vessels, but does not require the foreign governments to

pay any more for transportation than they vould otherwise have to*
7,

In fairness to agriculture, and for the sake of accuracy, only

the difference between the market value of surplus commodities and their

acquisition cost should be charged to the price support programs• The
rest should be added to economic aid, both in name and in reality*

This

procedure would certainly reduce the present size of annual expenditures on
price supports.

8* Use local currencies and dollar appropriations to provide technical
and administrative assistance to surplus importing countries which vould

enable them to expedite the efficient use of surplus food for economic
development*

This may mean helping the underdeveloped countries to locate

and prepare development projects which would qualify for loans from surplus
sales and help them carry out the day-to-day administrative functions in
implementing these projects*

9*

Provide all supplementary dollar financing and technical assistance

which may be required to successfully implement the idea of using surplus

food for economic development*

Thus if a given development project can be

partly financed (20-50/o) from surplus commodities it would be worthwhile
to provide the additional funds for the successful completion of such
projects*

The alternative would probably be to leave the surplus

commodities in storage and then not undertake the project*

This is hardly

an alternative in view of the urgent need for economic development and for
more constructive uses of surplus commodities*

In some cases the Internatioi

Bank may provide the additional financing in this connection*

10.

Take all necessary measures to integrate the disposal of surpluses

v/ith United States foreign aid (economic and technical assistance) and
commercial policy.

If the objective of these programs is to promote

United States security and prosperity through economic development of under

developed countries then all these three separate, but highly related aspects
of American foreign policy should be made to complement rather than con
tradict one another#

Their cornmon objective should be that of promoting

the economic well-being and productivity of the underdeveloped countries,
because we are assuming that the achievements of such an objective v»ould

also promote the economic well-being and political security of the United
States.

Unfortunately, up to the present, there has been no such coordination of
American commercial policy with, and foreign aid to, underdeveloped countrie.
In fact, all evidence seem
tradictory.

to indicate that they have been largely con

This seems to be true of all commercial policies and economic

aid given by the VJest to the underdeveloped countries.
Nations estimates suggest that losses from falling

Thus recent United

export prices and in

comes have just about cancelled out all gains obtained from foreign aid to
all non-Communist countries in Asia in 1957.

As long as this is true there

can be no hope that foreign aid from the advanced to the underdeveloped
countries vail improve the economies and productivities of the latter.
11.

Eliminate the rigid requirements that private enterprise should

always be the mechanism through v;hich surplus disposal must take place.

We

have made it abundantly clear, in this thesis, that using surplus food for
economic development, in accordance with our theoretical formulation in
Chapter II, is a very special aspect of economic development.

In order

for it to succeed, without causing serious repercussions on national and

international trade in agricultural products, it must be implemented under

special conditions and with utmost care and careful planning. Thus it
vjould be unwise, in our judgment, to ignore these aspects of the problem

by insisting that private enterprise is the best means for using surplus
food to promote economic.development.

;

In some countries> and under certain conditions^ private enterprise

may be the -best mean?.fo-r-.this-«purpose, but it is very evident that this
wo'uld not apply te all underdeveloped coOrttries, whose growing economies

are ideally suited for absorbing large quantities of surplus food and fiber.
A rigid insistence on universal application df private enterprise as a

condition for •obtaining..Unitod States aid (in this case surplus food for.

economic development) could easily defeat 'the basic long-range objectives
of such aid.

It would be .much wiser to adopt a flexible 'p'olicy, ih this lespr

designed to Study each cdse on its ovm merits and deal with it accordingly.

It is not our contention that the implementation of the above suggestio

would automatically result in using up the existing surplus for economic d
development.

It is certain that more than these adjustments would be

needed, but it is equally certain that without such adjustments the
opportunities for using surplus food for economic development would not be
promising.

Apart from these needed adjustments the most important factors

affecting the use of surplus food for economic development are the desires
and abilities of recipient countries to organize their human and natural
resources for the maximum promotion of their economic and social betterment.
In this thesis we have assumed that, in several underdeveloped countries,

these desires and abilities are sufficiently developed to absorb large

quantities of resources for economic growth.

The exact degree to which

they are developed will, by necessity, have to be determined with reference

to the particular circumstances of each case and this can be done only
through adequate investigations of these circumstances.
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Table 1 - United States Commodity Credit Corporation Quantity and
Value of Investment 1/

uantitv (30 April _

Commodit

54'

:

3955

1956

Thousand metric tons

12,890

vJheat

24,208

28,166

29,073

24,453

24,174

1,774

2,698

34,101

57,211

2,040

8,295

1,322
2,044

1,987

1,052

1,222

20,568

22,255

29,192

1,029

2,927

1,674

1,817

Barley

13,373

Maize

Grain sorghums

2,887

Butter

Dried milk
Linseed
Linseed oil
Cottonseed oil

Cotton linters

Cotton upland

2,839

2,056

Tobacco
Other Commodities

Total

Feel

Per cent change from previous year
Report of Financial ConcTTtions'lind Qperations, U.S. Dept. of Agr. CCC,

iL

Stocks pledged for outstanding loans and stocks in price support

April 1954, 1955, 1956, 1957, Snd 4958.
inventory.

Appendix A
Table 1 continued -

United States Cor.imodity Credit Corporation Quantity and
Value of Investment y

Commodit

26.7

(million hundred

962

10,802

131.1

11,764

170.2

80.3

6,263

25.9

1,963

761

43.2

34.6

4,173

14.5

1,034

11,010

127.7

11,771

170.9

80.9

6,240

2,067

46.3

27.7

2,010

13.2

976

Productio

1956-1957

Congress, 1st Session, March, 1957, p« 5,

Source: Agricultural Surplus Disposal and Foreign Aid, Congressional Doc. No. 5, 85th

(million pounds)

Food fats and oils

(million tons)

Feed grains

weight)

Rice

Tobacco

39.1

2,226

4,037

(million pounds)
53.6

14.7

11.2

Cotton

(million bales)

937

:Productio

1,026

Carry-over

(million bushels)

liheat

Commodity

in the United States

Table 2 - Supply of Selected Commodities
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Table 3 - Annual Surplus as a Per Cent of the Index of Farm Marketing

and Home Consumption Minus Commodity Credit Corporation Purchases i/

Commodity group

* 1955

s

2/
1949-56
1956 > 1949-56
* 1953-56

Food grains ^
Feed grains £/

63.2
63*2
35.9
35»9

51.8
51»8
34.6
34.6

50.1
50.1
34.9
34.9

Cotton

41.1
41.1

34.7
34.7

20.4
20.4

31.9
31.9

8.6
8*6
17.5
3.3

8.7
8.7

9.9
9*9
5.9
5.9

10.2
10»2

1.6
1.6

3.0

4.0

5.0

Oil seeds

^

Tobacco

Dairy products

3.3

3.0

4.0

63.5
63.5
35.9
35.9

7.0
7.0
5.0

6/
Livestock (excluding dairy)

All farm products
Source:

00
8.6
8.6

0
Q

7.2
7.2

0
Q

0
Q

8.0
8.0

8.3
8.3

Policy for Commercial Agriculture, Joint Committee Print, 85th
Congress, November 22, 1957, p. 147.

V

The figures in this table are computed by dividing annual gross CCC

removals by the index of Farm Marketing and Home Consumption after
adjusting the index approximately to the level of total unsubsidized
domestic and export consumption by substracting gross CCC removals.
The data for the table came from John F. Stollsteimer, Effects of

Goverhment Loan and PurchaseePrograms Upon Domestic Market Supplies

of Farm Products in the Postv/ar Period (Unpublished M.A. Thesis)
Michigan State University, 1957.

Excludes the years significantly influenced by the Korean War. This
varies by commodities, but invariably involved the year in52, and also
usually 1952.

Food grains include ^heat, rye, and rice, but only vjieat is of any
significance in surplus calculations.

^

Feed grains include corn oats, barley and graih sorghums.

CCC removals

as a per cent of total feed grain production run 11.45 per cent in
1955; 9.15 per cent for the period 1949-56; and 10.45 per cent over
the period of 1953-56.

^
^

Oil seeds include peanuts, soybeans, and flaxseed.
In no calendar year have CCC removal of livestock products totaled
as much as 1 per cent of farm marketing and home consumption.

132,601,051.15

.76

196,037,

36,272,196.69

59,966,924.30

21,564,864.77

27,275,773.94

36,974,559.14

33,937,705.13

47,488,215.75

Proceeds

65,157,984.19

Cost

63.436.121.62

8.312,240.08

12,372,840.36 2,359,389.33

2,025,512.59

1,728,108.05

9,698,785.20

23,694,727.61

2,199,230.11

Dollars —

—

17,669,768.45

Loss

j
shrinkage

and

Spoilage

71,748,361.70

14,732,229.69

25,720,240.20

11,426,893.25

19,868,998.56

loss

Total

pp. 79-82.

•

1/ For more data on this subject see Policies and Operations Under Public Law 480,

Law 480, 85th Congress, Congressional Hearing, Summer of 1957, pp. 79-82.

source: Data computed from detailed tables published in Policies and Operations Under Public

!^30,
r

Fiscal
year

April, 1957 1/

Losses Due to Shrinkage and Spoilage, Fiscal Year 1954 Through

Table 4 - Losses Resulting from Sales of Deteriorated Commodities and Inventory
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Tdble 5 - Trends of Average Per Caput Calorie Supply in Selected Countries
and Percentage Derived from Cereals and Starchy Foods

Country

:
:

Average Per Caput Calorie
Supnlv

I Prewar ; 1948/1949 :1953/l954
I
: 1950/1951 :1954/1955

Per Cent of Calories from Cereal.
and Starchy

Prewar :1943/1949:1953/1954

;1950/195111954/1955

— Per caput per day —

2930

2670

2800

Beigiura-Luxemburg 2810

2840

3420

317p

2990
2870
3040
2600
3400
2510
2840
3210

3100
2790
2680
2490

2960
3330
3140
2830

Austria

Denmark
Finland
France

Germany, l.'estern
Greece

Ireland, Rep.of
Italy
Netherlands

Norway
Portugal
Sweden
Switzerland

United Kingdom
Yugoslavia

Average

2930

—

Per cent —

49
50

54

47

45

43

33
53

39
51

45

51
47

51

47

55

43
58

2540
3610
2570

65

62
48
65

2940

44

43

44

44

3110
3140
3110
3020

2310
3160
3170
3080
2140

3120
2500
3030
3090
3210
2710

3000

2842

3010
3150

3080

2730
2150
2240
2610

—

3400

2380
2940
3110

61
50

—

37

60
34

34

45
60

37
37
59
32
37

39
35

41

76

80

33
72

2958

49

51

46

3070

3C80

35

28

28

3160

3080

32

27

26

3115

3080

34

27,5

27

3210
2340
2380
2730
1990
2070
2890
2160

2840
2350
2490

44

45

41

48

49
62
48

52

2471

39

Itorth America

Canada
U.S.A.

Average

Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Cuba
Honduras
Peru

Uruguay
Venezuela

Average

—

1860
2380
—

2328

—

61
49

1980

—

2080

64

2810
2270

40
—

2403

50.1

59
—

55

62

66
35
46

65

50.75

52.43

40

48
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Trends of Average Per Caput Calorie Supply in Selected
Countries and Percentage Derived from Cereals and

Table 5 continued -

Starchy Foods

Country

:

Average Per Caput Calorie

t

Sunnlv

: Per Cent of Calories from Cereals
i

and Starchy

j"Prewar : 1948/1949:1953/1954 :Prewar: 1948/1949 J 1953/1954

S

: 1950/1951:1054/1955 :

: 1950/l953 : 1954/1955

— Per caput per day -

— Per cent —

Far East

1620

1850

69

67

2150

2130

—

72

2050

2200
1920

67

1940

2700

71

72

73

2370
2680
2280
2490
26C0

2480

72

72
54

2630
2660
2580

76

72
51
74
74

67

59

75
73
58

2400

2480

2644

71

66

66

3300
3260

3230

3120

34

33

3340

3400

30

30

31
28

3280

3285

3260

32

31.5

29.5

1970

India
Pakistan

—

Japan
Philippines

2180

Average

2020

1910

—

77

73
—

69
79
71

74

Africa and Near East

Egypt

2450

Israel

Southern Rhodesia—

Turkey

2450

Union of S.Africa2300

Average

2870

Oceania

Australia,
New Zealand

Average

Source:

FAG The State-of Food and Agriculture, Rome, 1957, pp. 166.
Data

not available.

Includes Pakistan.
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Table 6 •• Investment, Population Grovfth, and Proportion of the Labor
Force in Agriculture in Selected Countries
Yer capita gross Tei'dihtage o
national product gross investment
Country

in 1955

{in dollars)

United States

per year

Per cent of

labor force

in agriculture

(1955)

(1955)

$2,343

Nevj' Zealand
France
Belgiuri>-Lv;::emburg
United Kixr^dom

of GNP
1954

erceiitage gro^^h
of population

1,249
1,046
1,015
998

DenTiark

913

Germany (V.^est)

762

Netheriands

708

Israel
Austria

540
532

Italy
Argentina

442
374

Cuba

361

Yugoslavia

297

Turkey

276

Lebanon
Brazil

269
262

Spain
Japan

254
240

Greece

239

Portugal

201

Philippines

201

Mexico

187

Chile
Guatemala

130
179

Peru

140

Egypt
Central African

135
131

Federation

Indonesia

128

Ceylon

122

Thailand•
South Korea

101
80

India

72

Nigeria
Bolivia

68
66

Pakistan
Burma

58
52

Source:

The Role of Foreign Aid in the Development of Other Countries.

Congress, 1st Session, Congressional Document, March 1955,
Means data are not available.

85th

3, pp. 85,

*

2/

•

*

^

1954-1955
1955-1956
1956-1957
1957_lo5P

1954-1955
1955-1956
19 d6—1957
1957-1958

Total Under Special
Programs

1957-1958

1954-1955
1955-1956
1956-1957

Dollar Loans & Credit

1954-1955
1955-1956
1956-1957
1957-1958

Barter Agreements

1954/1955
1955/1956
1956/1957
1957/1958

Sales and Grants

Foreign Ciurrency

and year

68

72

67

i/

E3cports

334
248
655

,

27
58
63

66
231
226

52
72

6

Leaf

;

:

Total

s

17
24
27

73

69

61

32

30
41
42

; nils : ducts 2 other

697

205»

989

1554

330*
996

903

1153

2

2 and 2 pro- ;ing all 2 ^L.

.

robacco 2 Fats : Fairy : includ- : Under

Million dollars at e:;q>ort market values

^ trilled ;

Type
oT finapoing t2 TO.eat
. Coarse : Rioe s• Cotton
arfl vpar
and ; grains :

*

Years Ending Jxine 30, 1955, 1956 and 1957 1'

Table 7 - United States Agricultural Exports Under gecial Programs

Appendix A

Act ;

M.S.;

Under;

Notes on Table 7

:ce:

USDA, The Demand and Price Situation, November 1956 and 1957.
Foreion Agricultura] Trade Di'nest« June 1953.

U.S. Department

of Commerce, Foreign Grants and Credits, June 1957. (Cited in
FAO, State of Food and Agriculture 195C, p. 28).
)te:

P.L. 480 shipments at e:^port market value
Denotes less than o.5 million dollars

£/

Estimates.

1/

Data on special programs is based on shipments Under Public Lav;

480, expenditures Under the Mutual Security Act, and disbursements
Under Export-Import Bank and CCC credits. Because of differences
in reporting periods, exports under the special programs are not
strictly in agreement with official export statistics. Data for ^
total agricultural exports include estimated value of donations
under Section 416 of the Agricultural Act of 1949 (Sec. 302,
Title III, P.L. 480) which are not identified^by name in the
official trade exports.

2/ Corn and meal, barley and malt, oats and oat meal, and grain
sorghum.

Lard, tallow, soybeans, cottonseed, groundnuts flaxsbbdand oil'
expressed.these from.

Excludes CCC export sales and sales under The International VJheat
Agreement, unless exported under the special programs.

Appendix A

Table 8 - United States Government Subsidies on Agricultural
Exports Outside the Special Programs

Subsidies

:

1954/

1955/

1956/

1957/

:

1955

1956

1957

1958

Million U.S. dollars

Payments and Exports Under
International l.'heat

45.5 i/

Agreement
Losses on CCC Sales to

87

Private Exporters ^

2/

of which;

Butter, etc.

12

h/

Cotton, etc.

(14)

(4
(14)

Wheat and Flour

133)

(73)_

Meat and Poultry

Total'

Payment or Losses

Source:

Note

141

145

226

.ii

State of Food and Agriculture, FAG, 1958, p. 29.

^
l/
2/
2/

Less than 500,000 dollars,
To February 1958.
Estimated on basis of first 10 months operations.
Representing the difference between the CCC investment
and sale price and thus including an element of storage
and other costs.

11

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Commodity Credit Corporation, Report of Title I,

of
total

Per cent

Operations (P.L. 480) No. 57 and of Title II, Operations (P.L. 480) No. 37;
International Cooperation Administration, Operation Report (Data as of June 30,

4,585

4/ Includes about $45 million shipped to Australia, Canada and the Union of South Africa.

Expenditures.

1957) (Cited in FAO, State of Food and Agriculture, 1958, p. 30).
1/ Shipments: Estimated cost to CCC.
2/ Shipments: .\t export market value.

Source:

410

10

2,771

1,517

323

15

1,080

2,171
349

Million U.S. dollars

to
ipreceding:
! June 3« 1957 3/: columns :

:

Act July 1954 :Total of :

: Mutual Security:

;July 1954 to
;
Dec. 1957

P. L, 480

:

:

: Title III

1.044
15
299

Dec. 1957 l/

July 1954 to

P.L. 480
Title I and II

Destination not known

Africa

Near East

Far East

Latin America

liestern Europe
Eastern Europe

Region

Under Special Programs

Table 9 - Destination of Agricultural Shipments from the United States
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"

"

Fats and oils

Poultry
Dry edible beans

125,675,000
202,258,000
222,175,000
2,436,633,000
5,971,000
48,000
188,796,000
10,000

300

3,234,000 2/

28,353,000

616,118,000 l/
161,870,000 2/

301.8

2.842.3

Total
Includes 20,000 extra long staple cotton.

/.ugust 5, 1953, p. 4.
l.heat and wheat equivalent of flour.
See the following:
Corn
Oats
Barley
Rye
Grain sorghums

161,870,000

60,819,000
3,937,000
21.535,000

7,279,000

BusheT^
68,300,000

as Amended

301.8

4,004.4

2,540.5

.4
.4

3,702.6

.4

142.3
74.2
391.0
1.7
142.3
43.8
384.7
1.7

15.2

.3

39.2

•3
39.2

.4

335.6
288.8
681.4

192.8
181.8
509.9

15.2

SI,732.1

millions

Estimated
CCC costs

$ 1,028.0

millions

quantity

Activities Under Public Lav; 480, 83rd Congress,

Hundredweight
Ilundredvveii

Pound

Total including ocean transportation
Eighth Semiannual Report
Source:
Reoort of

Seeds
Total
Ocean transportation

Fruits and vegetables

"

Dairy products
Hundredweight
Hundredwei*

"

Pound

iVieat products

Tobacco

Bale
"

"
Hundrediveight

Bushel

Feed Grains
Ricfeon
Cotton 1
Cotton Linters

IVheat and VVheat Flour

market value

Appropriate

Export

Table 10 - Commodity Composition of All Agreements Signed
Through June 30, 1958
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Table 11 - Title I, Public Law 480, Shipments by Fiscal Years, Beginning
of Program Through June 30, 1958 Quantity and Estimated

170

market Value l/
Fv 195!

Commodit'

Value
Thous

luantit

Thous
units

dol.

units

Thous.

: Value
Thous
dol.

Grains

VJheat

bu.

23,756

42,400

I'l/heatf flour

Vi/heat bulgur
Corn

93,112
28,472

Oats

Grain sorghums

3,314
3,440

4,830
3,034

754

779

50,724

7,328
—

922

15,667
7,254

• bu

Barley

152,593

927

4,106

Fats and Oils

Cottonseed oil

lb.

Soybean oil
Linseed oil
Lard
Tallow
Dairy Products

Nonfat dry milk
Dry whole milk
Evaporated milk

304,746
178,995
3,128
99,658
10,609

49,234

12,284

1,127

5,585

719

30,673
548

12,917
934

Condensed milk

Anhydrous milk fat
Cheese
Butter
Butter oil
Ghee

2,453

962

2,525

621

4,744

1,854

2,001

130

4,483

1,808

i lb

1/hey
Meat and Poultry
Beef

Canned pork products
Poultry

185

Fruits and veoetablfic;

Canned fruits and juices

lb

Fresh fruit
Dried fruit
Potatoes
Other

50,882

1,392

Cotton
Cotton linters
Tobacco

bis
bis

58

9,814

464

84,887

lb.

5,525

Dry edible beans

3,890

78,723

55,465

cv.-t.

Seeds
Rice
Total value

cv/t.

Total auantitv-Thous»M

civt.

--

2.530

$73,037

16.086

$439,914

X/ Quantity is based on tonnage shown on ocean bills of lading. Value is estimated
export market value, basis U.S. port of export.

Estimates are revised to reflect

actual amounts financed by CCC when this information is obtained for completed
P.A.'s.

These revisions account for most differences from amounts shov;n on

previous reports.

USDA-FAS/

POD 7/2^58

Table 11 continued -

Title I, Public Lav; 430, Shipments by Fiscal Years,
Beginning of Program Through June 30, 1958 Quantity
and Estimated Market Value
Total

Fv 1957
Commodity

Vihe at
VJheat flour

hheat bulgur
Corn

X ilnjjt iQi^a.nJLL±^i5-J/iLkie«-iQui2iL^^

bu.

lib.
lb.
bu.

Barley
Oats

Grain sorghum

bu.
bbu.

bu.

Thous.

Thous.

units

Qol.

193,988
148,946
—

un5 t s

324,637
5,284
—

13,567
20,410

19,849
23,196

955

689
—

—

Thous.

Ji
Thous.

dpi.

Thous.
units

175,489 294,449 491,345
1,431 210,632
33,214
3,307
3,307
149
24,045 31,976 48,506
14,185 13,467 45,246
387
6,415
714
5,832 10,453
5,462

Thous.
dol.

814,079
7,637
149

67,492
48,747
5,037

10,717'

Fats and oils

Cottonseed oil

Soybean oil
Linseed oil
Lard
Tallow
Dairv oroducts

Nonfat dry milk
Dry whole milk
Evaporated milk
Condensed milk

Anhydrous milk fat
Cheese
Butter
Butter oil
Ghee

IVhey

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

87,596
597,132
3,964
77,652
119,930

14,154
97,917

112,898
402,814

612

486

11,745
11,095

2,741
54,428

17,614 555, 964
63,377 1178,941
7,578
78
500

180,051

4,883 184,967

88,330
191,967
1,238
25,162
16,912

lb.

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

—

—

2,010
9,558
7,872
—

1,079
1,316
l,7i6
—

5,070
—

1,252
—

1,630
1,942
—

851

1,063
—

45,369
1,104
6,281

4,786

57,653

554

3,114
21,424
8,344

5,913
1,633
2,851
1,814

473

260

17,208
23,887
1,630
6,305
2,001

4,151
9,325

93,210
19,991
4,542

28,082
9,951
1,197

27,755
33,288
36,657
50,882

3,014
2,244
5,291
1,392

2,759

436,217

473

816
93
260

9,613
16,690

2,278
6,509

472

—

4,363
—

—

2,394
—

851

3,457
130

Meat and Poultrv

Beef

Canned pork products
Poultry

lb.
lb.
lb.

77,573
19,774
4,357

22,934 \)nilb4
217
9,879
1,147

3,340

26,940
31,881
27,613

2,895
2,146
3,936

72

—

Fruits and veoetables

Canned fruits and juices lb.
Fresh fruit

lb.

Dried fruit

lb.
lb.

Potatoes

815

1,407
9,044

119
98

1,355
—

—

—

—

Other

Cotton

bis. 1,1^374

Cotton 1 inters

bis.

7

208,557
299

863 132,959
—

Tobacco
Dry edible beans

lb.
cvA.

52,303

41

35,279
275

35,159
5

Seeds
^ice

cv.-t.
rv/t.

9
18,126

394
114.871

5.065

—

7

299

71,710
27,731 171,710
27
46

118,365
302

—

—
33.043

9
25.721

394
164.000

$653,987
Total value
$911,662
$2,078,600
Total quantity-Thous.7,932.97
19,097,76
19,097.76
6,656.96
19.097
Quantity is based on tonnage shown on ocean killsof lading. Value is estimated
export market value, basis U.S. port of export.- Estimates are revised to reflect

actual amounts financed by CCC when this information is obtained for completed
•^.P^A.'s. These revisions account for most differences from amounts shovJi on
previous reports.

USDA-FAS/
POD 7/2^58

Appendix A
Exports Under Public Law 480 Compared Uith Total
United States Exports of Soecified Commodities,

Fiscal Year 1958 l/

nublic
u-i. Law
T

480:

Title I

iViillion
bushels

Million
bushels

175

24

Million
cvft.
5.0

Thousand
bales

Million
pounds

860

515

Title II
Barter

443 4/

Donations

1,330

Other exports

188

143

Total exports

406

1^5

12.0

5,700

975

54

27

51

23

53

4,370

Total P.L. 4S0

exports as per
cent of total

exports

Source: Eighth Semiannual Report on Activities Under Public Law 480, 83rd
Congress, as amended, August 5, 1958, p. 5.

l/ Partly estimated.

2/ Wheat and wheat equivalent of flour.
2/ Corn and corn equivalent of cornmeal.
4/

Basis:

Invoices t^ contractors during period.

Apr-endix A

Table 13

- E:.f •)rts of United States Farm Products Under
Ptillic Lav/ 480 Compared v/ith Total Exports of the
United States Farm Products by Fiscal Years

(in millions of Dollars)

Programs

1954/' } 1955/

1956/

1957/

1955

1957

1958

: 1956

Public Law 480;
Title I

Title II

Title III
Barter

Donations
Total

Other exports
Total

2737

247<

3114

3493

4000

15361

Total P.L, 42^0

exports as p»5r cent
of total exports

Source*

Ei ghth Semiannual Report on Activities Under Public Lav/ 480,
BEird Congress, as amended August 5, 1958, p. 5.
Psrtly estimated.

174
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Table 14 - Status of Foreign Currencies Under Title I, Public Lavr 480

Million Dollars Equivalent)
Country

s
s
•

Aftreement
amounts through
June 30, 1958

j

Allocations

5

hy Budget Bureau

Collections

j
J

through
March 31, 1958

March 31, 1958

through

J Disbursements
: by agencies
t
through

; March 31, 1958

29,4
30,8

5,6
11,6

68,2
21.4

37,3
1.2

6,0
4,8
11,1
4.3

40,7

30.7
39.8
5.7
163,7
20,1

6,3
39.6
21,9
38.7
9,9

37,2
9.6
35.0
7.7

38.8

19.6
36,0
29.7
1,2
66.0

18.6
37.7
7.7
1,1
59,6

19,2
25,6
2,0
1,2

3,5
23,5

50,9

36,3

Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iran
Israel

5,9
419,4
96,7
It. ,4
92,6

2,4
254,0
81.8
11.9
68,5

2,5
288,5
87.2
12,4
70.3

1,5
7,2

Italy
Japan

152.9
150,8
132,0
28.2

134,2
137,5
81,7
22,1
,2

"109.1
146,2
80,9
8,1

123.2
72,4

Pakistan

186,1

Paraguay

132.6
3,0

Peru

3,0
25,2

135,3
2.9
12.2

35,0
2,3
9.3

Philippines

14,4

7,7

138,0

2,6

6,7
62,6

1.7

Poland

Portugal
Spain

7,1
283,1
4,6
162,6
48,2

5,4
199.2

7.1
179,6
4,1
104.6
34,5

5,0
31,1
1,5

Argentina
Austi'ia .
Bolivia
Brazil
Burma

Ceylon
Chile

China (Taiv^an)
Colombia
Ecuador

Egypt
Finland
Prance

Germany
Greece

Korea
Mexico
Netherlands

Thailand

Tixrkey
' United Kingdom
Vietnam

Yugoslavia
Total

31,1
42,9
6,3
179.9

16,1

4,0

132,1

30.9

22,0
6,7

6.0
294,6

196,1

224,8

2,834.4

1,998,2

1,905.4

7,1

37,7
40.0

14,5
13,8

550,5

l/ Includes amounts specified in the agreements, tobe used for loans under Section
104(e) and (g), not subject to allocation,

^ Calculated at the collection rates of exchange,

*3/ Loan and grant disbursement calculated at collection rates, other disbursements
"" calculated at Treasury selling rates.

26.5

2.2
234.1

37.5

2.2
234.1
79.0
2.5
57.8
100.6
108.9
13.6

Greece
Iceland

agreement Projects

10.5

143.2

509.1

82.7
863.0

135.3

1,377.5

73.9

1.1
73.9
52.6

132.7

5.2

1.0

2.1

3.4

3.4

.6

30.8

70.6

79.0
2.5

11.0

13.6

4.3

.8

2/

20.0
10.4

526.9

9.0

3.4

2.2
9.8

108.9

30.0

47.1

2.2
55.0

19.9

14.0

31.7
22.2
6.3

149.2

16.0

910.8

82.7

3.4
108.1
1.6
48.6

2.1
8.1

23.6

41.2
65.4
103.7

.6

1.9
160.2
67.5

17.0
30.3
15.0
4.9
13.3
14.0
26.7

37.7

18.2
15.0

391.2

9.0

3.4

2.1
8.1

41.2
30.0
103.7

55.0

1.9

19.9

14.0

4.9

30.3
15.0

37.7

15.0

519.6

82.7

99.1
1.6
48.6

35.4

•6

105.2
67.5

;and proiects : projects
approvea
' pendinq

263.1

22^0
103.7

36.8

18.2
1.5

14.0

tCooperation

: International

by

;Disbursements

actually been made.

2/ Sales agreement expired vdth no sales having been made.

fied in sales

I/' Deposits in excess of amounts required for all other purposes of Sec. 104 sped
agreements except in those instances in which larger apportionments of funds for 104(g) have

Yuaolslavia

Turkey

Thailand

Phillippines
Portugal
Spain

5.2

2.2
10.4

Paraguay

Peru

54.4

Pakistan

i.iexico

Japan

Italy

Israel

India
Indonesia
Iran

Egypt

57.8
30.0
108.9
13.6
23.6
2.2
9.8

14.0

14.0

Finland

Ecuador

Burma

Brazil

Chile
Colombia

16.0
149.2
17.3
31.7
22.2
6.3

5.4

20.0
26.4

149.2
18.1
31.7
26.5
6.3
13.6

Bolivia

Austri a

Argentina

:

by sales
;Loan
agreements :signed:, pending approved

Earmarked

Loan agree- : Loan agreeTotal:m.ents signed irnents or

Deposits available 1/

(in million dollars equivalent)

Table 15 - Status of Loan Program Under Section 104(g), as of March 31, 1958
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Table 16 - Estimated Collections of Principal and Interest on
Loans Issued or to be Issued by ICA Under Autborxzations
Under F iblic Law 665 and Public Law 480 Through »/"une 30, 1958

(In millions of dollar equivalents)
Countr

Argentina
Austria

Bolivia
Brazil
Bturma
do

PuV ic Law 480
do
do
do
do

Mutual Security
Program

20.0
26.3
5.4

149.2

0.1
—

—

18.1

25.0

—

9.2

3.3
90.8
10.8

8.6
10.2
2.4
63.8
7.6

1.5

13.3

15.0

10.5

1.1
12.3

1.5
16.5

1.1
11.8

8.9

10.6

12.2
2.5
66.3

14.0
2.9
79.0

7.1

do
do
do

2.5
31.7

Colombia

Public Law 480

22.2

10.9

1.3
14.6
.4
14.8

Costa Rica

Mutual Security

2.0

1.7

1.0

2.2

Ceylon
Chile
do

.9

—

.7

—

Program
Deranark
Ecuador
do

Egypt
Greece
do

Hondwas
Iceland
do

India
do

Indonesia
do

do

Public Law 480

Mutual Sec\irity
Program
do

Public Law 480

Mutxial Security
Program
do
Public Law 480

Mutual Security
Program
Public Law 480

Mutuhl Security
Program
Public Law ^SO

Mutual Security
Program
P\iblio Law 480

2,3
6.3
2.0

—

6.3

—

1.7

.1
1.6
1.0

.4

11.9
14.8

—

5.1

8.7
—

—

—

—
mmm

7.5

.6

3.4

4.1

4.7

2.6

47.6
35,0

.8

20.1
15.7

24.3
18.7

42.7
21.3

17.4
14.1

1.3
1.5
5.0

1.6
1.6
4,9

3.0

2.2
9.0

234.1
122.5

—

.8

3.7

104.4
37.0

124.4
43.9

1.3

1.8
—

—

3.0

2*1

140.5
50.6

100.1
32.0

11A
15.0

34.5
8.1

41.2
7.8

46.5

7.4

33.0
4.5

2.5

1.1

1.3

1.5

1.1

19.2
18.7

25.3

1.9

21.1

20.6
23.3

4.5
13.4

9r.2

39.3
49.6
8.9

46.8
58.8
10.6

52.9
66.0
12.0

37.6
38.6
8.6

10.5
39.0

12.5
16.4

14.2
52.6

10.1
34.4

1.3

1.0

.3

.8

.5

7.5
1.7

7.9
1.0

2.9
8.9

3.5
10.6

Mutual Security
Program
Israel
do

Public.lair 480

Mut\jal Security
Program

Italy
Japan

Public Law 480

Morocco

Mutual Security
Program

Pakistan
do

Paraguay
do

do

Public Law 480

Mutual Security
Program
Public Law 480

Mutual Security
Pro gram
Public Law 480

Mutual Security
Program

Philippines
do

Public Law 480

Mutual Security
Program

36.8
40.5
88.0
108.9
20.0

23.6
88,0
2.3
1.0
12.6
2.0
6.6
20.0

'.7:-

2.1
—

.2

—

—

2.9

2.1

4.0

2.8

12.2

0.5

Table 16 continued - Estimated Collections of Principal and Interest on Foreign

Currency Loans Issued or to be Issued by ICA Under Authorizatxons

Available Under Public Law 665 and Public Law Through June
30, 1958

(In millions of dollar equivalents)
Loan

of^ loan
Public Law 480
do

Mut\ial Security
Program
do
Public Law 480

Mutual Security
Program
do
Public Law 480

Mutual Security
Program
do
Public Law 480

Mutual Security
Program

3.4
113,1

.6

20.0

1.2 ^

60.0
2.1
20,0

1,1

2.5
89,3
70,0

50.0
82,7
28,5

1,860,9

Source:

; April 1,:

amounts! 1957-60 :1961-70

—

—

—
....

1,2

1,0
—

—

25,8

:1971-80
.

f

1981-90

(6)

t1991-99
7

2.1
50.6

9.2
27,2
1.0
8.9
1.1
39,9
31.9

22,4
36.7
12,7

819.9

963,9

1,082.1

712,3

Policies and Operations Under Public Law 480, 85th Congress, June-July 1957,
pp. 42,

Appendix A

Table 17 - Public Lav/ 430 Loan Projects Approved as of

June 30, 1958

j/

I

V

(in million dollars equivalent)
: January :

Country

s

Description of projects

: to June : Cumu-lative:

2Z

-L
Industrial projects, including electric
power, iron and steel, nietal processing,
textitle industry, etc., 14.2; tourism,

1.0; regional development, 0«8

y
31.32

Agricultural silo facilities, 4.9;
extension and rehabilitation of railways,

13.5; river navioation and port im

provement, :2w75:raetallurgical '\r.'ork^,'-3.6;
117.9

cold storage meat plants, 0.9; electric
energy production, 4.5. Expansion of

hydroelectric and power production,rail
way construction, expansion of iron and
steel production.

Highway and port improvement, 13.0;
irrigation, drainage and forestry, 5.3;
food-processing facilities 4.9; housing,
3.0; agriciilturai training center and
experiment station, 3.0^ coal industry 2.5
22.2

Revolving loan funds for various purposes,

including development of mining, lumber,
and livestock production, farm-to-market
roads, and food-storage facilities.
Agricultural credit system in tropical
coastal area, 3.1; loans to agricultural
producers, 2.0; industrial development,
l.C; highway improvement and maintenance,
0.2.

Construction; Hydroelectric plant, 10.9;
fluting-board plant, 3.1.
Extension and modernization; Roads and

bridges, 9.0; electrical grid, 3.3, IVorker'
lov.'-cost housing, 2.0; sraall community
v,urks, including access roads, water
installations, and range control, 6.0;
vocational education, 0.2; Foreign
Econori'.c Development Finance Corporation,

179

Table 17 continued - Public Law 430 Loan Projects Approved as of
(in million dollars equivalent)
January «
to June::Cumulative
Country
2.2

Iceland

Description of projects
Hydroelectric plant.

Loans through Flefinance Corporation of India

Indi

to private industry.
Israel

development, 6.7; agricultural settlements
(construction of farm buildings), 2.8; land

preparation, 0.4; agricultural research

electric power construction, 6.5; housing
development, 3.1; development to small indus
tries, 0.9; encouragement of exports, 0.8.
Italy

51.2

81.2

Industrial development in southern .Italy, 32.6:
revolving loan fund—tourist facilities, 8.0;
loan for industrial export promotion, 11.0;
loan fund for creation of small landov;ners,

8.0; loans to small prodiicers for expansion of
livestock production, marketing, and processing

.0; vocational education^13.6,
facilities, 8.0;
59.5

Japan

Electric power development, 50.7; irrigation
drainage and reclamation, 8.4; productivity
and land development, 12.7; land reclamation
for industrial sites, 1.9; productivity center,
2.8; forest development, 2.8; industrial

marketing and processing, 4.5; improvement of
fishing-port facilities, 1.9; silk center, 0.4;
undetermined, 0.5.

2.2

Paraguay

Highway and bridge constru'ction and improvement
coffee), 0.6.

Peru

2.8

12.6

Irrigation and land development, road and dam
construction; expansion of agricultural
research station; leather-products production;
loans to private borrowers.

Table 17 continued - Public Law 430 Loan Projects Approved of

June 3 ', 1953 2^^
(in million dollars equivalent)
;January :
;to June sCumulative

Country :195S

projects.

2/

Portugal

Storage facilities for bananas and cereals.

Spain

Reforestation and watershed control, 5.1; smal.

irrigation projects for noncitrus fruit and
vegetable production, 2.6; soil conservation,
0.3; land consolidation, 1.0.
Total

118.0

580.7

1/ This tabulation includes only projects approved within current loan
agreements. Projects may have been tentatively approved prior to
completion of loan agreements are not included.

2/ Approval of projects allows expenditures of up to the amounts stated.
The total amount available for these orojects would decrease if the
the amount available for loans is less than that anticipated.

3/ Projects total $30.1 million equivalent because of probable
in loan funds available.

shortfall

Table 18 - Planned Uses of Foreign Ctirrenoy Under Title I, Public Law 480, Agreements
Signed J\xlv 1. 1954, Through June 30, 1958 3/

^

^

v.

^ N

fAmounts are in million dollar equivalents at the deposit rate of exchange)

—

Total ^ourrT
Market
program.ed
develop
(market
value,
including

ment

(104 (&)

Military

strategic

prootu'e—

goods for

loeat

other

material

(l04 (b)

(104 (o)

ocean trans

portation)
Argentina

31.1

Austria
Bolivia
Brazil
Bm-ma

42,9

Ceylon
Chile

China (Taiwan)
Colombia
Ecuador

Eg^-pt
Finland
France

Germany
Greece

Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iran
Israel

Italy
Japan
Korea
Mexico
Netherlands
Paki stan

Paraguay

40,7
6,3
39,6
21.9
38,7
9,9
19,6
36,0

3.6 2/

1,2
66,0
5,9
419,4
96,7
12.4
92,6
152.9
150,8
132,0
82.2
,3
186.1
3,0

United Kinr^dom

14,4
130.0
7,1
283.1
4.6
162.6
48,2

Vietnam Kingdom
Yugoslavia

294.6

Portugal
Spain
Thailand

Turkey

Total

Uses as per
cent of total

• trade and

countries 2/* economic
(l04 (dT sdevelopment
: (104 (e)

4,6

29.7

7.5

6,0 Zj
2/
10,0 2/
10,9

25,2

Poland

:multilateral

6,8
179,9

Peru

Philippines

Purchase of s Grants for

Purchase of

6,0

2,834,4 6/
. -

•

100,0

300,2

54,0

-P VI^ 18
in continuea
mntinued - Planned Uses of Foreign Currency
Under Title
Law 430,
Table
^,54^ Through
J%me 30, Publio
1958 _\/
(Amounts are in million dollar equivalents &«< the deposit rate
of exchange)
Loans to

private

Paynjent of

;

enterprise

United States

(104 (e)

obligations

Austria
Bolivia
Brazil
Burma

Ceylon

1.5

Chile

China (Taiv/an)
Colombia
Ecuador

3.0
2.2
.5

Egypt
Finland
Fraiice

2.3
6.9

Germany
Greece
Iceland
India

2.9
•8
14.2 •

Indonesia
Iran

Israel

10.2
6,2

Italy
Japan
Korea
Mexico

2.0
7.1

(104 (f) ^

Peru

20.0

26,3
5.4
149.2
32.5
2.1

31,6

26,5
7,2
13,6
19.1

37,4
3,9
269.2
77.4
2.5
61.5
100.5
108.9
13.6

4/

54.4
2.2

4,0
2.7
138.0

16.0
5.2

3.4
157.5
2.1
75,7

1.5

3.1
120.4
.8
70.0
44.6
.9

135.3

88.4

781.5

1,460.2

Thailand

7.8

Uses as per
cent of total

nents

(104 (g)

1.9
1.0

Poland

Total

i

28.7
.4

Portugal
Spain
Turkey
United Kingdom
Vietnam Kingdom
Yugoslavia

foreign

16.4

Paraguay

Philippines

Loans to

, j govern-

9.8
12.1
.7
22,5
6.0
1.6
5.9
6.0
6.4
1.0
4.7
8.9
14.8
.1
14.4
1.0
65.9
15.7
2.8
20.2
31.6
25.6
21.2
2.9

Netherlands
Pakistan

:

3,1

Inter—

:

s

national ;TranslationsInfonnaedncationals
and
: tion

exohange

(104 (h)

:publication:

and

s (104 (i) :education
:

: (104 (j)

llotcs on Tablo 18

1/ Amounts shovjn on this table are subject to adjustment when actual
purchases and allocations have been made.

2/ Amounts shown in this column indicate a specified am.ount^in the
agreement for this use. Footnote 2 only shov;s an unspecified

amount for possible procurement for 3 d countries. A footnote
and an amount indicates more than 1 agreement including both specified
and unspecified amounts.

2J In order to provide flexibility in the use of funds, many agreements
provide that a specified amount of local currency pro^ceeds may be
used under sees. 104(a), (b), (f), (h;, and (i).

In some instances,

possible uses under soc» 104 vd) arc also included in this category.

Therefore, estimates based on the best "informatign now av.ailable are

indicated abpve;under subsecs. (a), (b),'•(h),--and Ci)• -Balancds ^not

otherwise distributed are included under subsec. (f).' Thife "distribution
is subject to 'revision Vi/hen allocations have been completed.
$50,000 or less.

The Japanese agreement for the July-June year 1955-56 provides for
the use of $8,100,000 and the United Kingdom agreements provide

for approximately $35,100,000 under subsec. 104(c). i^owever,

since in return for this currency use, these countries will con
struct and make available to the U.S. Armed Forces an equivalent

y

value of dependent housing, the amounts are shown under 104(f).
Am.ounts shown in this column are amounts specified in agreements.
These amounts may differ from totals shovmi on Table IV, which
reflects purchase authorization transactions.

204

272

150

iweat Papking Houses

Meat Markets

Silk Center

Source:

Total

38,186

204

32,64*2"

1,040

83
73
50

6,544

204

121
199
100
110

83.3

90.4

33.3

26.8

40.7

30.8

61.4
53.7

72.3
91.7

of Agricultural Surplus for Economic Development in Japan.

Bangkok, 1958, p. 33»

Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, Japan, Cited in FAO Study on the Utilization

Unallocated and Reserved

1,150

116

Calcium Cyanamide Factory

Japan Productivity Centre

419

600
700

1,000

152

348

94.8
79.8
30.4
86
35

139

23,860
3,680
1,580

91.3
62.4

5,898
1,666
174
500

2,273
2,218

Not yet

26,133

Central liholesale Markets

Fishing Ports

Forest Development Corporation
Eeet Sugar Factory

Archi Irrigation Corporation
Agricultural Land Machinery Corporation
Letters Fund Financing Special Account
Reclamation of Factory Sites in Chiba

Electric Power Development

Projects

:
disbursed

Disbursed

A

Total

Agricultural Comrr.odities as of September 30, 1957, Japan

Table 19 - Uses of the Funds From the Special Account for Surplus

Appendix A

APPENDIX B

Appendix B
Different Legislations Authorizing Special
Export Programs
Subsidized Exports

1.

P.L. 320, 74th Congress, Section 32—Act of August 24, 1935,
as amended.

2.

P.L. 806, 80th Congress, Section 5(f)—Commodity Credit Corporation
Charter Act,as amended.

3.

P. L. 439, 81st Congress, Scction-40'' (,f)-i*-Agricultural Act
of 1949, as amended.

4.

P. L. 421, 81st Congress, International l.heat Agreement Act

of 1949, as amended,
5.

(extended by P.L. 180, 83rd Congress).

Act of August 11, 1939, 76th Congress (Pub.

Res.)♦

Darter

P. L. 806, 80th Congress, Section 4 (f) (inserted by Act of June

7, 1949, P. L. 85, 81st ingress) Commodity Credit Corporation
Charter Act.

P. L. 480, 83rd Congress, Section 303—Agricultural Trade Development
and Assistance Act of 1954, as amended.
Sale for Foreign Currenov

1^

P. L. 665, 83rd Congress, Section 402—Mutual Security Act of
1954, as amended.

2.

P. L. 480, 83rd Congress, title I—Agricultural Trade Development
and Assistance Act of 1954, as amended.

Famine Relief and Other Assistance

1.

P. L. 480, C3rd Congress, Title II—Agricultural Trade
Development and Assistance Act of 1954.

2.
3.

P. L. 439, 81st Congress, Section 416 (as amended by P. L. 480,
Section 302, 83rd Congress)—Agricultural Act of 1949.
P. L. 665, Sections 409 and 505, Mutual Security Act of
1954, as amended.

Membsr AQsmciGS of AmoricBn Council of Voluntdry AgonciGS
for Foreign Serviceolnc.

-'\merican Baptist Relief
American Bureau for I"'iedical Aid to ohina^ Inc»

American Federation of International Institutes^ Inc«
American Friends of Russian Freedom, Inc.
American Friends Service Committee, Inc.
/unerican Fund for Czechoslovak Refugees, Inc.

American Hellenic Progressive Educational Association Refugee
Relief Committee.

American Jewish Joint Distribution Committees, Inc.
/imerican Middle East Relief, Inc.

American National Committee to Aid Homeless Armenians (AMCHA)
American ART Federation, Inc.
American Relief for Poland, Inc.

Boys' Tovins of Italy, Inc.
Brethren Service Commission

Catholic Relief Services, National Catholic Welfare Conference, Inc.
Church World Service, Inc. National Council of Churclies of Christ
in the U.S.

Cooperative for /^merican Remittances to Everyv/nere, Inc.
General Council of the Assemblies of God, foreign Service Committee
Heifer Project, Inc.

Hadassah, Inc. (Women Zionist Organization of America)
International Rescue Committee, Inc.

International Social Service, Inc. American Branch
Iran Foundation, Inc.
Luthern Refugee Service

Luthern World Relief, ^nc.
Mennonite Central Committee, Inc.
National Travelers Aid Association
Near East Foundation

Russian Children's Welfare Society, Inc.
Salvation Army

Selfhelp of Emigrees from Central Europe, Inc.
Tolstoy Foundation, Inc.
Unitarian Service Committee, Inc.

United Friends of the Needy and Displaced People of Yugoslavia, Inc.
United HIAS Service, Inc.

United Lithuanian Relief Fund of America, Inc.

United Seamen's Service, Inc.
United Ukrainian American Relief Committee, Inc.
V/orld Relief Commission of the National Association of Evangelicals
IVorld University Service

Young V/omen's Christian Association, Inc. (V/orld Emergency Fund)
Source:

Policies and Operations under Public Lav; 480, 85th Congress,
Congressional Hearings, 85th Congress, 1957, p# 234.

Sm.UvlARY OF FIIIDIMGS OF TME IMTERMATIOMAL I.IILhT
SURPLUS UTILIZATION CONFERENCE

This conference concerned itself vdth ways and moans by vhich abundant

food supplies can be used most effectively in promoting better nutrition
and economic grovdh in underdeveloped countries, with due regard to the

welfare of farmers in both exporting importing countries.

The purpose

of this conference was limited to these three objectivesJ

(1)

To determine the size and extent of present wheat surpluses arid

the prospects for the next few years;

(2)

To evaluate existing methods of surplus disposal — especially

P.L. 480;

(3)

To examine the possibilities of expanding the use of surplus

wheat*

The consensus of the group on these three problems seemed to bet
SIZE AND EXTENT OF THE IJHEAT SURPLUS

1.

The world is producing about as much wheat as it can consume,

under present conditions, including concessional sales at recent levels.

2.

There has been a sharp upward trend in unsold carryover stocks

in major exporting countries during the last 6 years, flattening off in

1957/58 and 1958/59,
3.

As long as the present system of arrangements for government pro

tection to agricultural incomes, trade barriers, etc., in importing and

exporting countries, continues as it has in recent years, and as long as

technology of production continues to result in rising yields as it has

been doing, there seems

unlikely to be any material change in this

general surplus situation, despite the continuing increase in population.

4. Independent measures of surplus disposal may, therefore, assume

a semi-permanent character, and affect an increasing part of the internationa
trade in grains, thus adding to the marketing difficulties now being exper
ienced by exporting countries*
EVALUATION OF PUBLIC LAW 480

It is to the interest of farmers and the general public that existing

surplus food supplies be used as fully as possible to speed up economic

development in the less developed countries of the v;orld* Public Law 480
has attempted to do this. This has the desirable effect of increasing

their present levels of nutrition, and raising their ability to produce;

and of speeding up the rate of progress in their production, and levels of
national income, and consumption, making their countries better able to

buy and sell in foreign trade with other countries* Countries that are in
a position to help, notably the United States, should therefore continue

and expand their aid to the economic development of less developed countries

by all feasible means, including direct assistance in international financin(
as well as provision of surplus foods*

To facilitate these activities, the

following legislative or administrative changes seem needed in P*L* 480i
1. That.P.X* 4B0be amended so as to authorize agreements .under Title I

for periods of as much as 5 years ahead v/ith only the costs during each year
of such agreement to be charged to that year's appropriation*

This

chahge

would enable recipient countries to develop firm plans for

development projects to use the funds for a suitable period ahead, and to
arrange for domestic sale of surplus products, and to simultaneously use

the foreign currencyrresulting from those sales for expanded development

projects*

Owing to inevitable delays in reaghing agreement and in conductirK

operations most countries find it difficult or impossible to get the project

started within the present one-year period.

Most development projects

take several years to carry to completion, and many governments hestiate

to make surplus food distribution arrangements or to put new development

projects into operation, when they have no assurance that resources vail be
available to carry those operations through to completion.
2•

The sections of P>L. 480 dealing with the assurance that recipient

countries will continue commercial imports at their previous levels should
be strengthened to afford as much protection to exports by other friendly
nations as they give to exports by the U.S. This might be done by stating

the required guarantees under P.L. 480 in the same way as they are stated
under the Mutual Security Act.

The present language in P.L. 480 and the

present agreements may result in substituting U.S. commercial exports for
those by other exporters, which is contrary to the spirit of the FAQ

Principles of Surplus Disposal, to which most conntries, including the USA^
have subscribed,

^o further assure the maintenance of commercial exports,

consultation with other exporting countries should be further developed.
3.

The use local currency proceeds for expenditures that would other-

wise be paid in dollars should be limited to the minimum amount possible.

These expenditures frequently run to 50/o or more of the total value of the
surpluses received.. In part these are used to pay the recipient country for
Services or commodities which would otherwise be paid for in dollars.

To

that extent they reduce the effectiveness of the operations in increasing
domestic consumption of the products distributed or in providing increased
expenditures for economic development.

Since they do not increase the recipi'

country's capital formation, and tend to harm other exporting countries by

substituting U.S. exports (paid in dollars) for purchases from other exporter,
they represent an^ addition to the program contrary to its stated purposes

and objectives, and should if possible be eliminated entirely.
4.

Countries should be given the maximum flexibility possible to

select their own development projects to be financed from amounts earmarked
for local currency loans, wherever the effectiveness of their own administrat

arrangements justify.

The elaborate administrative procedures of prior appro

by the U.S. greatly slow up the earmarking and expenditure of funds for
development, and tend to result in expenditures for "additional,employmeht
lagging far behind the actual sale of the commodities in domestic markets.

More general adoption of the principle of allocation by the country concerned
with subsequent report to the U.S. authorities which has been permitted in
some cases, v.ould be helpful.
^•

That barter deals be restricted to the minimum possible and that

the recent administrative requirement for proof that additional consumption

would result should continue to be strictly enforced.

Surpluses disposed

of earlier under barter or triangular deals have tended to be substituted

for other commercial imports, rather than to be offset by increased food

consumption in the recipient country.

This is especially true when a

highly developed country is a party to the transaction.

Substituting U.S.

wheat for wheat exports by other countries does not raise world wheat con

sumption nor reduce v^rld wheat carryovers; and operations which have this
effect harm other friendly nations.
6.

Food-surolus-producinq nations should have as the primary objective

of their surplus disposal programs the increasing of the recipient country's
real national income in such a manner that i t vail result in the broadest

possible distribution of benefits.

The United States as a nation has successfully pursued the objective of

rapid economic growth through a free private enterprise economy.

However,

it should be recognized that imposing from the outside some types of economic
arrangements on certain nations may not be compatible with achieving this

objective of rapid economic growth.

Some nations lack the United States

tradition of checks and balances in its economic system—such for example

as, our anti-trust legislation.

Without these checks and balances free

private enterprise frequently fails to channel new income to the needy con

sumer or to productive enterprise.

The promotion of our particular ideas

of competitive enterprise, v;hile a desirable objective under appropriate
conditions in some countries, should be a secondary consideration to a

substantial volume of surplus disposal and an equitable distribution of the
benefits from the disposal programs.
FOSSIBILITIES OF EXPAhDING THE USE OF SURPLUS VJHEAT

1.

The use of wheat suroluses for educational nurnoses should be

expanded as rapidly as possible.

(1)

This expansion might include:

The use of food scholarships for local and foreign high school arid

college students in the recipient country.

(2)

The use of local currency for the expansion of personnel, facilitie

and financing for the training of teachers.

(3) r.ie use of local currency for the expansion of personnel, facilitie
and financing for research in economic development in the recipient countries

These efforts should raise the level of literacy and of professional,
technical and administrative training, all of which are necessary for
economic development.
2.

Authorization miqht well be made for the provision of surplus foods
initial stocks of food grains for recipient countries to

establish or enlarge national food reserves for use in emergencies; (b) to

he]j_ finance the const_ructlon of storage fgcillties for holding such reserves:

and (c) for the replenishment of such reserves, once they vvere draw upon.
The initial stocks might be provided either under Title I or Title II;
while replenishment might be made either of these titles, or by commercial
imports, depending upon the circumstances df use. An international committee

(such as an appropriate FAO committee or group of experts) might well pass
upon the purpose for which used and the conditions for replenishment.
3. The_us^of food surpluses for school lunch programs should be
expanded as rapidly as possible, and as fast as recipient countries can
develop proper measures for operating them and using the surplus-^fonHs

for this_purpose. This vrould not only improve nutrition and the health of

the students, but should encourage larger and longer school attendance and

reduction of illiteracy. In countries that are just starting or expanding
such programs, arrangements might be made by the country concerned to use

CARE or a similar agency as an operating aggncy, possibly using local
currencies available under Title I.

countries have used surplus foods in kind to enable settlers

on newly opened land to get. thrn„nh h-w. fjjst

This method of disposal

might be further expanded, and perhaps applied in appropriate community
development projects for increasing productive capacity.
Jhe use of surplus feeding stuffs to improve livestock
in recipient countries should be further developed. In many cases small

amounts of supplementary feeding during periods of poor pastures or at
certain times of the year (i.e. sheep in North Africa, dairy cattle or

beef cattle in Central or South America) can greatly increase livestock
production. Use of surplus foods for such supplementaty feeding can

materially increase livestock products available to offset increased development.

expenditures and at the same time may demonstrate the economic value of
subsequent commercial import of feedstuffs for such supplementary feeding.

The'feedstuffs ^hoCiidcbe"distributed to farmers as mixed or processed
feeds or in some other manner to avoid diversion to other use.

6.

The use of surplus food for refugees and displaced persons should

be expanded

v/ith special emphasis on creating employment

and making them self-sufficient members of sodiety.

7.

There are many other possibilities of expanding the effective use

of surplus foods for improved nutrition and increased economic development;
and vigorous and imaginative research should be continued for such uses,

both in private and public discussions and actions.

The same applies to

many other ways and means not considered at the conference, such as more

positive organization for this purpose, as through some form of a world

food bank or world food reserve; or by encouraging research in food prepa
ration to make wheat as acceptable and easily prepared as possible.
OTHER LII.'.ITIHG FACTORS FOR GREATLY EXPAIDED USE OF IJHEAT

1•

Additional dollar support to additional development projects viill

often be needed to

the surplus foods, if increased food consumptit

Is to equal the amount of surplus products sold into domestic markets in

the recipient country.

This might be obtained either by providing additional

cash loans or grants for eeonomic development projects in the same Act, to

be used for combined "package deals" along with surplus products, or by
directing that such arrangements might be vx)rked out in conjunction with

other legislation (such as Mutual Security activities) as part of the genera)
policy of the U.S. to stimulate and speed up the economic development of
less developed nations.

It might also be possible to provide that repayment of loans under

the Marshall Plan, or local currency repayments under Title I of P,L.480,

should be paid into a revolving fund to be added to other funds available
to expand P.L. 480 Title I operations.
2.

The "market basket" of surolus products covered by disposal agreements

should be aswide and varied as possible,and cover as much as possible of

the increased domestic purchases or persons put to vvork on additional

development projects, for maximum effectiveness in financing additional
economic development and for not reducing markets for commercial exports.
In addition to wheat, rice, dry milk, and other dairy products, vegetable
dils, cotton, beans, poultry and livestock products might be included

where available in surplus stocks.

In addition, feed.grains might be

included on condition they would be used to expand livestock production

(poultry and dairy products, and meats) to be used to offset the increased
consumption (such feeding stuffs should be distributed to farmers in the
form of processed or mixed feeds, to prevent their diversion from the use

3ntended).
3.

The necessity for a greater dearee.of knowledge of the economic
cess both in donor countries and in recipient nations and of

the effect of surplus disposal on economic development. Much more can be

done in the way of research and education on such problems as evaluating
the effects of Public Law 480 transactions on the economies of recipient
countries and on normal commercial markets and on the relation of better

nutrition to human energy and productivity.
V/hile there are many difficulties involved in Public Law 480 operations

they are far outweighed by the highly desirable consequences of using

surpluses constructively in underdeveloped nations and every effort should
be made to continue to improve and expand on the surplus disposition

programs that have been instituted.

Public Law 430 should not, however,

be expanded at the expense of other programs for dollar grants or loans
for economic development in other countries.
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